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Preface
We are a group of Leftists unaached to aditional Left organizations, and without any
real power of our own. This manifesto is not the justification of an organization that
already is, but an inspiration–and a premonition–of one to come. We are Marⅺsts and
communists. It would be possible for us to write eatises defending this, but that would
be a waste of our time; furthermore, many have been wrien already. We guarantee some
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of us will indeed write some in the future. Similarly, we do not intend to waste pages here
as the defense-lawyer of the Soⅵet Union, modern China, Hoxha’s Albania, &c &c. Our
audience in this manifesto are also Marⅺsts, or ought to be.

In the Phænomenology of Spirit it is said:

Since the man of common sense makes his appeal to feeling, to an oracle
within his breast, he is finished and done with anyone who does not agree;
he only has to explain that he has nothing more to say to anyone who does
not find and feel the same in himself. In other words, he amples underfoot
the roots of humani. For it is in the nature of humani to press onward
to agreement with others; human nature only really eⅺsts in an achieved
communi of minds.

There is a particular poison in Leftist circles that has been called “seleⅳe puri en-
forcement”, which is a method to avoid any engagement whatsoever (including a critical
engagement) with thinkers deemed “problematic”. “Beer to loudly disavow any and all
claims made by them, and never speak again, than to critically engage” is the watchword
of this tendency–it is very much tied with folk-politics and pey-moralism. This is used to
delegitimize certain projes whose theories rely on the works of a “problematic” thinker.
One very good example here is Foucault. TERFs such as Sheila Jefferys claim that he
was secretly a pædophile, and thus his entire work must be in defense of that, and thus
any work that relies on him must also be in serⅵce of that. This is used to remove But-
ler, Sedgwick, Halperin, Warner, Bersani, Rubin &c from critical consideration. Never
mind that Simone de Beauvoir, whose work founded second-wave feminism, also signed
the same petition that’s used as “eⅵdence” that Foucault was a pædophile–she’s not the
target of this. (Similarly, never mind that, supposedly at least, Plato wrote a book de-
fending pæderasty, or Heidegger was a Nazi, or Arendt was in love with a Nazi, or Kant
was a racist, or Marx was anti-Semitic1, or Frege was a Nazi, or Althusser murdered his
wife, or Wigenstein beat children &c &c). Importantly here, unlike Gilles Dauvé or
Germaine Greer, Foucault never wrote a theoretical defense of pædophilia. Furthermore,
upon closer examination, the eⅵdence used to claim Foucault was a pædophile does not
show this. Indeed, the petition was not to lower the age of consent as has been charged,
but to avoid lumping pædophilia with homosexuali, sex work, alcoholism, tuberculosis,
and cancer. Foucault did indeed comment on this particular issue, but his position was
to replace such laws with a sort of therapeutic nuanced situational analysis which would
supposedly put children in a safe position where people ust and believe them–as opposed
to a blunt application of criminal law which leads to ⅵim-blaming. This is something
that can certainly be critiqued–indeed, from a cursory look, often ⅵims of pædophilia
find it hard to identify the ⅵolence done to them as abuse even when adults and free from
the power of the abuser, the solution doesn’t take auma into account &c &c. But this
has been quote-mined and taken out of context such that Foucault and his proje can be
porayed as the advancement of pædophilia, an accusation made easier for homophobes
gⅳen that he was a gay man who died of Aids. This is not to say that Foucault or any other

1This is based on intentional misreadings of Marx's satire of Bruno Bauer--Zur Judenfrage is best translated
as ``On 'The Jewish Question''' not, ``On The Jewish Question'' as it is a response to Bauer's anti-Semitic screed
``The Jewish Question''--the quotes often lifted from this work were usually satirizations of statements made by
Bruno Bauer. Marx himself was of Jewish heritage and well aware of it.
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thinker should not be critically examined (indeed, while writing this we have come across
and incorporated the insightful criticisms made by Weheliye in Habeas Viscus). But, to
repeat ourselves, that is not what “seleⅳe puri enforcement” wants, what it wats is a total
disengagement–performatⅳe moral ouage. We must instead champion critical examina-
tion–these problems should not lead to a disengagement and performatⅳe moral ouage,
but rather expose the limitations of a work and how it can be changed for the beer.
Issues like those mentioned above should be based more on the theoretical and political defense
of reprehensible as and beliefs and how they inform the rest of the associated theory and poli-
tics–thus, we must shun Bakunin, for his anti-Semitism informed his brand of anarchism,
and Dauvé, who has, as mentioned before, wrien a theoretical ode to pædophilia, which,
unlike what is being claimed about Foucault, does not appear markedly inconsistent with
his politics and philosophy as a whole.

We acknowledge that this manifesto is wrien in fairly academic terms. Hopefully,
this will be addressed with a series of handbooks for those who might not be familiar with
the theories discussed here. But some will denounce us merely for writing this–merely for
writing in an academic tone at all–and will thus denounce our philosophy as bullshit. The
perfe response to this demagoguery can be found, interestingly, in the following quote
from a reⅵew of One-Dimensional Woman2:

Accusations of elitism are not only the last but also, invariably, the immediate
resort of those who have accepted the capitalist iǌunion to ”lⅳe without
ideas” (as Badiou puts it). No further argument will ever be produced. Eli-
tists are those whose thought is abstra because it is concerned with the
deadly abstraions which dominate our lⅳes, and because it aims at a future
incompatible with our dominated present.

On the other hand, many academics will be infuriated by the lack of academic rigour
of this paper, as if it were addressed only to academics. This is not an academic paper, and
we are not interested in metaphysical speculation here, nor are we interested in funneling
our work, our energy, and our time through the ouroboros of the academic Isa, full of
opportunists and charlatans. This is not a formalistic exercise in meaningless, onanistic
rigour as much as it is a colleion of readings of theorists and of history to be in serⅵce to
and to inform a liberatory political aion. It is a call to aion. Indeed, we encourage young
radicals to rife through our bibliography as a reading list. We reje the “Frankfurtian
spirit” of what Nick Land calls “anscendental miserablism”–the following memorable
quote inoducing his essay “Critique of Transcendental Miserablism” (an echo of Lukács’
remark on the Grand Hotel Abyss) should proⅵde the right frame of mind:

There is a gathering end among neomarⅺsts to finally bury all aspiration to
positⅳe economism (’freeing the forces of produion from capitalist relations
of produion’) and install a limitless cosmic despair in its place. Who still
remembers Khruschev’s threat to the semi capitalist West - ”we’ll bury you”?
Or Mao’s promise that the Great Leap Forward would ensure the Chinese
economy leapt past that of the UK within 15 years? The Frankfurtian spirit
now rules: Admit that capitalism will outperform its competitors under al-
most any imaginable circumstances, while turning that very admission into a

2found here: http://www.zero-books.net/books/one-dimensional-woman
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new kind of curse (”we never wanted growth anyway, it just spells alienation,
besides, haven’t you heard that the polar bears are drowning…?”).

The outcome of the “Frankfurtian spirit” is what Nietzsche would term slave morali–
unable to overthrow the oppressors, slave morali merely aempts to shame them by
reversing their values through ressentiment– as argued in Moufawad-Paul (2015)3 this also
undergirds nihilist communism (how aptly named!) by Monsieur Dupont. This is not to
say that Adorno’s proje is not important or useful–it is, and indeed our discussion of æs-
thetics relies upon his insightful essays on the culture industry. What we are merely hoping
to say is that this proje should not constrain us to merely learn how to die. If we accept
all the claims advanced by Adorno and Horkheimer (which, after all, rely on a humanistic
reading of Marx focused on alienation and reification, derⅳed from Lukács’s History and
Class Consciousness–Althusser criticises this in Marⅺsm and Humanism)–if mass enlight-
enment (and thus, mass politics and culture) is inherently mass deception, if subversion
is impossible, &c, then we have no leg to stand on and must withdraw from politics to
learn to die. But if we reje the broader claims of enlightenment as mass deception and
of instrumental reason as corrupting and totalitarian, and merely acknowledge that every-
thing is corrupted by capital and everything is dangerous (not bad), then we come to the
conclusion that nothing is sacred (or harmless) and everything is possible. Rather than
constraining us by ideological puri into the forbidding halls of high modernism as the
works of the Frankfurt School are pically (and with textual justification–indeed, this is
how Adorno and Horkheimer saw it, as they had accepted the conclusion that the postwar
social-democratic ’compromise’ had suspended the conadiion between the relations of
produion and the material produⅳe forces of socie) interpreted, the critical spirit
should free us.

For similar reasons, we oppose the idealist nonsense of some of the French intelleuals.
This is not to be made equal to “postmodernists”, because many postmodernists are useful–
Foucault, Butler, and (if used tastefully) Deleuze and Guaari among them. But anyone
who says “even signs must burn” for the liberation of the people should, as praⅺs, shut
up and go away. This school of idealists, being infused with the despair that they cannot
“do over” Mai 68 (much like how the Frankfurt School is infused with the despair that
they cannot “do over” the Spartakus Revolt–but at least the Frankfurt School developed
some important insights into late capitalism), begins to formulate a set of increasingly
nonsensical dorines as “the most radical”, to the point where “the most radical” is now
to drop out and do nothing–if you devote your emotional labour to the Revolution, you’re
just a stooge of an eⅵl authoritarian clique that will fail to abolish whatever bugbear they
carry. One wonders when the semiotic bullshit-machine will fall apart, collapsing under
the weight of its own nihilism.

If this document is eated as we suspe it might, (as the foundation of a new leftist
tendency) it would be useful to gⅳe it a name. We humbly suggest “Mountainism” and
“Montagnard”.

§1 The Eighteen Points
1. Our goal is to destroy the multiple interlocking oppressⅳe systems of capitalism

(which are really a unitary system) through revolutionary Marⅺsm and to usher in
3Theoretical Ressentiment
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a communist socie.

2. Capitalism, being based on a set of antagonistic conadiions, must be destroyed.
As capitalism is the root of most, if not all, other oppressⅳe systems that we find
today–and as it is in itself oppressⅳe, it becomes imperatⅳe to insist upon capital-
ism’s destruion by any means necessary.

3. Socialism is the expropriation of the expropriators, the vengeance of the proletarian
avenger that completes the task of liberation in the name of generations of the
downodden. It will be achieved through the diatorship of the proletariat. Class
struggle will intensify under socialism, then all classes (and implicitly class struggle)
will be dissolved. For the first time, difference will not mean oppression.

4. Imperialism is a necessary consequence of capitalism, even if it does not eⅺst as
nakedly as it did in the late 19th century (and as it can be used to comprehend the
oppression of people of colour in core counies and seler-colonialism). Imperi-
alism is inherently oppressⅳe, as it creates a core and a periphery and subjes the
periphery to oppression on behalf of the core. It must be destroyed by any means
necessary.

5. Racism is a necessary consequence of imperialism–it is the superstruure of the
imperialist base, and thus too paticipates in the intense, brutal ⅵolence of imperi-
alism. It must be abolished by any means necessary, and this will abolish the false
classificatory system of race.

6. Seⅺsm is a necessary conseqeuence of capitalism–it is the creation of sex and gender
which are false binaries in a dialeical relationship with one another, and which
permit the primitⅳe accumulation of reproduⅳe and emotional labour through
the normalization of the bourgeois nuclear family, the exploitation of women, and
the subjeion of women to intense ⅵolence. Seⅺsm–and the system of sex/gender
which struures it–must be destroyed by any means necessary.

7. Homophobia is a necessary consequence of seⅺsm–as sex/gender has historically
implied a normatⅳe heterosexuali to facilitate seⅺsm as described above, gay peo-
ple disrupt this struure and are thus punished by capitalist paiarchy, often in
brutal ways, such that they are erased from eⅺstence. Homophobia must be abol-
ished by any means necessary.

8. Transphobia is a necessary conseqence of seⅺsm, as the eⅺstence of ans peo-
ple challenges the naturalization and essentialism that sex/gender relies upon, and,
much like gayness, the eⅺstence of ans people is a threat to the methods by which
misogyny funions. Trans people, especially ans women, are thus brutally pun-
ished by capitalist paiarchy through ansphobia, which works to abuse them and
erase them from eⅺstence. Transphobia must be destroyed by any means necessary.

9. Interphobia is a necessary consequence of seⅺsm, as intersex people, like ans
people, by their very eⅺstence challenge the naturalization and essentialism that
sex/gender relies upon–and for this, intersex people are punished by mutilation at
birth and a whole host of social consequences throughout the rest of their lⅳes.
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We thus oppose interphobia and decree that it must be destroyed by any means
necessary.

10. Ableism is a necessary consequence of capitalism, where disabled people are op-
pressed (through denial of resources, eugenics &c) because their impairments in-
terfere with the exaion of surplus value and because disabled people require
different resources than the norm in order to meet their needs. Ableism must be
destroyed by any means necessary.

11. In order for human life to persist, the enⅵronment must be preserved. Industrial
produion under late capitalism has posed an eⅺstential threat to the enⅵronment
and thus humani because it cannot deal with what are referred to as negatⅳe
externalities. However, we reje primitⅳism, for one cannot put the cat back in the
bag, and because primitⅳism relies on a reaionary, idealist appeal to an imaginary
“nature” upon which their calls for eugenics targeting ans people, disabled poeple
&c depend. We instead call for the maintenance of ⅵtal resources (and access to
said resources) through cenal planning, and the replacement of “dir” technologies
with “clean” technologies (which are being developed but not nearly quickly enough,
and certainly not distributed on a large enough scale under late capitalism) on a mass
scale.

12. Eugenics is a tool of capitalist oppression which must be abolished, born of racialized
ableism which has been used as a tool to subdue women, people of colour, gay
people, ans people, intersex people, and disabled people. It has no place in a
socialist or communist socie and must be ended, relegated to memory as a horrific
capitalist crime as the Inquisition is remembered as a horrific feudal crime.

13. We find technology to be an ambiguous force–one which, in capitalism, is primarily
used to heighten the exploitation of the proletariat and other oppressed peoples, but
one which, under socialism, will allow for a world with very minimal work and the
meeting of everyone’s needs.

14. We understand the necessi for organization and oppose prefiguratⅳe, horizontalist
politics obsessed with small-scales, referred to as “folk-politics”.

15. The police and prisons are part of the repressⅳe state apparatus of capitalism, and
while a repressⅳe apparatus will be needed in the diatorship of the proletariat to
defeat counter-revolution, the police and prisons must be struggled against and in
the end destroyed.

16. In the future, massⅳe urbanization will be a necessi, yet urban policy will need
to be overhauled radically to be at all conducⅳe to liberation. We call for an urban
policy that cenes the needs of the downodden.

17. The post-war social-democratic compromise will not resolve the antagonistic con-
adiions underlying capitalism, and itself relies upon imperialism, racism, and
seⅺsm. It cannot be our goal to reⅵve this, whether in the form of a peo-state or
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not. We must seek and implement another, more radical, programme for socialism–
and we cannot remain complacent with any compromise, which, by its nature, must
be temporary, not permanent like fascists and social-democrats would hope.

18. Our Great Work shall be done through a programme of dual power and counter-
hegemony followed by a ⅵolent revolution, the expropriation of the expropriators,
and the withering away of the state.

§2 Our Beliefs
§2.1 Theory
§2.1.1 Against Capitalism
The eⅺstence of this sub-sub-seion may be surprising. After all, we have decided not
to waste time on this manifesto defending our Marⅺsm. This sub-sub-seion is not for
that: instead, it aempts to answer the question: on what grounds do we hold to Marⅺsm?
That is to say, not why Marⅺsm but rather, perhaps, do we emphasize a humanistic,
utopian socialism or an anti-humanistic, scientific (or at least, methodical) socialism. This
is a question worth answering, for it has been a point of dispute since the beginning of
socialist movements. We specifically would like to frame it in the terms of humanism
and anti-humanism–and by these terms, we subscribe to theoretical anti-humanism in the
vein of Althusser. This is to avoid the problems of pey-moralism, which peify and split
radical groups.
Rosa Luxemburg, in Luxemburg (1915)4, laid out many, but not all, of the grounds by
which we oppose capitalism:

Friedrich Engels once said: “Bourgeois socie stands at the crossroads, either
ansition to socialism or regression into barbarism.” What does “regression
into barbarism” mean to our lof European cⅳilization? Until now, we have
all probably read and repeated these words thoughtlessly, without suspeing
their fearsome seriousness. A look around us at this moment shows what
the regression of bourgeois socie into barbarism means. This world war is
a regression into barbarism. The iumph of imperialism leads to the anni-
hilation of cⅳilization. At first, this happens sporadically for the duration
of a modern war, but then when the period of unlimited wars begins it pro-
gresses toward its ineⅵtable consequences. Today, we face the choice exaly
as Friedrich Engels foresaw it a generation ago: either the iumph of impe-
rialism and the collapse of all cⅳilization as in ancient Rome, depopulation,
desolation, degeneration – a great cemetery. Or the ⅵory of socialism, that
means the conscious aⅳe struggle of the international proletariat against
imperialism and its method of war. This is a dilemma of world history, an
either/or; the scales are wavering before the decision of the class-conscious
proletariat. The future of cⅳilization and humani depends on whether or
not the proletariat resolves manfully to throw its revolutionary broadsword
into the scales. In this war imperialism has won. Its bloody sword of genocide

4The Junius Pamphlet
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has brutally tilted the scale toward the abyss of misery. The only compensa-
tion for all the misery and all the shame would be if we learn from the war
how the proletariat can seize mastery of its own destiny and escape the role
of the lackey to the ruling classes.

We would also like to note one point of departure from Marx and Engels. Following
from Luxemburg (1913)5, we hold that primitⅳe accumulation did not end long ago, but
must be proⅵded as a constant stream to maintain capitalism. Federici (2001)6 makes a
conⅵncing case that this underlies much of paiarchy, and Harvey (2005)7 argues that a
new form of primitⅳe accumulation, termed accumulation by dispossession, can be seen in
the prⅳatization of natural resources, the liberalization in peripheral and semi-peripheral
counies (such as Dengist China), and the destruion of the social-democratic welfare
state in core counies.
§2.1.1.1 For a Neo-Marxian Economics For too long, the Left–and here I mean the
proper Left–has ignored political economy. Ths is understandable in light of the narrow-
ness of the field of economics, its rigid, slaⅵsh adherence to neoliberal orthodoxy, and
other features which make it seem akin to a modern astrology. Yet this forgets that, until
the 1960s, economics was a fairly pluralistic discipline, and it was only through massⅳe
political pressure that the field homogenized, under the guise of science. Indeed, many
seem to forget the Cambridge capital conoversy, which challenged the very heart of ne-
oliberal economics (specifically, the neoclassical definition of capital, which was shown
by Sraffa to break down)–and which the Neo-Marⅺans and Sraffians are admied to have
won, when the neoliberals care to talk about it at all (they prefer now to just evade it). This
is a mistake, for despite all appearances and propaganda to the conary, Neo-Marⅺan eco-
nomics is indeed a ⅵtal field. Indeed, we must not forget that, being a critique of political
economy, Capital is a work of economics–one which engages with the original liberals on
their own field.

Of course, just as there is no one Marⅺsm, there is no one Marⅺan economics, and
they don’t all cohere with one another. This is especially ue as many concepts, especially
from Capital, Volume Ⅱ and Capital, Volume Ⅲ, are ambiguous and can be interpreted in
very different ways. For example, there are several main theories of capitalist crisis: under-
consumption/overproduion, profit squeeze, falling rate of profit, and disproportionali.
Here, we are pressing Marⅺst academics in the humanities to understand and engage
with Marⅺan and Neo-Marⅺan economics. Good inodutions to Marx’s economics can
be found in Marx (1865)8 and then Marx (1847a)9. Though Marx’s works have been criti-
cised by marginalists, we can find a response to the main line (advanced by Böhm-Bawerk)
in Hilferding (1904)10. We then recommend reading Hilferding (1910)11 and Sweezy and
Baran (1966)12. Indeed, we would like to emphasize the laer work and its use of the
concept of surplus.

5The Accumulation of Capital
6Caliban and the Witch: Women, the Body, and Primitive Accumulation
7A Brief History of Neoliberalism
8Value, Price, and Profit
9Wage Labour and Capital

10Böhm-Bawerk's Criticism of Marx
11Finance Capital
12Monopoly Capital
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Neo-Marⅺan economics, though building from Marⅺan economics (itself working
from Marx (1858)13, Marx (1867/1885/1894)14, and Marx (1863)15), is not merely Marx-
ian economics after an arbiary cut-off date (perhaps the publication of Sweezy and
Baran (1966)?). It incorporates the insights found in Post-Keynesian economics and Neo-
Ricardian/Sraffian economics to sharpen itself theoretically and to sharpen its critiques of
neo-classical economics. Thus, we recommend reading Keynes (1936)16 as well as Kalecki
(1943)17 and the other works of the Post-Keynesians. The Neo-Marⅺan refusal of dogma
also leads us to a point we must emphasize: openness to outside criticism and to tools and
theories not pically associated with Marx or Marⅺsts.

We would also like to encourage others to consider how a future socialist socie would
funion. It is ue that Marx held the writers of the “cookbooks of the future” in con-
tempt, yet we must have some idea of how to struure the socie after the revolution, so
as not to merely reproduce capitalism. While (for example) Mondragon Corporation is
certainly a step forward, being worker-owned (though not officially worker-managed–and
indeed, the criticism levelled is that worker-owners are a much smaller group than workers
of Mondragon in general), it is not the solution–by ⅵrtue of being embedded in a capi-
talist system that relies on profits, it is compelled to exploit Latin American workers and
ignore externalities. It is not enough to form coöperatⅳes–as long as the base struures
of profit, capitalist incentⅳes, &c eⅺsts, the basis of capitalism will remain.
§2.1.1.2 On Dialectics When we say that we are Marⅺsts, one natural question that
arises is: how do we conceⅳe of dialeics? This is a question that is more important than
it may at first appear: different Marⅺst ses have different interpretations of dialeics.
Our interpretation, conary to the Trotskyite interpretation (which rejes formal logic
wholesale and starts from mistakes made in the later works of Engels, especially Dialec-
tics of Nature which he refused to publish, exemplified by a return to Hegel), is derⅳed
from Mao (1937b)18, Mao (1937d)19, and the third chapter of Althusser (1965)20 (which
inoduces the concepts of overdetermination and the displacement, fusion, and condensa-
tion of conadiions) among others, and prⅳilege the law of conadiion (represented
by Moufawad-Paul (2016)21 in the language of formal logic as (A∧¬A)∧ (A∨¬A)) as
its core. We recommend Moufawad-Paul (ibid.) as a guide to dialeical materialism for
beginners, and then the four works we have cited above.
§2.1.2 Against Imperialism

For the natⅳe, life can only spring up
again out of the roing corpse of the
seler

Les Damnés de la Terre
Frantz Fanon

13Grundrisse
14Capital: Critique of Political Economy
15Theories of Surplus Value
16The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money
17Political Aspects of Full Employment
18On Contradiction
19On Practice
20Contradiction and Overdetermination
21Torsion & Tension: Mini-Manual for Dialectical Materialism
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What is imperialism, and how is it conneed to capitalism? Imperialism is the subju-
gation of one couny to another. In the modern era, we can denote three main stages to
it, as tools by which we may understand how it has funioned: seler-colonialism, which
began in the infancy of capitalism in the 15th and 16th centuries and continues to this day,
high imperialism of the 18th, 19th, and early 20th centuries; and neo-colonialism which
has become the dominant form of imperialism in the post-war period. As argued in Lenin
(1917a)22, imperialism stems out of capitalism’s need for constant growth in the form of
new markets, new resources, and new labourers among others. While the form of high
imperialism that Lenin was referring to has largely disappeared, the analyses of continuing
seler-colonialism and neo-colonialism show that it has been re-invented along similar
lines, though in a different form.
Some might argue that, as we are in the Global North, and especially gⅳen our theories
about a labour aristocracy, would it not be quⅸotic and, a fortiori, inherently chauⅵnistic
to believe that we could be anything but the tail-end of world revolution? To this, we re-
fer to Che Guevara’s exhortation for North Americans to fight, for they have the enⅵable
position of lⅳing “in the belly of the beast”.
§2.1.2.1 Against Neo-Colonialism Neo-colonialism is the dominant form of imperi-
alism in the 21st century. It is defined in Nkrumah (1965)23, a development of the theory
of 19th century imperialism in Lenin (1917a), as thus:

In place of colonialism, as the main instrument of imperialism, we have today
neo-colonialism…[which] like colonialism, is an aempt to export the social
conflis of the capitalist counies…
The result of neo-colonialism is that foreign capital is used for the exploita-
tion rather than for the development of the less developed parts of the world.
Investment, under neo-colonialism, increases, rather than decreases, the gap
between the rich and the poor counies of the world. The struggle against
neo-colonialism is not aimed at excluding the capital of the developed world
from operating in less developed counies. It is aimed at preventing the
financial power of the developed counies being used in such a way as to
impoverish the less developed.

But this was (more narrowly defined as merely the banana republics, though) earlier ar-
ticulated by no other than Che in Guevara (1961a)24:

We, politely referred to as ”underdeveloped”, in uth, are colonial, semi-
colonial or dependent counies. We are counies whose economies have been
distorted by imperialism, which has abnormally developed those branches of
industry or agriculture needed to complement its complex economy. ”Under-
development”, or distorted development, brings a dangerous specialization in
raw materials, inherent in which is the threat of hunger for all our peoples.

22Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism
23Neo-Colonialism, the Last Stage of Imperialism
24Cuba: Historical Exception or Vanguard in the Anticolonial Struggle?
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We, the ”underdeveloped”, are also those with the single crop, the single
produ, the single market. A single produ whose uncertain sale depends
on a single market imposing and fⅸing conditions. That is the great formula
for imperialist economic domination.

Our ⅵew of neo-colonialism is deeply rooted in dependency theory and world-systems the-
ory, specifically as articulated by Samir Amin in Amin (1974)25, Amin (1976)26, Amin
(1977)27, Amin (1990)28, and Amin (2004)29 among others: that is, the world can broadly
be dⅳided into a ’developed’ core and an ‘underdeveloped’ periphery: but rather than being
merely primitⅳe forms of the core, the “underdevelopment” of the periphery is shaped by
the same forces that produced “development” in the core: economic growth in the periph-
ery does not conibute to development, and its surplus is expropriated by the core. The
core largely makes produced goods while the periphery relies on agriculture and mining
(which itself is distorted towards exports), which are sold to the core at levels beneath their
values. Wages in core counies are by and large higher–and more likely to rise–than in
periphery counies, which also tend to more openly suppress social movements to increase
wages. This implies a distorted market: where workers of similar produⅳi and skills
earning vastly dⅳergent wages based on in what couny–or indeed, considering internal
colonies, region–they lⅳe. Commodities and capital but not labour are integrated into
the global market; indeed, barriers to migration are often steep. In peripheral counies,
the local bourgeoisie beomes dependent on foreign capital, and a local elite ‘comprador’
class enforces global power, receⅳing payoffs for this serⅵce. The periphery is, relatⅳe to
’primitⅳe’ forms of the core, distorted due to the effes of the global market: urbanis-
ing ever more rapidly, relying on foreign aid, and developing corruption where incomes
largely flow towards the comprador class and the bureaucracy. Peripheral counies cannot,
despite “economic miracles” smoothly ansition to core counies: they can enter the semi-
periphery (explained below; depressed core counies can also enter the semi-periphery),
but only through the creation or intensification of other peripheries. These forces hol-
low out politics, (referred to by Amin as ‘low-intensi democracy’), which no longer has
effeⅳe sovereign due to the diates of global capital, especially when disciplined by
institutions such as the World Bank or IMF. The poor of the periphery are not merely
poor: they are pauperised, for their situation is one of ever more immiseration. Even the
proposed “solutions” of globalist institutions in DC, Manhaan, and Brussells are used
to pauperise the periphery: take, for example the “philanthropic” neoliberal proje of
micro-credit and micro-finance, so lauded by DC financial institutions as a solution to
Third World pover, which really funion as the payday loan sharks of the global pe-
riphery, seing vultures upon what in business circles is referred to as “the market at the
boom of the pyramid”.

Now, with the rise of what’s called outsourcing, some might take umbrage with the
claim that the core produces goods and the periphery produces raw materials: after all,
what about China, India, or Vietnam (which export manufaured goods, agricultural
goods, and minerals)? There are two responses to this. The first is the postulation of

25Accumulation on a World Scale
26Unequal Development. An Essay on the Social Formations of Peripheral Capitalism
27Imperialism and Unequal Development. Essays by Samir Amin
28Maldevelopment: Anatomy of a Global Failure
29The Liberal Virus: Permanent War and the Americanization of the World
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a third category: semi-periphery, which is industrialised but without significant finance
(maintaining charaeristics of underdevelopment despite industrialization), and which
forms an important interface between the core and the periphery, simultaneously exploit-
ing the periphery while being exploited by the core. The second is to note that despite
producing industrialized goods, the periphery (and semi-periphery) remains saddled with
all the other problems of “underdevelopment”–indeed, industrialization is a contingent,
not a defining, feature of the core-periphery system.

Following Fanon (1961)30, we argue that in a revolution in the “Third World” (largely
formally independent from the old High Imperialism but economically yoked by neo-
colonialism) must rely on the peasany and other oppressed class elements that are not
necessarily involved in urban industrial produion (Fanon uses the aditional Marⅺst
term lumpenproletariat to refer to these strata, we do not). Fanon anticipates (based on
his observation of then-newly independent counies in Africa and Latin America) that
the local bourgeoisie will aempt to take the place of the haute bourgeoisie of the core,
and will frame questions of national liberation in the context of its abili to take on the
role of the old core haute bourgeoisie, not the liberation of the oppressed classes–but
will eventually become, yet again, the agents of the Western bourgeoisie: becoming what
was above called the comprador class. The earlier line of uni among the Third World
(and similar ideas, such as Pan-Africanism) begins to fall apart as the local bourgeoisie
cannot resolve class conadiions, and disintegrates into ethnic and cⅳic nationalisms
and religious warfare. It has been 55 years, and all of this has come to pass.

§2.1.2.2 Against Settler-Colonialism Seler-colonialism is the other continuation of
imperialism. This includes the maintenance of well-established colonies, such as the
White colonies of the United States of America and Canada upon Turtle Island (North
America), South Africa, Australia, New Zealand &c &c and the creation of relatⅳely
new ones, such as the colony of Israel upon Palestine (following Liberation of Palestine
(1969)31, we support the creation of a “democratic national state in Palestine in which
both Arabs and Jews will lⅳe as citizens with equal rights and obligations and which will
constitute an integral part of the progressⅳe democratic Arab national presence lⅳing
peacefully with all forces of progress in the world”–which, however, will require the re-
jeion of Zionism–defined as “an aggressⅳe racial movement conneed with imperialism
which has exploited the sufferings of the Jews as a stepping stone for the promotion of
its interests and the interests of imperialism in this part of the world which possesses rich
resources and proⅵdes a bridgehead into the counies of Africa and Asia”–and the state
of Israel “as a military, political and economic establishment which rests on aggression,
expansion and organic conneion with imperialist interests”). Seler-colonialism cre-
ates three categories: indigenous, arrⅳant (which denotes a person of colour who is not
indigenous–thus, one who inhabits stolen indigenous land while experiencing racial and
colonial subjugation), and seler. Our understanding of seler-colonialism builds from
Sakai (1986)32. We also recommend, to understand more of its relationship to gender,

30The Wretched of the Earth
31Strategy for the Liberation of Palestine
32Settlers: The Mythology of the White Proletariat
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Lugones (2008)33, Lugones (2010)34, and Lee and Rover (1998)35. Hostile reⅵewers (and,
to be frank, some adherents: these adherents are generally referred to as Maoist (Third-
Worldists): their error is elaborated upon in the next seion) have claimed Sakai (1986)
chooses race instead of class as its basis for organization, but this is a crude distortion:
Sakai (ibid.) often goes out of its way to make the point that class is fundamental, not
race, and that, yes, white workers can be revolutionary, but seler-colonialism has, by
making them into a labour-aristocracy, distorted their class composition and thus pro-
duced a petty-bourgeois class-consciousness that could not anscend reformism. Lee and
Rover (1998) draws on Sakai (1986), and extends its analysis towards gender.

Our response to seler-colonialism politically is outlined in Liberation of Palestine
(1969) as well as Kaypakkaya (1972)36, PCR-RCP (2014)37 and eventually Stalin (1913)38

(though we do not condone the Soⅵet Union’s population ansfers; this pamphlet was
wrien in 1913, before its creation and before the adoption of those policies which can
be considered deⅵations from it), itself derⅳatⅳe of Lenin (1913)39. We insist upon the
right of self-determination for oppressed and colonized nations, and struggle against the
nationalism and chauⅵnism of the colonizers. We oppose nationalism and national frag-
mentation of the worker’s movement. Unification, coalition, and internationalism are the
solution, not nationalism, separatism, and fragmentation.

§2.1.2.2.1 The Error of Maoism (Third-Worldism) Maoism (Third-Worldism)
takes decolonial theory and smashes it with idealism, remoⅵng any nuance or class-base it
may have. It takes material critiques of seler-colonialism and their distorting effes on
the consciousness of the seler proletariat and then claims that this justifies the abandon-
ment of class-analysis and Marⅺsm: that because the seler proletariat has historically
been unable to achieve a revolutionary consciousness–and because of its material power over
people of colour–the proletariat must be abandoned as a theoretical constru. Clearly, this
is a ⅵewpoint we cannot endorse. Third-Worldism correly maintains that racism is not
mere ideology, but then as as if material oppression is mutually exclusⅳe with ideology–
a ⅵewpoint which Althusser (1970)40 undermines by noting that ideology is material.
The seler-proletariat’s marriage to a petty-bourgeois consciousness is not because it is
petty-bourgeois, but through capitalist ideology, which does, again, have a material base.
National liberation will not magically eliminate racism and white supremacist ideology,
and cannot be done without the material resources and support of the seler proletariat
(gⅳen the ⅵolence it will ineⅵtably entail), whose consciousness must be raised.

We would like to take the time here to remind our readers to keep this in mind when
reading works such as Sakai (1986) and Lee and Rover (1998).
§2.1.2.3 For Diasporas We believe that the world ought to be made safer for diasporas,
especially as people in diaspora have often been moved, relocated, or cast out. Rromany
people, for example, were eⅺled, and their diaspora is thus necessary. Diaspora is nec-

33The Coloniality of Gender
34Toward a Decolonial Feminism
35Night-Vision: Illuminating War & Class on the Neo-Colonial Terrain
36The National Question in Turkey
37What is 'Canada'?
38Marxism and the National Question
39Theses on the National Question
40Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses
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essary to combat the seler-colonialism of Israel, as arguments against the diaspora are
contingent upon saying that diaspora weakens Jewish identi. The safe and mainte-
nance of diasporas are thus, especially in these cases, where the diasporas face a stream of
ⅵolence that has been largely unbroken since the Middle Ages, an oft-unspoken priori.

§2.1.2.4 Against Racism Racism was born of imperialism and slavery, and still under-
girds these phænomena. Indeed, race itself, as argued in Baldwin (1984)41, Sakai (1986),
and Lee and Rover (1998) among others, was construed by these phænomena. As noted
in Lee and Rover (ibid.) capitalism created race from different peoples, fashioned com-
munities for them, used them in the colonial-imperialist system, and then claimed this
creation, dⅳision, and exploitation was all a maer of biological difference–it is not: race
is made by capitalism:

Think about it. The entire Western Hemisphere is populated with new races
that didn’t eⅺst before colonialism. Unconsciously, we know all that in the
back of our minds, but we should put the meaning together.
It’s easiest to start with Latinos [Latinx], the supposed “Brown” race. There
wasn’t a single one on the face of the earth before 1492. Before colonialism
wiped out many of the different natⅳe societies of Cenal & South America,
raped and en-slaved the surⅵvors, then forced them to adopt a common euro-
language & euro-religion. Physically, what amerikkka calls a race ranges
from those of purely Afrikan ancestry and those of purely european ancestry,
to those of Indigenous or Indian [First Nation] ancestry and all points in
between. So how can this race be about genetics?
Nor was there a Black race before 1492. It isn’t ue that New Afrikans in the
u.s. are like the Afrikans they used to be. How could they be? Colonialism
took Afrikans of many different ibes, peoples & empires, who had different
cultures, looked different, and spoke different languages, and ansported
them to capitalism’s New World across the Atlantic. Here they were forced to
fuse into one people, with european, Indian and Latin infusions, intermarry,
adopt the English language & religion, forge a new culture for themselves,
and take on new class and gender roles as an internal colony within a european
seler empire. Capitalism defines them as a race, as a biological and “ethnic”
group, because they don’t want to concede that in the historical process a new
socie, a Black Nation was formed, with all the human rights to self-rule and
sovereign that implies.
The necessities of the colonial system pushed for the invention of the white
race. Not merely as master race propaganda to justify colonialism, but as
construed social reali. Liberals have always said that people took some-
thing natural–the white race–and made up stereopes about its being su-
perior. That’s missing it. Capitalism made the white race, construed it
socially, economically, culturally & even biologically. Artificial but real. Dr.
Frankenstein is a metaphor in lit for something that really happened.

41On Being 'White'…And Other Lies
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For amerikkka, capitalism needed to recruit every person who was vaguely
european to their seler occupation force, so as to keep the Indian Nations
[First Nations] and the en-slaved Black Nation under guard. So starting
with the English colonies, where the master race was defined as the so-called
“Anglo-Saxon” race from England, the growth of amerikkka into a seler-
colonial empire diated an equal growth in the master race to include more &
more europeans and semi-europeans of different nationalities. The criminal
socie that they created to enforce colonialism was code-named the white
race (aka “America”).
Just as–to put it in perspeⅳe–the German nazis insisted on calling their rⅳal
criminal socie the “Aryan race”. In both cases, genocidal national empires
led by capitalism created race as a mass class struure for maⅺmum criminal
solidari, to hold territory, to conquer rⅳals. As Adolph Hitler remarked:
“What does it maer that the communists want to nationalize a few faories?
I will nationalize the entire People!”
That millions of Germans were willing to kill & kill for this so-called Aryan
race (the whiter-than-white detergent race that biologically doesn’t eⅺst)
made it into a powerful social reali in the world. […] And isn’t it the
same with amerikkka’s white race? If you left it to a white majori there
would be a Fuhrer [sic] in Louisiana right now.
Nations, like races & genders, have been created in capitalist history to carry
out roles, to have class funions. Under colonialism, “Nations became almost
as classes”. The New Afrikan Nation was created to be a proletarian colony,
wholely [sic] owned by but alien to parasitic amerikkka. The New Afrikan
Nation was put together to be like a class itself, a captⅳe nation of producers.

Thus, many of the effes of racism will seem like mere extensions or repetitions of the
effes of neo-colonialism and seler-colonialism, and capitalism as a whole. Race involves
the expropriation of the labour of people of colour at a greater rate than of White peo-
ple: as this benefits the white proletariat, they frequently side with the forces of reaion
(as detailed in Sakai (1986)) and must have their consciousness raised to a revolutionary
level due to their material power over people of colour and the obscuring effes of ide-
ology. Race also relies on the ansformation of human beings into commodities and
their dehumanization (which not only renders them disposable ⅵa necropolitics as argued
in Mbembe (2003)42, but also has profound psychological effes on people of colour as
argued in Fanon (1952)43, Fanon (1961) among others).

Through race (and especially through readings of the œuvre of Sylⅵa Wynter (whose
proje is to “liberate different genres of humani outside of the genre of Man”, where
various forms of oppression are not isolatable from one another and from which a different
meaning of what humani means must be produced to avoid maintaining the power of
“Man”–“Man”, which claims to encompass all humani, must be abolished) and Spillers
(1987)44, following Weheliye (2014)45, we can ground what Weheliye terms “bare life and

42Necropolitics
43Black Faces, White Masks
44 'Mama's Baby, Papa's Maybe': An American Grammar Book
45Habeas Viscus: Racializing Assemblages, Biopolitics, and Black Feminist Theories of the Human
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biopolitics discourse” (Agamben and late Foucault). Let us, then, outline Weheliye’s cri-
tiques and inoduce his argument. First, Agamben uses the figure of the Nazi concen-
ation camps as the defining moment of contemporary uses of homo sacer and thus the
core of contemporary politics (as Agamben in Agamben (1995)46 argues that we are all
homines sacri)–but Weheliye notes that the Nazi concenation camp is derⅳatⅳe of sim-
ilar struures as part of colonialism (Weheliye names the following examples, which I
shall recount in reverse chronological order–the camps used to detain the Herero and Na-
maqua peoples in Deutsch-Südwestafrika in 1907, the American encampment in Batangas
during the Philippine-American War in 1901, the British camps during the Boer War in
1900, the Spanish concenation camps in Cuba in 1895, the “conaband camps” in the
US South during the US Cⅳil War from 1861-5, the US camp on Pike Island during
the Dakota War of 1862, and earliest, the camps used in the 1830s during the genocidal
“Indian removal” campaign to move the Cherokee). These antecedents are indeed per-
haps more cenal gⅳen that they were crucial to seler-colonialism in the US and high
imperialism in Africa (and thus integral in the creation of early-20th century bourgeois
socie). Indeed, the example of plantation slavery in the US South is, Weheliye notes,
even stronger–for it spanned a longer period than camps (which were largely limited to
war), began earlier than them, were also crucial to the creation of bourgeois socie in the
imperial meopoles, and was normalized to a far greater degree than the concenation
camp. Similarly, Agamben uses the case of the “Muselmann” in the Nazi concenation
camps (the term, derⅳed from a racial slur for Muslims, denotes a class of concena-
tion camp inmates who were so affeed that they, in the words of Weheliye, “resembled
phlegmatic but still lⅳing corpses”) as the final limit case for bare life. But for Weheliye:

In order for the Muselmann to funion as the most radical paradigm of bare
life, Agamben must insist on the indⅳisibili of this state so that it does
not resemble aditional racial identities. And, despite being the produ of
racialization, the Muselmann represents the indⅳisible endpoint of modern
politics’ conscription of human biological maer. In fa, for Agamben, the
advent of the Muselmann in Nazi death camps represents a completely unique
event in its ethical and biopolitical radicali. Yet the death camps not only
were aimed at extermination, they also produced a surplus, an excess, not
just “an absolute biopolitical substance” but the Muselmann as a racial cat-
egory; this is how racializing assemblages work, plain and simple. Far from
exceeding race, then, the Muselmann represents an intense and excessⅳe in-
stantiation thereof, peneating every creⅵce of political racialization; how
else to explain the very name Muselmann, a racial slur for Muslims? If we
follow Ruth Wilson Gilmore’s definition of racism as not resting on pheno-
pe or culture, but as “the state-sanioned and/or exa-legal produion
and exploitation of group-differentiated vulnerabilities to premature death,”
what, then, is racism if not the political exploitation and (re)produion of
race? Which is to say that the biopolitical funion of race is racism; it is
the establishment and maintenance of caesuras, not their abolition. Clearly,

46Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life
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racism cannot erase race in the force field of the political, whether state sanc-
tioned (legal) or not.

Foucault, as Weheliye notes, does cede the importance of racism in biopolitics in Fou-
cault (1975-6)47, but has a too-broad definition of racism that encompasses dⅳision in
general and, like Deleuze and Guaari, glorifies the “hybrid” as the “solution” to racism.
Foucault, then, finds himself just as blind to what he terms “ethnic racism” as Agamben
or Deleuze-Guaari. In addition, as Weheliye shows, Foucault’s earlier work on prisons,
Foucault (1975)48, exploits the intelleual work of an uncredited source–Jackson (1964-
1970)49, which Foucault read in an anti-prison study group (Groupe d’Information sur les
Prisons) that he founded. Weheliye makes this point powerfully (the bracketed sentence
is his, not ours):

Since the ideas of the Bpp are limited to concerns with ethnic racism else-
where, they do not register as thought qua thought, and can thus be exploited
by and elevated to unⅳersali only in the hands of European thinkers such
as Foucault, albeit without receⅳing any credit. [Dear reader, if this reminds
you of the colonial expropriation of natural resources, you would be neither
wrong nor alone in making such an assumption. In the words of Kanye West:
that shit cray.]

Weheliye then brings in Mbembe (2011)50 to indi post-Mai ’68 French (though the con-
clusion could apply to Continental theory as a whole) theory and left-wing politics for its
abandonment of anti-imperialism and antipathy towards post-colonial theory. Through
a discussion and disseion of M.I.A.’s music ⅵdeo Born Free, and then Ronald Judy’s
comparison of the situation of Muslims in Europe and Black people in the US, Wehe-
liye arrⅳes at the conclusion that “bare life and biopolitics” are just race in a different
skin; homo sacerization is racialization. Agamben’s formulation denies any alternatⅳe to
liberal personhood and cannot inoduce an intervention into eⅺstence, as Weheliye puts
it. Agamben also, through bundling bare life with Schmi’s legal concept of the state of
exception, ties life and ⅵolence (including revolutionary ⅵolence) to law, which is what
Beǌamin critiques in Beǌamin (1921)51–Weheliye demonstrates that Beǌamin is able
to root the elimination of law and State power in revolutionary ⅵolence, while Agamben
(charged here with “ying to make Beǌamin into a Schmiian”) can only place this in the
indefinite future. Agamben distinguishes martial law from penal law in that martial law is
“abnormal” and penal law is “normal”, but the various elements of martial law he discusses
are ever-present in penal law–torture, for instance, which is normalized in the US prison
system (for example, solitary confinement). In place of Agamben’s homo sacer, Weheliye
advances the theory, derⅳed from pornooping (in the words of Weheliye, “the enament
of black suffering for a shocked and titillated audience”) as developed in Spillers (1987) and
from Wynter’s proje to allow the flourishing of “different genres of human beyond the
world of Man” (finding alternate forms of life beyond “bare life”, which Agamben’s proje
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ends up denying), of habeas ⅵscus (’you have the flesh’), which, however, remains elusⅳe.
I will thus conclude my discussion of this concept with an excerpt where Weheliye comes
closest to explaining what habeas ⅵscus is (through a discussion of Mandingo, no less):

While carnali plays a significant role in this craⅵng, there eⅺsts also within
this hunger an immense longing for a different form of freedom, which,
within the system of plantation slavery—seen as a miniature version of the
world of Man—can only be articulated by white subjes in the form of so-
cial and sexual domination; to such an extent, in fa, that the very being
of the white charaers in Mandingo consists of alternatingly wanting and
subjugating the flesh of slaves. Thus, the white I, synonymous with Man,
is birthed through the labors of the desire encrypted in the regionally ac-
cented expression “I craves,” which inaugurates this subje. In doing so,
Mandingo draws our aention not only to the patently seeable subjeion of
black subjes but also to the usually tightly bound and gagged question of
desire and its purpose in the creation of Man as the human. As a performa-
tⅳe chant, “I craves” lends quasi-decipherabili to the hieroglyphics of the
flesh, decrypting the master code of “cultural seeing by skin color” (Spillers,
“Mama’s Baby,” 207). Although the aual differentiation between desiring
and conquering the flesh might not stretch further than the small a of
land located between noneⅺstent and very slight, it is nonetheless important
to notice this ever-so-slight vacillation, because it gestures toward a concep-
tual galaxy—one not quite so far away as that other one— in which the flesh
embodies both more and less, but above all something other, than it does
in the world of Man. The differently signified flesh is habeas ⅵscus, for in
the world of Man, the hieroglyphics of the flesh are anslated to the jargons
of negatⅳi, lack, the subhuman, and so on. Gⅳen the systematic use of
torture as a political tool of “democratic” governments—now legalized in the
united states of exception—and the simultaneous sexualization of its medial
images in our contemporary moment, how might we go about ⅵewing and
thinking these depiions not as deⅵations from the normal order, since that
would only affirm the putatⅳe externali of pornooping from the center
stage of culture and politics?

§2.1.2.4.1 Against Anti-Blackness One of the most important features of racism
is anti-Blackness, as one of the most important features of race is Blackness. Legally, Black
people have often been excluded from personhood; liberal humanism has defined the
human to exclude the Black human. To understand blackness, we must also understand
whiteness, which can be seen, through the lens of critical race theory (as argued in Harris
(1993)52, as less a racial charaeristic than a form of proper, with inherent value. Indeed,
an early recognition of this was articulated in DuBois (1935)53:

It must be remembered that the white group of laborers, while they receⅳed
a low wage, were compensated in part by a sort of public and psychological
wage. They were gⅳen public deference and titles of courtesy because they

52Whiteness as Property
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were white. They were admied freely with all classes of white people to
public funions, public parks, and the best schools. The police were drawn
from their ranks, and the courts, dependent on their votes, eated them with
such leniency as to encourage lawlessness. Their vote seleed public officials,
and while this had small effe upon the economic situation, it had great
effe upon their personal eatment and the deference shown them. White
schoolhouses were the best in the communi, and conspicuously placed, and
they cost anywhere from twice to ten times as much per capita as the colored
schools. The newspapers specialized on news that flaered the poor whites
and almost uerly ignored the Negro except in crime and ridicule.

Non-Black people of colour like to assume that all people of colour are oppressed
by the same mechanisms, in the same ways, and with the same measures. This allows
them to remain complicit in anti-Blackness, ready to ascend the ladder of whiteness while
still claiming to be just as oppressed as Black people, cening themselves and relying
on the labour of Black people. Gone are the days of Yuri Kochiyama and Yellow Peril
Supports Black Power: the most recent Asian-American protests have been in favor of
an Asian-American policeman (running-dog of capitalist imperialism) who shot a Black
man and, unlike White policemen, receⅳed more than a token punishment. It is quite
apparent, then, that what non-Black people of colour want is not the end of racism and
anti-Blackness, but rather a bigger slice of the pie: access to Whiteness and White prⅳilege.
We call on non-Black people of colour revolutionaries to resist this whenever it appears.

§2.1.2.4.2 Against Anti-Semitism Anti-Semitism is a persistent problem in the
world and in the Left, which has a history of Anti-Semitism that stretches from Proud-
hon and Bakunin to the Sasserites and the chauⅵnist Anti-Semitism of the postwar
Soⅵet Union. Because Israel likes to call all of its critics Anti-Semites, as well as due
to a hagiographic reverence of preⅵous Leftist figures and an aversion to self-criticism
(especially with a charge so damning as Anti-Semitism) many in the Left have turned a
blind eye to this unfortunate uth. Indeed, it has become commonplace to claim that
Anti-Semitism is “a problem of the past”. It is not; the past, as suggested by the title
of Rosenblum (2007)54, didn’t go anywhere. Anti-Semitism does, however, look differ-
ent from other racial oppressions such as Anti-Blackness. Rosenblum (ibid.) cites the
following as the mechanism behind Anti-Semitism:

1. Jews are isolated from other oppressed groups and from gentile socie as a whole

2. other oppressed groups are pied against Jews and told to identify their anger with
Jews

3. Jews are targeted for ⅵolence, either intentionally or spontaneously

4. Jews are pressured to coöperate with the ruling class and stay silent.

Anti-Semitism was born in the Roman Empire, born when early Christians porayed Jews
as the killers of Jesus, which Emperor Constantine and his successors used to redire the
sentiment against the Roman Empire at the heart of Christiani. As Europe changed,

54The Past Didn't Go Anywhere
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so too did Anti-Semitism, adopting new theoretical bases like clothes, and from the 19th
century onwards (due to the effes of colonization and its Weltanschauung), it expanded
outside of Europe into the Third World. (In the Islamic world, prior to imperialism, there
was a more generic form of second-class citizenship for non-Muslims). But while Anti-
Semitism has changed its form over the centuries, Rosenblum (2007) notes some general
common beliefs:

1. Jews are mysterious or a secretly behind the scenes

2. Jews have abnormal, supernatural, or otherwise disproportionate amounts of power

3. Jews are alien to and disloyal to the societies they lⅳe in

4. Jews are disproportionately the cause of harm in the world

5. Jews are wealthy or greedy

6. Jews are the “brains” behind the aion.

Anti-Semitism allows other oppressed people to dⅳest material analysis and pick an easy
target, avoiding the systems of power and gⅳing the largely White gentile bourgeoisie
cause to laugh. Anti-Semitism appears to be cyclical: it slowly grows in intensi, then
cools down, pretending to have disappeared and allowing Jews to “move up” to prepare for
the next round. Indeed, Rosenblum (ibid.) notes that just before the most ⅵcious aacks
against Jews, they often appeared to be well-integrated, successful minori groups. This
is because the point of Anti-Semitism is to redire rage from the ruling class. Indeed,
it works best when some Jews are allowed some success, to afford some credibili to the
myth. This, for example, can be seen in the phænomenon of the “Court Jew”, an assistant
to feudal kings who would become the animus of popular rage when the gentile peas-
any revolted–similarly, kings used Jews as tax-colleors such that the peasany would
identify their woes with Jews and not feudalism. Rosenblum (ibid.) cites a modern ex-
ample of how Anti-Semitism works: in the 1980s, many farmers in the Midwest failed.
White supremacists organized relief, telling them the cause of the farm crisis was “Jewish
bankers”, who would thus have to be targeed–as opposed to agribusiness and capitalism.
Anti-Semitism is prominent among the Left already: see, for example, Adbusters’ in-
vestigation into which neo-conservatⅳes were Jewish, or the examples mentioned earlier.
No one in the Left talks about it. In part this is due to the faors mentioned above, but
Rosenblum (ibid.) also cites internalized oppression as an important source: internalized
oppression teaches Jewish people not to rock the boat, and so discourages them from
discussing Anti-Semitism. The Left also often silences discussion of Anti-Semitism, re-
inforcing this.

We say Anti-Semitism appears to be cyclical (for this is a reasonable and succin obser-
vation, empirically) largely because when people say Anti-Semitism is cyclical, they often
are making a anshistorical, not a historical, claim, claiming that modern Anti-Semitism
is exaly the same thing as Roman Anti-Semitism, made in a completely different mode
of produion by people speaking a different language and praicing different religions. In
doing so they feed into the narratⅳe of an essential antagonism between Gentiles and Jews,
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which implicitly leads to Zionism, a seler-colonial proje. We make this qualification
of Rosenblum’s otherwise great essay following from Haleⅵ (1981)55.

Anti-Semitism also is used to neualize and destroy Leftist Jews. For Jews adition-
ally formed a large part of the Left in Europe and in the US. In the first decade of the 20th
century, the Jewish Left was devastated by the publishing and distribution of Protocols of
the Elders of Zion. In the US from the 1950s onwards, McCarthyism, which dispropor-
tionately targeted Jews, along with the recentness of the Holocaust and the prospeof
assimilation into the White middle-class, encouraged Leftist Jews to go underground–but
then, organizations simply disappeared.
And now we must come to the issue of Anti-Semitism and aⅳism for Palestine. It is in-
deed ue that Anti-Semitism is quite present here, despite how uncomfortable this uth
is. This is not because of Palestinians or Arabs or Jews. Rosenblum (2007) cites three
reasons:

1. Issues that involve the ⅵsibili of an oppressed group (in this case, Jews) will attra
the bigoy associated

2. In an issue where Jews (by and large; internal dⅳisions would complicate this notion)
do have some power, it is hard to distinguish an accurate observation of seler-
colonialism and Anti-Semitic thinking

3. aⅳist taics often rely on demonizing opponents–which plays right into Anti-
Semitism

Obⅵously, criticism of Zionism (though that word does often get used as a cypher for
“Judaism” by Anti-Semites) is not inherently Anti-Semitic, but in order to avoid falling
prey to Anti-Semitism, gentiles on the Left must be careful and specific, must not es-
sentialize, and must constantly self-criticize. Rosenblum (ibid.) then lists many things we
must do or keep in mind: for reasons of space, we have not reproduced this list here56,
but we wholehearedly recommend that this be read and understood and put into praⅺs.

§2.1.2.4.3 Against Islamophobia Since at least the Nakba–and even moreso since
the Second Bush Administration, Islamophobia, a persistent undercurrent of European
and US empire, has had particular salience. This has been memorably described in Saïd
(1978)57. While we ought to criticise Saïd’s dismissal of Marⅺsm, his book has proⅵded
a number of valuable insights regarding the phænomenon of Orientalism (which, though
originally focused on the MENA region, on Arabs and on Muslims–which Western schol-
arship lumps together as ’the Orient’–has also turned out to be useful in understanding the
way in which the West has seen other regions and cultures around the world such as, for
example, those of East Asia) and Islamophobia. The West lumps in the MENA region,
Arabs, Muslims (and indeed other ’Eastern’ groups such as Russians, South Asians, Jews,
and East Asians) as the “Orient”, an irrational, feminized, despotic, weak &c Other to be
conquered, subordinated, subjugated &c to the rational, masculinized, ’free’, strong &c
West, which is defined by this Otherizing move. This can be seen in the omnipresent

55A History of the Jews: Ancient and Modern
56the booklet can be found here: http://www.buildingequality.us/prejudice/antisemitism/rosenblum/the-
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narratⅳe of the white man freeing the submissⅳe, subjugated, hyperfeminised “Eastern”
woman from her sequestering, feminized, despotic “Eastern” husband (whether it was
the British Empire justifying its brutal imperialism upon India with the sensationalist
narratⅳe around sati or the US-American Empire justifying its brutal imperialism upon
Afghanistan using the symbol of the burqa–in both cases, with the support of White Fem-
inists), to become one of the celebrated white man’s concubines at the end. Saïd, in a 1980
interⅵew with The Nation, said:

So far as the United States seems to be concerned, it is only a slight overstate-
ment to say that Moslems and Arabs are essentially seen as either oil suppliers
or potential terrorists. Very lile of the detail, the human densi, the passion
of Arab–Moslem life has entered the awareness of even those people whose
profession it is to report the Arab world. What we have, instead, is a series
of crude, essentialized caricatures of the Islamic world, presented in such a
way as to make that world vulnerable to military aggression.

These caricatures (leading to a resurgence in Crusader narratⅳes displaced to the modern
day), combined with a “dⅳide and conquer” strategy that promotes anti-Semitism among
Muslims and Islamophobia among Jews and Christians (both of which rely on the same
Orientalist and anti-Semitic caricatures which owe much to one another), justify imperi-
alist aggression and appalling ⅵolence towards Muslims in the West. We must remember
that “the West”’s supposed enemy in the first part of the 21st century, religious adi-
tionalists and reaionaries, were built up by “the West” during the Cold War (when they
were referred to as the Mujahideen, and, euphemistically, “freedom fighters”) to murder
communists–and indeed, are supported today by “the West” if they are conneed to Saudi
Arabia and the Wahhabis. As Ronald Judy remarks (as found in Weheliye (2014)), “there
are amazing resemblances between the Muslim population that emerges in twentieth-
century Europe and the Negro population of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
America. I mean precisely their constitution as an essential disposable population”. We-
heliye expands upon this: “In the United States the Negro came into being when the slave
no longer accomplished the required labor of distinguishing black from white subjes
so as to ensure the continued superiori of Man [the term for the most powerful seor
of bourgeois socie, i.e. white cis-het abled bourgeois man, derⅳed from Fanon’s usage
in Fanon (1961)] with its aendant class prⅳilege, at the same time as Muslim became
necessary as a racialized category in Europe when it threatened to dislodge the until then
unchallenged advantages of whiteness, Europeanness, and Protestant secularism of the
autochthonous population.”. The “unspoken wage of whiteness” originally theorized by
Du Bois in the US, then, extends to Europe when conasting the Christian population
from the Muslim.
§2.1.3 Revolutionary Feminism

One is not born a woman, but rather
becomes one

Le Deuⅺème Sexe
Simone de Beauvoir

We advocate for a feminism that is seperate from the positions of both the liberal
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feminist and the “radical” feminist (which is only considered radical by ⅵrtue of a radi-
cal lineage and militaristic rhetoric): revolutionary feminism (sometimes called proletarian
feminism).

Federici (2001) conⅵncingly argues that one of the primary funions of gender is to
proⅵde capitalism with a constant stream of primitⅳe accumulation in the form of unpaid
reproduⅳe and “nurturing” (so to speak) labour, as well as to break solidari amongst
the rising proletariat by co-opting proletarian men and men of colour at the expense of
women. Ghandy (2006)58, however, complicates this–reproduⅳe labour is important and
must be paid aention to, but it is not the cenal aspe of women’s oppression, because
women have played an historically crucial role in social produion. Ghandy (ibid.) locates
the first dⅳision of labour as between men and women in bearing children–but then
notes that this did not in itself produce domination or oppression (otherwise, one would
fall into biological determinism and a anshistoric justification for paiarchy)–first, non-
sex-based dⅳision of labour developed through the development of tools, domestication
of animals, poer, metal-work, agriculture &c; then, with the process of kinship/clan
formation and the generation of surplus, wars, and subjugation, were women forced to
withdraw from the field of social produion, leaⅵng the means of produion and surplus
in the hands of (male) clan heads–the development from this into communal or prⅳate
proper depends on societies. From Gough (1973)59, we have some of the primary effes
of paiarchy as the following: “men’s abili to deny women [their own] sexuali or to
force it [male sexuali] upon them; to command or exploit their labor to conol their
produce; to conol or rob them of their children; to confine them physically and prevent
their movement; to use them as objes in male ansaions; to cramp their creatⅳeness;
or to withhold from them large areas of the socie’s knowledge and cultural aainments.”.
The various repressⅳe and ideological methods by which this is done are as varied, sinister,
degrading, and aumatic as can be. Gender, then, is created for the subjugation of women
and the exploitation of women’s physical, intelleual, and emotional labour, and it will
punish all who dare defy or disrupt it.

We oppose the theory that paiarchy is autonomous from capitalism, instead sub-
scribing to what Arruzza (2014)60 calls the “unitary thesis”–paiarchal relations are not
autonomous from capitalism, but a part of it–and paiarchy is not a anshistorical fa
as both second-wave radical-feminism and paiarchal socie may choose to believe, but a
historical one, which has not historically been unⅳersal. As the primary conadiion is
class and not gender (following Ghandy (2006), which additionally notes that the claim
that the primary conadiion is man-woman is entirely ahistorical and has no solution
outside lifestylism and separatism), class solidari umps gender solidari–yes, Hillary
Clinton and Madeline Albright are women, but they are bourgeois white women who
have been the prime instruments for imperialism and genocide. To be sure, paiarchal
relations eⅺsted before capitalism and colonialism in many societies (indeed, in the West,
the system of pailineal hierarchy which underscores paiarchy is much older than bour-
geois socie–capitalism has destroyed the feudal justification for this but retained the
struure nevertheless), but the processes at the advent of capitalism–colonialism, prole-
tarianization through primitⅳe accumulation &c–fundamentally ansformed them (the
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paiarchal relations, that is), causing them to lose whatever autonomy they may have had
and become absorbed into capitalism. However, following from Arruzza (2014), we also
oppose the ⅵew that capitalism is indifferent to paiarchy, that it would work fine with-
out it and merely exploits it opportunistically–while this may appear to make logical sense,
abstraed away, it does not make historical sense.

Revolutionary feminism recognizes the fa that both sex and gender are construed
and assigned to people coercⅳely, beginning at birth. What does it mean that sex and
gender are construed? It means several things. First, following Barad (2007)61 from a
theoretical standpoint, though materiali precedes discourse, the phænomena we observe
don’t precede the tools we use to understand them (even before the body emerges from the
womb, through sonograms it is assigned a gender), and our representations are approⅺma-
tions of phænomena, not mirrors of the material: thus, as argued in Butler (1990)62, there
is no prediscursⅳe body (again, sonograms allow the seⅺng and thus gendering of the
body before it eⅺsts). Sex and gender are thus discursⅳe, not material, categories assigned
to bodies, beginning at birth, based on a myriad of physical features (and later, social fea-
tures) that are all assumed to be essential to one’s gender and to be perfely correlated to
one another in a dimorphic way–certain norms, then, are forced upon the person based on
this assigned gender, and their forced repetition of these norms allows for the propagation
of this system. As argued in Lugones (2008) and Lugones (2010), the modern system of
gender originated during colonialism and was imposed by the West upon the rest of the
world, which often had differing gender systems (including the two-spirits, hĳras, and
kathoeys among others): indeed, for this reason, it is called the Colonial/Modern Gender
System, though it funions in a way dissimilar to race (gⅳen that if one is a man, for
example, one’s heredi must not be made of all men under the Colonial/Modern Gender
System, but rather of half men, half women).

Let us make a brief detour, for we are certain some may accept this argument about
gender but challenge it about sex, claiming that “gender’s in your mind and sex is between
your legs”. Besides the theoretical response that a recourse to “biological sex” is always
already a recourse to the gender binary, we must elaborate. There are several biological
bases that people claim to be the source of gender: genetic, hormonal, external genitalia,
and secondary sexual charaeristics being the most common. First, unless one has had
it tested, one likely does not know one’s genope, and the variation is much more than
XX or XY–except that the other genopes (X0, XXY, XXYY, XXXY, XXXYY, XXXXY,
XXX, XXXX, XXXXX, XYY, XYYY, XYYYY), if they result in “abnormal” phenopes,
are classified as disorders to be cured. Second, hormonal systems are more complex than
simply a dichotomy of androgen-dominant or estrogen-dominant–indeed, if the levels do
not fit this dichotomy (and this results in “abnormal” phenopes), then it is regarded
as a disorder to be cured. Third, external genitalia are often ambiguous–and thus are,
once again, fied to the Procrustean bed of the sex binary through intersex mutilation (for
more on this, see §2.1.3.5, which analyses this as an exercise of the negatⅳe funions of
biopower, and see the book Fausto-Sterling (2000)63). The same holds ue for secondary
sexual charaeristics–they are not as straightforwardly binary as one might think. Finally,
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these may all coeⅺst. Now, the standard response is to just sweep all of this variation under
the rug and reassert the sex binary (“they’re exceptions to the rule and would be discarded
by any real scientist”–in here lies an assertion of medical ⅵolence against ans and intersex
people). But it does not need to be so. Professor Fausto-Sterling has published a paper
(Fausto-Sterling (1993)64) that shows a different, equally plausible, dⅳision. The point is
not to endorse a fⅳe-sex model so much as to demolish the two-sex model.

§2.1.3.1 Abolish the (Bourgeois) Family Following Marx and Engels (1848)65 and En-
gels (1884)66, we call for the abolition of the bourgeois family. The bourgeois family is built
upon the exploitation of women and children, the reproduion of the labour force and
of cisheteropaiarchy, and the abuse of women and children. According to Deleuze and
Guaari (1972)67, the nuclear family is an agent of psychological repression, by which the
child assumes guilt (and the parents ansmit their fears and angst to the child), absolⅵng
parental authori of it, and the child’s desires are repressed and perverted–tied to shame
and guilt, ansforming the child into a docile indⅳidual who can be easily conolled.
According to Engels (1884), the capitalist marriage-cona creates a scenario where the
husband, by reaping wages while the wife does not, creates a situation where the wife
becomes the proper of the husband. This is elaborated on in Federici (2001) among
others, where the wife’s reproduⅳe and emotional labour (the laer being a concept
later elaborated on in Emotional Labor: The MetaFilter Thread Condensed (2015)68) are
recognized as unpaid labour that is a place of primitⅳe accumulation as well as the site of
the reproduion of the labour force. If the family is the micropolitics of the State, then
abuse is the micropolitics of state ⅵolence. Furthermore, the bourgeois family is an Isa, as
Althusser rightly notes–indeed, the secondary Isa in capitalism, after the school–it forms
the School-Family couple.

However, the family cannot be seen as the source of paiarchal oppression. The a-
ditional conclusion, when uncritically accepted, ends up generalizing the condition of the
bourgeois family, and especially the white bourgeois family. This has been rightly criti-
cized by the Black feminist adition, according to Ghandy (2006), which notes that the
Black family was a source of resistance to racism, not a source of oppression, and that
reproduⅳe labour for Black women was also that of the reproduion of white labour
through domestic labour in white houses. Ghandy (ibid.) argues that in order to move be-
yond this, we must examine the wider socioeconomic context for the family, which shapes
the family, instead of unⅳersally condemning the family

§2.1.3.2 On Interactions and Intersections with Race
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The most disrespeed woman in
America, is the Black woman. The
most un-proteed person in America
is the Black woman. The most
negleed person in America, is the
Black woman

Who Taught You to Hate Yourself?
el-Hajj Malik el-Shabazz

It is by now a commonly accepted fa that not only do multiple axes of oppressions
compound upon one another (for example, a woman of colour must face both racism
and seⅺsm), they intera with one another in such a way that their effes differ from
the “unmarked” ideal (for example, seⅺsm as faced by women of colour will have different
praical effes than seⅺsm as faced by white women: women of colour were and are often
forcibly sterilized, while white women as white women–that is, without considering other
faors–are not). Black feminists in particular have recognized this fa for a long time
(indeed, since at least the time of Sojourner Truth’s speech Truth (1851)69); it was only
recently, however, that it took the name of “interseionali” (in the article Crenshaw
(1993)70) and became commonplace in feminism as a whole. Indeed, we see this quite
well articulated in the 1977 colleⅳe statement of the Combahee Rⅳer Colleⅳe, quoted
in §2.1.3.4.1, and in several of the essays in Lorde (1984)71. Besides the commonplace
examples of White Feminists hailing a ⅵory for White women that harms women of
colour as “a ⅵory for women”, exploiting the labour of women of colour, erasing, abusing,
and dismissing them &c &c, we must also note how many well-meaning aempts, by a
lack of consideration, end up ignoring the ways they affe women of colour. Take, for
example, the fight for reproduⅳe justice. Oftentimes this fails to take into account the
fa that women of colour have been and continue to be targeted by eugenics: that is,
forcibly sterilized. Thus, White Feminist conceptions of the fight for reproduⅳe justice
often limit it to birth conol and abortion, either ignoring or leading initiatⅳes to forcibly
sterilize women of colour.

§2.1.3.3 Against Homophobia, Serophobia, Biphobia, and Lesbophobia Homopho-
bia and its derⅳatⅳes spring forth from the oppressⅳe struures of gender. Specifically,
gayness (same-gender attraion, for lack of a beer word; “homosexuali” being nowa-
days mostly a pejoratⅳe term associated with medicalization of gay people) disrupts the
coherence of gender and also frustrates the process of the reproduion of the labour force,
the accumulation of women’s labour, and the construion of the bourgeois nuclear family.
Thus, gay people have been–and continue to be–murdered for being gay, raped for being
gay, and abused both personally and institutionally for being gay. Gayness is presented as
an unnatural abberation, and thus people are coerced by the normatⅳe nature of hetero-
sexuali into denying their gayness, often in incredibly ⅵolent manners facilitated by the
medical system. This especially applies to women, as described in the theory of compul-
sory heterosexuali (a harbinger of a more general theory of heteronormatⅳi) outlined in

69Ain't I A Woman?
70Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence Against Women of Color
71Sister Outsider
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Rich (1980)72. Here we turn, as with the case of racism, to the negatⅳe funions of the
Foucauldian notion of biopower as formulated in Foucault (1976)73 and Foucault (1975-6).
The Aids crisis showed quite well the negatⅳe funions of biopower, specifically when
articulated as the theory of necropolitics in Mbembe (2003)–the healthcare industry and
the government both wilfully ignored Aids for years. When it was brought up, it was
used to demonize gay men as well as ans women and call for a quarantine or genocide of
gay people. Gay people have been ⅵims of eugenics–one only need see the sad case of
Patient B-19 (described in the horrifying 1972 papers Septal stimulation for the initiation of
heterosexual behaⅵor in a homosexual male and Pleasure and Brain Aⅳi in Man: Deep and
Surface Eleroencephalograms During Orgasm by the perpeators of the “experiment”, Drs.
Robert Galbraith Heath and Charles E. Moan), but the eⅺstence of conversion therapy
and sodomy laws should themselves be enough eⅵdence of this. Serophobia, the perse-
cution of Hiv+ people, is derⅳed from homophobia and must be fought alongside it. We
propose a programme of harm reduion where instead of aempting to paternalistically
punish people, we aempt to reduce the potential harmful consequences of sex and drug
use. This includes, in the case of Hiv sex education, the promotion of the use of condoms,
birth conol, and PrEP/PEP. In terms of policy, we demand:

1. unⅳersal availabili of condoms, birth conol, and PrEP/PEP

2. an end to Hiv criminalization laws

3. unⅳersal sex education

§2.1.3.4 Against Transphobia, and Transmisogyny Much like homophobia, ans-
misogyny and its more general derⅳatⅳe ansphobia (ansmisogyny being aditionally
considered as the interseion of ansphobia and misogyny, now here as the form of op-
pression that specifically affes ans women, while ansphobia is a more general oppres-
sion that affes ans people in general) derⅳe from the oppressⅳe struure of gender.
Indeed, the response to ansness and the response to gayness are so closely tied together,
especially historically, that it can at times be hard to distinguish the two–indeed, in 19th
century Europe, to be gay was to be ans much like all squares are reangles. One could
make a conⅵncing, though likely incorre, case for the idea that all homophobia is derⅳa-
tⅳe of ansmisogyny; clearly, some of it is. Transness, moreso than gayness, disrupts the
coherence of the Colonial/Modern Gender System (being, as it is, an agency which nav-
igates the produion and reproduion of sex and gender–flesh and symbol–which are
inexicable and simultaneous), confuses the accumulation of women’s labour, and refuses
the process of the reproduion of the labour force–ans women in particular are thus
categorized as both deⅵant men and failed women simultaneously, and are subjeed to
the effes of pornooping (in Spillers (1987) and Weheliye (2014), as seen through the way
in which ⅵolence against ans women, especially Black ans women, is legitimated and
sexualized) and necropolitics (in Mbembe (2003), as seen through the disposabili of ans
women, especially when one considers the Aids crisis), as well as the negatⅳe funions of
biopower through eugenics and conversion therapy. We should not be surprised to see that
similar–but often more intense, for ans people have never been considered as respeable

72Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence
73The History of Sexuality, Volume 1
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as cis gay people sometimes may, and have in fa been constantly beayed and aacked
by cis gay people since at least their ejeion from the Gay Liberation Front in 1971 despite
founding the LGBT movement with the Compton’s Cafeteria Riots of 1967 and Stonewall
Riots of 1969–disciplinary measures aack ans people (especially ans women, espe-
cially ans women of colour, and especially Black ans women) as those which aack
gay people–indeed, the Aids crisis hit ans women hard, and the medicalisation of ans
people remains in full force to this day, with abusⅳe praices by far the norm.74. In order
to beer understand ansmisogyny (and thus ansphobia), we recommend Stone (1987)75

(which follows arguments in the also-recommended essay Haraway (1985)76), and Syker
(1994)77 among others.

§2.1.3.4.1 Against TERFs Terfs (ans-exclusionary radical feminists, although a
beer term may be Twefs, or ans woman exterminatory feminists, as they exclusⅳely
want a genocide of ans women, instead choosing to emotionally abuse ans men, and
may be either in the liberal or “radical” feminist adition) have been a mainstay of femi-
nism since the 1960s, and have helped define its priorities to be a genocide of ans women
first and foremost, with only the exploitation of women of colour being nearly as much
a priori. Through aⅳe and passⅳe exclusion of ans women from resources such as
shelters, alliances with the far-Right about legislation against ans women (such as bath-
room bills, but also with regards to healthcare, see TERFs & Trans Healthcare (2013)78),
and through rhetoric encouraging ⅵolence against ans women (such as the aempted
murders of Sandy Stone, Beth Ellio &c &c), Terfs have shown themselves to be ⅵolent
and dangerous–indeed, genocidal–towards ans women. Yet they are also wily, changing
their theory again and again in order to find new justifications for the murder of ans
women: from the “symbolic phallus” of Raymond to the faux-materialism of Jefferys, and
more.

It is because of ansmisogyny, biphobia (specifically, lateral agression towards bi
women), and racism–along with the folk-political tendency to drop out rather than fight
back–that we must reje the politics of lesbian separatism, which is associated with Terfs.
As the Black lesbian feminist organization the Combahee Rⅳer Colleⅳe put it in their
colleⅳe statement, Combahee Rⅳer Colleⅳe (1977)79:

Although we are feminists and Lesbians, we feel solidari with progressⅳe
Black men and do not advocate the fraionalization that white women who
are separatists demand. Our situation as Black people necessitates that we
have solidari around the fa of race, which white women of course do not
need to have with white men, unless it is their negatⅳe solidari as racial
oppressors. We struggle together with Black men against racism, while we
also struggle with Black men about seⅺsm.[…] As we have already stated,
we reje the stance of Lesbian separatism because it is not a ⅵable political

74For this reason, we also oppose the movement of transmedicalism (also known as Harry Beǌamin Syndrome,
or, colloquially, truscum), who embrace the negative functions of biopower and the gender binary

75The Empire Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual Manifesto
76A Cyborg Manifesto
77My Words to Victor Frankenstein Above the Village of Chamounix
78TERFs and Trans Healthcare
79The Combahee River Collective Statement
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analysis or strategy for us. It leaves out far too much and far too many peo-
ple, particularly Black men, women, and children. We have a great deal of
criticism and loathing for what men have been socialized to be in this socie:
what they support, how they a, and how they oppress. But we do not have
the misguided notion that it is their maleness, per se—i.e., their biological
maleness—that makes them what they are. As Black women we find any pe
of biological determinism a particularly dangerous and reaionary basis upon
which to build a politic. We must also question whether Lesbian separatism
is an adequate and progressⅳe political analysis and strategy, even for those
who praice it, since it so completely denies any but the sexual sources of
women’s oppression, negating the fas of class and race.

Indeed, Ghandy (2006) criticises separatism as the only praⅺs left for the radical-feminist
Weltanschauung which ⅵews the man-woman conadiion as primary, and which fur-
thermore leads to the idealist position that personali aits and cultural values are pri-
mary, that women’s and men’s natures are immutable, and leading to the ⅵew that class
does not maer.

We must be aⅳe in confrontation with ansmisogyny. If we are not, Terfs will take
advantage and take over: the ack-record of feminist and LBPQ women’s spaces aests to
this–indeed, one need only look to Syker (1994). It is not enough to say “ans women
are women” or “ans women are allowed”: we must mean it, and we must enforce it.
This means aⅳe exclusion of Terfs and all their intelleual kin–a cordon sanitaire, so to
speak–and frequent denunciation of specific Terfs and their aions, as well as the denial
of resources to Terfs. No friendship with Terfs, no time for their ⅵewpoints, no space
for them, no resources for them. If Terfs are speaking at local unⅳersities or town-halls,
protest those speeches. We must be relentless, ruthless, and ever ⅵgilant. This means
catering to ans women. This means constant self-criticism in light of ansmisogyny.
For decades ans women have been ⅵciously aacked by cis LGB people, and especially
LBPQ women despite forming the vanguard of the LGBT movement. Now it is time for
cis LGB people to pay the penal, and beg for forgⅳeness.

§2.1.3.5 Against Interphobia Picking up from §2.1.3, we see that the aumatic experi-
ence of medicalizing and mutilating intersex bodies (including hormonally and genetically
intersex people) to fit the Procrustean bed of the sex binary can be analyzed through
the Foucauldian notion of biopower. But beyond the institutional medical abuse of in-
tersex people, intersex people are overwhelmingly pressured by gender to appear gender-
conforming, which is often much more difficult and strenuous than for non-intersex peo-
ple as gender non-conformi is closely tied to being intersex. Thus, intersex people who
do not undergo rigorous measures to appear gender-conforming are subjeed to harass-
ment and social abuse on behalf of gender. In that we oppose the sex binary and the
gender binary, we thus oppose the mutilation and medicalization of intersex people and
the general abuse and harassment intersex people face during their lifetimes.

§2.1.3.6 On SexWork Like any “hot-buon” issue, the politics of sex work are a work
of naⅵgation betwⅸt the Scylla of sex-positⅳe liberal feminist bullshit and the Charybdis
of SWERFs. This creates a chilling effe where sex workers often feel compelled to stay
quiet about any criticisms they may have of the industry, for fear of being co-opted by
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SWERFs who are animated more by moral ouage than any concern for their well-being
and who advocate for policies that only further endanger sex workers.

Let us, then, begin from some theses: first, sex work is work. If sex workers are “selling
their body”, then so are faory workers. If sex workers are exploited, it is due to capitalism,
through the same mechanisms as all other workers. We must position our demands and
our strategies about sex work in the context of labour in general, then. It is ue that
misogyny is a dominant element in sex work (as are racism, lesbophobia (through men’s
fetishization of lesbians), and ansmisogyny among others), but the righteous ouage
surrounding this should not blind us from listening to sex workers and advocating policies
that they identify as helping their situation as opposed to policies that center around moral
ouage and hurt them (even if on paper they would not do so–take for example the “Nordic
Model”, which uses the repressⅳe state apparatus in a way that on paper shouldn’t harm
sex workers–though in praice sex workers themselves end up being the ⅵims of police
aggression–but in praice disproportionately makes their lⅳes harder by making it harder
to recieve lⅳable wages safely). We thus oppose criminalization of sex work (including the
“end demand” models which are de fao criminalization and enforced impoverishment),
but we also oppose the liberal bourgeois politics of sex-positⅳi which seeks to conflate all
sex-workers with the middle-class white sex-worker and ignores the very real exploitation
in sex work, including afficking, pervasⅳe pædophilia and abuse, sex-tourism &c &c.

§2.1.3.7 Against Vulgar Identity-Politics Once more we see the eachery of liberal
feminism. For in the past few years, the term “interseionali” has been taken by these
liberal feminists and eⅵscerated of any revolutionary content one might perceⅳe in its
founding texts. Often it is used to legitimize a tokenizing eatment of women of colour,
or when even that is too much, a locus of difference is ansformed by liberal feminists
into an aⅺs of prⅳilege/oppression (see, for instance, the nonsense surrounding asexuali
or ’femmephobia’), by which liberal feminists can claim to be “interseional” and “more
oppressed” than the unmarked woman. This is done by noting the different ways in which
oppression manifests between the “prⅳileged” and “oppressed”, and claiming that some-
how the manifestation of oppression amongst the “oppressed” shows that the “prⅳilege”
hold power over the “oppressed”: for example, ans women of colour, who are murdered
daily for their ⅵsibili, somehow hold “ⅵsibili prⅳilege” over the poor, oppressed, cis-
gender heterosexual asexual men, who receⅳe no ⅵsibili. Similarly, “binarism” was lifted
from its original context of the destruion of indigenous gender systems through colo-
nialism to be now a bludgeon by which white non-binary people can use to aack ans
women of colour. These cases are often the result of taking micro-aggressions out of
the context of systematic, material, oppression and macro-aggression, ansforming it into
the base of a supposed oppressⅳe dynamic–thus, calling a cisgender heterosexual asexual
person a “plant” is just as much grounds, in this bourgeois idealistic liberal system, for a
theory of oppression as, for example, the genocide of gay men and ans women (espe-
cially of color) in the Aids crisis. This is often used to obfuscate real forms of oppression
and further reinforce feminism’s commitment to only serⅵng a prⅳiliged elite amongst
women. This is very much related to the “seleⅳe puri enforcement” discussed in the
preface. A lazy, binary prⅳilege/oppression framework that relies on checklists and rungs
on an oppression ladder instead of material and discursⅳe analysis of lⅳed realities is a
tool of abuse, nothing more, and this is very well documented, especially in how “radical
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milieus” have used it to aack ans women: see Porpentine (2015)80 especially.
Similarly, we urge caution, nuance, and analysis on the issue of cultural appropriation.

Cultural appropriation (which we may call cultural misappropriation or cultural exploitation
to distance ourselves from the vulgarised theory underlying most uses of the term “cultural
appropriation”) is a real problem, where oppressed people (most often people of colour as
people of colour–but this also occurs with, for example, LGBT people as LGBT people) are
denigrated and aacked for their culture, which is ⅵolently repressed–and then exploited
by their oppressors, who imitate it to widespread acclaim, accruing capital and using it to
articulate their own hegemony. Take, for example, dreadlocks–everywhere, Black people
are punished for them (indeed, even in elementary schools, where it can be the excuse to
suspend or expel Black children) and denigrated for them (as they’re “unprofessional”),
but then white people start to dread their hair, and it becomes a fashion end, with
the first white thief being acclaimed as creatⅳe and inventⅳe. Another example would
be the continual thievery of the stories and experiences of ans women, which end up
told by–and who end up porayed by–cis men, or occasionally cis women or ans men.
Critics of this concept have created a strawman where this is used to refer to any form of
cultural exchange whatsoever, and not the specific process detailed above. Unfortunately,
some vulgar identi-politicians have accepted the strawman and defended it as the definition
of cultural appropriation! This can only lead to the reaionary beliefs of nationalism,
which embrace an exclusionary form of culture and relentlessly aempt to purify it–when
supposedly-Leftist beliefs begin to sound like “birds fly among birds, fish swim among
fishes”, we are in ouble. We thus call upon Leftists to approach this issue with a bit
more nuanced and to ultimately ground their understanding of this phænomenon in power
relations and commodification, not in anecdotal permission to be gⅳen or refused.
§2.1.4 Against Ableism
In any struggle for liberation worth its salt, there must be a struggle against ableism.
Ableism is the name by which the oppression of disabled peoples is called. Our model of
disabili is the social model of disabili created by the Marⅺst group known as the Union
of the Physically Impaired Against Segregation (UPIAS) in 1975: “In our ⅵew it is socie
which disables physically impaired people. Disabili is something imposed on top of our
impairments by the way we are unnecessarily isolated and excluded from full participation
in socie.” Impairments often interfere with the exaion of surplus value, and often
disabled peoples require different resources than the norm to meet their needs; this is thus
posed as the ’problem of disabili’ in the medical model. Ableism is thus heaⅵly conneed
with eugenics, both the original eugenics movement of Galton et al. and the modern
reⅵval–indeed, eugenics depends upon ableism (itself here in serⅵce to racism, for White
disabled people were seen as a deiment to “the White race”) for its eⅺstence, especially
rhetorically, and later generalizes to targeting other oppressed peoples–as eugenics is based
on the ableist narratⅳe that biological fitness can be increased through the death and
sterilization of “inferior degenerates” and the mass procreation of “superior” beings, the
former relying on ableist rhetoric, ing ableism into the negatⅳe funions of biopower.
Of course, this ableism is in serⅵce of racism: eugenicists historically claimed the presence
of White disabled people were signs that “the race” (white people) was “degenerating”–
and so eugenics is inseparable from racism. Ableism and eugenics rely on the reduion

80Hot Allostatic Load
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of humani to “costs” and “benefits” (benefits, of course, meaning “how efficiently can
surplus value be exaed”), as pointed out by the SPK (Sozialistisches Patientenkollektⅳ).
Foucault, in Foucault (1961)81 aces the origins of the institutionalization of “mad” people
(in a conclusion which, though originally focused on mental illness, can be applied to
ableism as a whole, especially in light of the later work on biopower in Foucault (1975-6)
among others, which formalises and refines this work) to a need for a means of remoⅵng
’undesirables’ beyond the confines of the judicial system so as to more easily conol wages
and unemployment.

Unfortunately, the rhetoric and theory of the disabili liberation movement and anti-
psychiay movement of the 1960s and 1970s have been, over the past 20 years, been re-
cuperated (especially by Greens, soccer-moms, &c) into nonsensical woo-marketing for
“alternatⅳe medicines” and indeed for the very abusⅳe psychiaic struures (such as Aba,
conversion therapy &c) that they were fighting against! Many of them, for instance, ot
out claims that vaccines cause autism–not only is this patently unue, but this would only
change a person’s aions if they believed autism were a worse fate than measles, mumps,
rubella, whooping cough &c &c. Others claim that Ssris are eⅵl tools which must be
avoided by people with depression–this is a heinous position, as Ssris, though not always
effeⅳe, are for many a necessi. We note, then, the following two principles which
should guide us:

1. The medical infrastruure and its relations are abusⅳe and exploitatⅳe, funioning
as an apparatus of capitalism to suppress people, most ⅵsibly through eugenics, and
they must be replaced and rethought

2. Medicines and eatments are a necessi, and should not be uniformly rejeed
or withheld or replaced with a yet-more slaⅵsh adherence to the abusⅳe medical
infrastruure

Disabled peoples should not be institutionalized or coerced, but rather accomodated and
assisted such that they can lⅳe their lⅳes as they are.

§2.1.4.1 Neurodiversity As part of our opposition to ableism, we advocate for the
rights and freedoms of neurodⅳergent people. Neurodⅳergence is a term that refers to
the state of haⅵng a brain which is ⅵewed as beyond normali, much as how disabili
is construed by socie as part of a normalizing effort regarding bodies and physical
impairment. Neurodⅳergent people have aditionally been institutionalized and abused
en masse, and have been targeted by eugenics–targeted again by the negatⅳe funions
of biopower (Aba, for instance, is quite literally the same as conversion therapy–to the
point where it often was developed by the same people, such as Ole Ivar Lovaas). This
begins with the medicalization of differences in emotional, social, and mental development
and thought, which is then seen as an isolated phænomenon far outside ’normali’ (thus
creating a binary of normal/mentally ill and collapsing all variation into that dichotomy).
Neurodⅳergent people should not be institutionalized or coerced, but rather accomodated
and assisted such that they can lⅳe their lⅳes as they are.

81Madness and Civilization: A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason
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§2.1.4.2 On Addiction Addiion and the social phænomena surrounding it are best
understood through the lens of disabili and ableism.

As with serophobia before, our praⅺs with this is based in the theory of harm reduion:
instead of aempting to paternalistically punish people, we aempt to reduce the potential
harmful consequences of drug use. In this case, harm reduion means the creation and
maintenance of safe iǌeion sites, needle-exchange programmes, education about drugs
and their effes, the decriminalisation of drugs and release of prisoners imprisoned for
drug-related offenses.
§2.1.5 Anthropocentric Dark-Viridian Environmentalism
Late capitalist industrial produion has created an eⅺstential problem for humani–
namely, enⅵronmental destruion through both pollution and global warming. These
twin threats will kill and displace millions in the years to come, and unless stopped, make
Earth inhospitable for human life. This is not a mere possibili, this is a certain; indeed,
it is already happening–and it may be the case that it is already too late to stop it. Neither
social democracy nor neoliberalism have proven effeⅳe in dealing with this threat, and
the most prominent leftist Weltanschauung associated with it, anarcho-primitⅳism, is be-
neath contempt in its callous essentialist naturalism and frankly racist equation of animals
with people of colour. We also reje the theoretical solution of abandoning Earth for
space–this, theoretically, is colonial in nature; more praically, it is laughably impossible,
–even if it were aempted, it would not relocate all of humani but merely the haute
bourgeoisie. It is thus our du to stop pollution and climate change as quickly as possi-
ble. The good news here is that many of the technologies necessary either already eⅺst,
or are being developed. The bad news is that neoliberalism and newness has kept these
technologies largely inaccessible to the mass scale by which less friendly technologies have
been deployed. We call for, thus, an enⅵronmentalism which:

1. maintains unⅳersal access to ⅵtal–and often rare–resources such as clean water and
air through cenal planning

2. urbanizes

3. replaces “dir” technologies with “clean” technologies on a mass scale rather than
as a luxury

Cenalism will be necessary in order to avoid pollution and to maintain access to rare
resources. In order to avoid a total climate catastrophe (rise in global temperatures over 2
degrees Celsius), we will need to run negatⅳe carbon emissions for a few years at least–this
will require tight conols over industrial produion. Capitalism in its neoliberal form is
unable to manage even this–consider that even the flimsy enⅵronmental eaties that are
proposed pass slowly if at all and generally don’t bind counies to anything concrete.

§2.1.5.1 Against Political Veganism

There is no ethical consumption under
late capitalism

Ancient proverb
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The enⅵronmental movement has spawned another liberal (and largely white and
petty-bourgeois) movement closely allied to anarcho-primitⅳism: political veganism. Po-
litical veganism is a form of liberalism firstly because it believes in ethical consumption
under late capitalism–that somehow indⅳidual choices of consumption can make a differ-
ence and thus gain a moral dimension comparable to that which Prohibition had in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in the US. In doing so, it embraces pey-
moralism, comparing meat-eaters to murderers–and most of the proletariat in the First
World are meat eaters (often due to the high cost of vegetarian food compared to meat,
something political vegans will handwave away). The comparison to murder is quite often
racially-charged: specifically, the term often used is Animal Holocaust, which implicitly
compares Jewish and Rromany peoples to animals. Indeed, political vegans prefer ani-
mal life to human life: what about the peasany who does the farming, exposed to toⅺc
chemicals and exploited? Somehow this choice in indⅳidual consumption does not garner
the same sense of moral ouage. Political vegans would rather spend energy fighting for
animals than they would for those unfashionable oppressed peoples, who after all don’t
listen to the hip new indie-rock band and thus can’t have any value. Faced with this al-
legation, political vegans often make an enⅵronmental claim, talking about the drain on
resources lⅳestock represents–but planting vegetables to replace them would also produce
a similar drain.
§2.1.6 Against Eugenics

I am, somehow, less interested in the
weight and convolutions of Einstein’s
brain than in the near certain that
people of equal talent have lⅳed and
died in coon fields and sweatshops.

Stephen Jay Gould

In earlier seions we have noted the use of eugenics to bludgeon oppressed groups into
submission. Eugenics can be seen as one of the negatⅳe powers of biopower as defined
in Foucault (1976): the power to disallow life (as opposed to the ancient right to kill).
Foucault refines this in the final leure of Foucault (1975-6):

Now I think we see something new emerging in the second half of the eigh-
teenth century: a new technology of power, but this time it is not disci-
plinary. This technology of power does not exclude the former, does not
exclude disciplinary technology, but it does dovetail into it, integrate it, mod-
ify it to some extent, and above all, use it by sort of infilating it, embed-
ding itself into eⅺsting disciplinary techniques[…]How can a power such as
this kill, if it is ue that its basic funion is to improve life, to prolong its
duration, to improve its chances, to avoid accidents, and to compensate for
failings? How, under these conditions, is it possible for a political power to
kill, and to expose not only its enemies but its own citizens to the risk of
death? Gⅳen that this power’s objeⅳe is essentially to make lⅳe, how can
it let die? How can the power of death, the funion of death, be exercised
in a political system centered upon biopower? It is, I think, at this point that
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racism intervenes […] On the one hand, racism makes it possible to estab-
lish a relationship between my life and the death of the other that is not a
military or warlike relationship of confrontation, but a biological-pe rela-
tionship: “The more inferior species die out, the more abnormal indⅳiduals
are eliminated, the fewer degenerates there will be in the species as a whole,
and the more I–as species rather than indⅳidual–can lⅳe, the stronger I will
be, the more ⅵgorous I will be. I will be able to proliferate.” The fa that
the other dies does not mean simply that I lⅳe in the sense that his death
guarantees my safe; the death of the other, the death of the bad race, of
the inferior race (or the degenerate, or the abnormal) is something that will
make life in general healthier: healthier and purer[…]So you can understand
the importance–I almost said the ⅵtal importance–of racism to the exercise
of such a power: it is the precondition for exercising the right to kill. If the
power of normalization wished to exercise the old sovereign right to kill, it
must become racist. And if, conversely, a power of sovereign, or in other
words, a power that has the right of life and death, wishes to work with the
instruments, mechanisms, and technology of normalization, it too must be-
come racist. When I say “killing,” I obⅵously do not mean simply murder as
such, but also every form of indire murder: the fa of exposing someone
to death, increasing the risk of death for some people, or, quite simply, po-
litical death, expulsion, rejeion, and so on[…]At the end of the nineteenth
century, we have a new racism modeled on war. It was, I think, required
because a biopower that wished to wage war had to articulate the will to de-
stroy the adversary with the risk that it might kill those whose lⅳes it had,
by definition, to prote, manage, and multiply. The same could be said of
criminali. Once the mechanism of biocriminal was called upon to make
it possible to execute or banish criminals, criminali was conceptualized in
racist terms. The same applies to madness, and the same applies to various
anomalies. I think that, broadly speaking, racism justifies the death-funion
in the economy of biopower by appealing to the principle that the death of
others makes one biologically stronger insofar as one is a member of a race
or a population, insofar as one is an element in a unitary lⅳing plurali.

Foucault here terms the culprit as racism (as it historically has been the most important
motⅳator for eugenics), though we may generalize it, as it explains eugenics as a whole.
Biopower’s negatⅳe funions include the power to disallow life, but also incorporate the
ancient power of death through a narratⅳe of increased biological fitness through ⅵolence
against oppressed groups, who are conceptualized as degenerate and inferior. We can also
see this in the concept of necropower defined in Mbembe (2003), where sovereign (defined
here through defining who is and who is not disposable) is generated by the creation of zones
of death, where terror and death create both power and resistance. As mentioned above, in
the seion on ableism, eugenics relies on reducing people to “costs” and “benefits”, with
benefits more or less corresponding to one’s place in the hierarchies of capitalism and for
proletarians, to the abili to exa surplus value.
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§2.1.7 On Technology

Modern bourgeois socie, with its
relations of produion, of exchange
and of proper, a socie that has
coǌured up such gigantic means of
produion and of exchange, is like the
sorcerer who is no longer able to
conol the powers of the netherworld
whom he has called up by his spells

Manifest der Kommunistischen Partei
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels

Our approach towards the issue of technology is largely derⅳed from engagements
with the tendency of accelerationism and its critics–specifically, the tendency expounded
in Srnicek and Williams (2013)82, from which some of our terms (folk-politics among them)
descend. Unfortunately, the term is hardly this clear, and so we must distinguish between
this meaning and two other, related meanings of the term “accelerationism”. Here are the
three meanings of accelerationism we can distinguish:

1. Left-Accelerationism, or Accelerationism as defined in Srnicek and Williams (ibid.),
which embraces modern science and technology and aempts to intensify its devel-
opment while simultaneously using it for ends outside of the goals set by capitalism–
indeed, to emancipate people from capitalism (deterritorialisation in the terms of
Deleuze and Guaari), and which rejes the “noble savage” romanticism of anarcho-
primitⅳism, the Occupy-style fetishization of participatory democracy, and the ten-
dency to value noble defeats over messy ⅵories.

2. Accelerationism as the deepening of exploitation within capitalism in the hope that
this will intensify its self-destruⅳe tendencies and thus bring forth the Revolution

3. Right-Accelerationism–support of the unshackling and intensification of capitalism
(and technology within capitalism) to bring about a singulari and a neo-feudal
system ruled by a super-intelligent AI

Clearly, the second sense is wrong-headed, and the third sense is championed only by our
enemies. At first, we were ardent followers of the first sort–and we still hold on to many
of its core ideas, but what we had to qualify hollowed out the term enough that we no
longer can call ourselves accelerationists. But let us first spell out where we agreee with
the accelerationists, at least regarding technology. (Our points of agreement with them
regarding organization are to be found under the header Against Folk-Politics)
The old social-democraic “compromise” of the 20th century relied on several pillars that
have mostly begun to erode for various reasons:

82#ACCELERATE: Manifesto for an Accelerationist Politics
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1. Women’s reproduⅳe labour and unpaid domestic labour, which continues to pro-
ⅵde a constant stream of primitⅳe accumulation (as argued in Federici (2001)): one
need only contemplate the “ageing crisis” in Europe, Japan, and the US to under-
stand however partially how this is even today a pillar by which “social democracy”
funions: in this case, reproducing a labour force and tax base.

2. A bundle of cheap commodities including food, oil, and copper

3. Fordist/Stakhanoⅵte produion; this is undermined by Toyotism

4. Cheap labour outside of the “labour aristocracy”: this often means racialized, non-
unionized labour in the meopole or labour in general in the (neo-)colonies.

Politically, too, as argued in Kalecki (1943), the idea of full employment under a capitalist
system will be resisted and aacked at every stage by the bourgeoisie: neoliberalism shows
the prescience of that theory. Instead of arguing for full employment, we should argue
for full unemployment: an automated future of plen, with minimal if any work. Automa-
tion and technological development after (not before, for then it will serve capitalism) the
revolution should be embraced, and we should intervene in technology to use it for ends
other than those for which it was made (an example being the use of storage space and
mass communications technology to distribute radical literature for free, i.e. filesharing).
We vociferously reje the technophobia of primitⅳism, as it aempts to put the cat back
in the bag, a reaionary manoeuvre.
To an extent we can see precursors to this position in the idea of the destruion of the
aura and increased access of arts to the masses in the age of mechanical reproduion as
articulated in Beǌamin (1936)83.
We also champion Xenofeminism, as defined in Cuboniks (2015)84

§2.1.7.1 Xenofeminism Xenofeminism, as defined in Cuboniks (ibid.) (drawing from
Haraway (1985) among others), is a feminism which rejes naturalism and essentialism to
instead call for the repurposing and development of technology for feminist ends. Indeed,
as found in 0x01 of Cuboniks (2015):

Freedom is not a gⅳen—and it’s certainly not gⅳen by anything ‘natural’.
The construion of freedom involves not less but more alienation; alien-
ation is the labour of freedom’s construion. Nothing should be accepted as
fⅸed, permanent, or ‘gⅳen’—neither material conditions nor social forms.
XF mutates, naⅵgates and probes every horizon. Anyone who’s been deemed
‘unnatural’ in the face of reigning biological norms, anyone who’s experi-
enced iǌustices wrought in the name of natural order, will realize that the
glorification of ‘nature’ has nothing to offer us—the queer and ans among
us, the differently-abled, as well as those who have suffered discrimination
due to pregnancy or duties conneed to child-rearing. XF is vehemently
anti-naturalist. Essentialist naturalism reeks of theology—the sooner it is
exorcised, the beer.

83The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction
84Xenofeminism: A Politics for Alienation
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Xenofeminism (abbreⅵated XF) rejes the tidy neoliberal gender politics of today. Again,
perhaps a quote is best to demonstrate this, from 0x0B and 0x0C:

A sense of the world’s volatili and artificiali seems to have faded from
contemporary queer and feminist politics, in favour of a plural but static
constellation of gender identities, in whose bleak light equations of the good
and the natural are stubbornly restored. While haⅵng (perhaps) admirably
expanded thresholds of ‘tolerance’, too often we are told to seek solace in
unfreedom, staking claims on being ‘born’ this way, as if offering an excuse
with nature’s blessing. All the while, the heteronormatⅳe cene chugs on.
XF challenges this cenifugal referent, knowing full well that sex and gen-
der are exemplary of the fulcrum between norm and fa, between freedom
and compulsion. To tilt the fulcrum in the direion of nature is a defensⅳe
concession at best, and a reeat from what makes ans and queer politics
more than just a lobby: that it is an arduous assertion of freedom against an
order that seemed immutable. Like every myth of the gⅳen, a stable foun-
dation is fabulated for a real world of chaos, ⅵolence, and doubt. The ‘gⅳen’
is sequestered into the prⅳate realm as a certain, whilst reeating on fronts
of public consequences. When the possibili of ansition became real and
known, the tomb under Nature’s shrine cracked, and new histories—bristling
with futures—escaped the old order of ‘sex’. The disciplinary grid of gender
is in no small part an aempt to mend that shaered foundation, and tame
the lⅳes that escaped it. The time has now come to tear down this shrine
entirely, and not bow down before it in a piteous apology for what lile au-
tonomy has been won.
If ‘cyberspace’ once offered the promise of escaping the striures of essential-
ist identi categories, the climate of contemporary social media has swung
forcefully in the other direion, and has become a theae where these pros-
ations to identi are performed. With these curatorial praices come pu-
ritanical rituals of moral maintenance, and these stages are too often over-
run with the disavowed pleasures of accusation, shaming, and denunciation.
Valuable platforms for conneion, organization, and skill-sharing become
clogged with obstacles to produⅳe debate positioned as if they are debate.
These puritanical politics of shame—which fetishize oppression as if it were
a blessing, and cloud the waters in moralistic frenzies—leave us cold. We
want neither clean hands nor beautiful souls, neither ⅵrtue nor terror. We
want superior forms of corruption.

Cuboniks (2015) terms XF a “gender abolitionist” philosophy; however, it takes care to
distinguish itself from other forms of gender abolitionism which work to reify sex (and
thus gender) instead of abolishing them as a stable category and thus form of oppression.
Due to the monopolization of the term “gender abolition” by TERFs, we would prefer to
call it a “gender nihilist” philosophy, following the innovatⅳe but flawed anti-manifesto,
Escalante (2015)85, which, following Butler (1990) articulates an abolitionism that does

85Gender Nihilism: An Anti-Manifesto
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not rest upon a reification of the sex binary, thus sex, thus the gender binary, and thus
gender. Indeed, once again, Cuboniks (2015) articulates this point in a wonderful way–and
in a way that facilitates a new unⅳersalism:

Xenofeminism is gender-abolitionist. ‘Gender abolitionism’ is not code for
the eradication of what are currently considered ‘gendered’ aits from the hu-
man population. Under paiarchy, such a proje could only spell disaster—
the notion of what is ‘gendered’ sticks disproportionately to the feminine.
But even if this balance were redressed, we have no interest in seeing the
sexuate dⅳersi of the world reduced. Let a hundred sexes bloom! ‘Gen-
der abolitionism’ is shorthand for the ambition to constru a socie where
aits currently assembled under the rubric of gender, no longer furnish a
grid for the asymmeic operation of power. ‘Race abolitionism’ expands into
a similar formula—that the struggle must continue until currently racialized
charaeristics are no more a basis of discrimination than than the color of
one’s eyes. Ultimately, every emancipatory abolitionism must incline towards
the horizon of class abolitionism, since it is in capitalism where we encounter
oppression in its ansparent, denaturalized form: you’re not exploited or op-
pressed because you are a wage labourer or poor; you are a labourer or poor
because you are exploited.
Xenofeminism understands that the ⅵabili of emancipatory abolitionist
projes—the abolition of class, gender, and race—hinges on a profound
reworking of the unⅳersal. The unⅳersal must be grasped as generic, which
is to say, interseional. Interseionali is not the morcellation of collec-
tⅳes into a static fuzz of cross-referenced identities, but a political orienta-
tion that slices through every particular, refusing the crass pigeonholing of
bodies. This is not a unⅳersal that can be imposed from above, but built
from the boom up – or, beer, laterally, opening new lines of ansit across
an uneven landscape. This non-absolute, generic unⅳersali must guard
against the facile tendency of conflation with bloated, unmarked particulars—
namely Eurocenic unⅳersalism—whereby the male is mistaken for the sex-
less, the white for raceless, the cis for the real, and so on. Absent such a
unⅳersal, the abolition of class will remain a bourgeois fantasy, the abolition
of race will remain a tacit white-supremacism, and the abolition of gender
will remain a thinly veiled misogyny, even—especially— when prosecuted by
avowed feminists themselves. (The absurd and reckless speacle of so many
self-proclaimed ‘gender abolitionists’’ campaign against ans women is proof
enough of this).
From the postmoderns, we have learnt to burn the facades of the false uni-
versal and dispel such confusions; from the moderns, we have learnt to sift
new unⅳersals from the ashes of the false. Xenofeminism seeks to constru
a coalitional politics, a politics without the infeion of puri. Wielding the
unⅳersal requires thoughtful qualification and precise self-refleion so as
to become a ready-to-hand tool for multiple political bodies and something
that can be appropriated against the numerous oppressions that anse with
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gender and sexuali. The unⅳersal is no blueprint, and rather than diate
its uses in advance, we propose XF as a platform. The very process of con-
struion is therefore understood to be a negenopic, iteratⅳe, and contin-
ual refashioning. Xenofeminism seeks to be a mutable architeure that, like
open source software, remains available for perpetual modification and en-
hancement following the naⅵgational impulse of militant ethical reasoning.
Open, however, does not mean undireed. The most durable systems in the
world owe their stabili to the way they ain order to emerge as an ‘inⅵsi-
ble hand’ from apparent spontanei; or exploit the inertia of investment and
sedimentation. We should not hesitate to learn from our adversaries or the
successes and failures of history. With this in mind, XF seeks ways to seed
an order that is equitable and just, iǌeing it into the geomey of freedoms
these platforms afford.

Now, what is a XF platform? Well, from Cuboniks (2015) itself, we have the following
items as ideas, strategies, and ⅵtal points of consideration:

1. Intervention into domestici and the domestic such as to destroy the primacy of
the bourgeois nuclear family and the struures that support it

2. Widespread, do-it-yourself, cheap distribution of hormones and information about
hormone replacement therapy (HRT) alongside grassroots abortion clinics and other
such strategies to ‘hack gender’ and medicine

3. Building institutions to facilitate these goals

§2.1.7.2 Theoretical Limits and Blind Spots of Accelerationism When writing this
seion, we had to abandon our earlier accelerationism in favor of a more nuanced ap-
proach. The following quick criticisms have been levelled against accelerationism, though
there are deeper ones to follow:

1. Accelerationism appears Proudhonian, presuming that one can take all the good
without any of the bad, and as articulated in Marx (1847b)86, development proceeds
by its bad side. How will tedious, poorly-paid jobs (the jobs listed include data
eny, abusⅳe-content management, and help desk technician) be automated?

2. It is unlikely, to say the least, that care work can be automated. How will accelera-
tionism avoid the replication of paiarchy in care work?

Both of these are serious problems that ought to be considered, analyzed rigourously, and
solved–not brushed away.

Indeed, there is a more in-depth theoretical critique, advanced by Andreas Malm and
Anthony Galluzzo, derⅳed from Theses 8-15 of Beǌamin (1947)87, and ultimately from
the same understanding in Marx (1847b) that development proceeds its bad side. Specifi-
cally, what we are addressing here is the myth of progress, which is deeply embedded

86The Poverty of Philosophy
87Theses on the Philosophy of History
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in accelerationism–as well as the understanding that technology is a social relation, and
under capitalism a capitalist social relation–surely, we cannot just appropriate already ex-
isting technology for ourselves without careful consideration of how it encodes capitalist
social relations. Furthermore, we cannot conol the pace of automation under capitalism,
which is based on how much it can exa for the capitalists. To thus call for an intensi-
fication of automation under capitalism is to merely wait for the process to grind through
and immiserate the proletariat and intensify exploitation, creating a passⅳe praⅺs. Sr-
nicek and Williams’ accelerationism, then, necessarily decays into Land’s accelerationism,
though they y to deny it with a mild critique of techno-utopianism, and so we cannot
accept accelerationism.

From Noys (2014)88, we take the following quote:

[Walter Beǌamin suggests] that the desire for acceleration on the acks of
history breeds passⅳi before the produⅳe forces: ‘Once the classless soci-
e had been defined as an infinite task, the emp and homogenous time was
ansformed into an anteroom, so to speak, in which one could wait for the
emergence of the revolutionary situation with more or less equanimi.’ The
idea of the acks stretching into the future leaves revolution as a receding
moment–the station we never quite arrⅳe in. The result, cona to the revo-
lutionary intervention, is the constant stoking of the ain, i.e. the capitalist
produⅳe forces. This is another instance of accelerationism, which either
ies to aⅳely increase the speed of capital, or simply becomes the passenger
on the ain, allowing the constant destruion of lⅳing labor at the hands
of dead labor to do its work. [The famous image of the emergency break in
“On the Philosophy of History,” then], is not merely calling to a halt for the
sake of it, some static stopping at a particular point in capitalist history (say
Swedish Social Democracy–which the American Republican Right now takes
as the ue horror of ‘socialism’). Neither is it a return back to some utopian
pre-capitalist moment, which would fall foul of Marx and Engels’s anathemas
agains ’feudal socialism’. Rather, Beǌamin argues that: ’Classless socie is
not the final goal of historical progress but its frequently miscarried, ulti-
mately [endlich] achieved interruption.’ We interrupt to prevent catastrophe,
we destroy the acks to prevent the greater destruion of acceleration.

We thus do not call for the expansion of automation under capitalism, but rather as a
goal to be achieved after the Revolution
§2.1.8 Against Folk-Politics
What is folk-politics? Folk-politics is a description of a particular tendency among the
left outlined in Srnicek and Williams (2015)89 (though alluded to earlier in Srnicek and
Williams (2013)) that is ritualistic, moralistic, and ultimately defeatist, advocating a prefig-
uratⅳe politics instead of a future orientation. Unable to come to terms with the complex,
global struures of neoliberalism, the various tendencies of the left have taken up folk-
politics: a fetishization of horizontalism, consensus, and dire democracy; a glorification
of the local, the small, the dire; a ritualistic repetition of the forms of dire aion,

88Malign Velocities
89Inventing the Future: Postcapitalism and a World Without Work
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protest, &c; a rejeion of a future orientation in favour of a prefiguratⅳe politics; and
a self-righteous “holier than thou” aitude towards those who are not as pure as you,
especially online. This is perhaps best seen in the Occupy movement that made all the
headlines in 2011 (along with large tendencies in anarchism in general). Occupy stressed
horizontalism and consensus politics: nothing could be done unless everyone agreed to it.
It rejeed organization beyond a local level. Thus, Occupy presented us with a large num-
ber of heterogeneous local movements, with a motley stew of anarchists, liberals craven to
reformism and moderation, social democrats, and right-libertarian conspiracy theorists.
Due to this, and to its fetishization of the horizontal, Occupy as a whole (and most local
variants) presented no demands, no platforms: indeed, they had the audaci to claim that
this was somehow “more radical” than haⅵng any demands or platforms, becuase that
would be “dⅳisⅳe”, or, perhaps, because that would somehow cede some sort of theo-
retical legitimacy to the neoliberal state they claimed to oppose. If Occupy got anything
done at all, it was by groups that had abandoned this craven worship of process and the
hagiographic aitude of anarchism (the uncritical worship of St. Nestor Makhno and
Catalonia and of course, the Zapatistas: which neoliberalism allows to eⅺst precisely be-
cause it proⅵdes no real threat to its global order). Everyone knows the old Trotskyist
selling newspapers or hoping that his lile organization is the new vanguard–or indeed
the “Maoist” who asks you to come to their leure series on the wisdom of St. Bob
Avakian, or the social-democrat on their constant repetition of “Socialism 101” talks–is a
waste of space and indeed destruⅳe: we must condemn folk-politics for the same reason.
Indeed, this problem was known as far back as Engels, who wrote in Engels (1873)90:

Why do the anti-authoritarians not confine themselves to crying out against
political authori, the state? All Socialists are agreed that the political state,
and with it political authori, will disappear as a result of the coming social
revolution, that is, that public funions will lose their political charaer
and will be ansformed into the simple administratⅳe funions of watching
over the ue interests of socie. But the anti-authoritarians demand that the
political state be abolished at one stroke, even before the social conditions that
gave birth to it have been destroyed. They demand that the first a of the
social revolution shall be the abolition of authori. Have these gentlemen
ever seen a revolution? A revolution is certainly the most authoritarian thing
there is; it is the a whereby one part of the population imposes its will
upon the other part by means of rifles, bayonets and cannon — authoritarian
means, if such there be at all; and if the ⅵorious par does not want to
have fought in vain, it must maintain this rule by means of the terror which
its arms inspire in the reaionists. Would the Paris Commune have lasted
a single day if it had not made use of this authori of the armed people
against the bourgeois? Should we not, on the conary, reproach it for not
haⅵng used it freely enough? Therefore, either one of two things: either the
anti-authoritarians don’t know what they’re talking about, in which case they
are creating nothing but confusion; or they do know, and in that case they
are beaying the movement of the proletariat. In either case they serve the

90On Authority
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reaion.
While we do not support or endorse the fetishization of the organizational form of the
Marⅺst-Leninist wedding-cake vanguard par, we recognize, like Engels, that horizon-
talism as a theory and prefiguratⅳe politics that refuse a future hinder revolution more
than they help it.
Thus, we oppose Monsieur Dupont’s Nihilist Communism as theoretical ressentiment (fol-
lowing Moufawad-Paul (2015))–a recognition of the death of neoliberalism but a refusal
to find value outside of its limits. We oppose Hakim Bey’s temporary autonomous zone (as
well as his open advocacy of pæderasty) as lifestylism and as folk-politics, unable to come
to terms with the global struures of neoliberalism.
Many folk-political aⅳists like to claim Murray Bookchin as one of their own (and con-
sidering the record of the Vermont Greens, they might have a point) but even he knew
that there had to be coöperation and coördination, and there had to be struggle on a large
scale with delegation rather than only in one ci or in one neighbourhood. Indeed, from
Bookchin (2014):

Every revolution, indeed, even every aempt to achieve basic change, will
always meet with resistance from elites in power. Every effort to defend a
revolution will require the amassing of power – physical as well as institutional
and administratⅳe – which is to say, the creation of government. Anarchists
may call for the abolition of the state, but coercion of some kind will be
necessary to prevent the bourgeois state from returning in full force with
unbridled terror. For a libertarian organization to eschew, out of misplaced
fear of creating a “state”, taking power when it can do so with the support
of the revolutionary masses is confusion at best and a total failure of nerve at
worst.

We expe the Stirnerites, nihilists, and other such folk-political wreckers to sneer at
this. Let them sneer–it is all they know how to do. They will be impoverished; they will
sneer. The capitalist state will condu genocide; they will sneer. The Revolution will
happen; they will still sneer–and all the world will pass them by.
§2.1.8.1 Against Anarcho-Primitivism Anarcho-primitⅳism is perhaps the ultimate
expression of this folk-political end, and shows how quickly it regresses into reaionary
politics. Even Bookchin balked from anarcho-primitⅳism–citing the fa that many anarcho-
primitⅳists celebrated the Ethiopian famine as “nature taking revenge”: the fa that it
took over much of US-American anarchism led him to call himself a Communalist (with
a capital C) instead. Primitⅳism is an idealistic Weltanschauung–it relies on the fetish of
the idea of a “return to nature”, a nonsensical concept upon which they proje politi-
cal desires such as the mass murder of people with disabilities, ans people, and other
“degenerates”. Primitⅳists also rely on condescending towards workers, who are seen as
being unable to run an industrial socie on their own–and any “primitⅳist socie” would
be cened around people dying in youth due to lack of access to medicine. Anarcho-
primitⅳists should be recognized for the reprehensible neo-Malthusian reaionaries they
are and expelled.
§2.1.8.2 New Universalism and Coalitional Politics One problem the Left has faced
in recent years is a collapse in its coalition and in the very idea of coalitional politics.
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Many of the Old Left have charged “interseionali” with the decay of coalitions, ac-
cusing interseional feminism of promoting splits and identi politics. When one looks
at the politics and theory of some so-called “interseional” liberal feminists, one might
be tempted to agree–however, this is a mistake. It is not the recognition of difference,
interseion, and so on that destroys coalitions as much as it is the consequent rejeion
of unⅳersalism as being inherently opposed to an articulation of difference–as well as the
overcoded identi politics of the Old Left, which identified the worker as a unionized
white cis straight abled neuropical man who worked in an auto faory in Deoit. In-
deed, we find the groundwork for a new coalitional politics in the very text that many
charge with destroying it; namely, Crenshaw (1993), which, after all, aempted to show
why aditional anti-racist and feminist politics were both ineffeⅳe at best when it came
to addressing the struggles of women of colour, and how recognition of difference could be
used to reconceptualize and thus reconstru a coalitional politics that does not overcode
its basis and thus leave its multiply-marginalized members behind. In place of folk-politics,
we argue for a mass movement that, though it consists of many disparate groups with dif-
ferent problems, has a unified thoeretical language (so to speak), proje, and programme,
with the abolition of capitalism as the goal. This implies a unⅳersalism that folk-politics
refuses to take.

§2.1.9 Against the Police and Against the Prisons

The police force can be considered one of the most ubiquitous, recognizable, and charac-
teristic forms of the repressⅳe state apparatus in moderni. Modern policing originated
in the 18th and 19th centuries: in the US, as the slave paols (beginning in 1704) and
later Fugitⅳe Slave Catchers (established by the Fugitⅳe Slave A of 1850) as well as the
post-war Ku Klux Klan formed, combined with the anti-labour forces of the Pinkertons,
the basis of the police force. In Europe, police were originally created to suppress strikes
and riots. Police, then, emerged not as a reaion to crime but to crowds, a phænomenon
originating in 19th-century urban cenes.

Of course, when one proposes prison and police abolition, especially to white US-
Americans, one can expe a horrified reaion–“How will we remain safe?”. While the
social funion of prisons and police are not to “keep people safe” (so to speak) but rather
“keep capitalism safe”, the question is still one that we ought to be able to answer. First,
much crime is based on social and economic circumstance. It is said that “It is equally
illegal for a rich man and a poor man to steal bread” (or so the cliché goes). Thus, much
of crime would be robbed of its raison d’ee by remoⅵng the material basis of crime, i.e.
pover. We urge further research–by way of aion into various alternatⅳes to policing
that have been proposed.

One other thing of note will be how reaionaries are dealt with during and after
the Revolution–“Red Terror”. Summary execution cannot be a “golden hammer” against
which everything is a nail. Prison abolition, though it is a necessary goal in the long run,
must not interfere with the temporary authori accorded to the Revolution. What will
stop reaionaries from organizing, receⅳing aid from reaionaries abroad, and smashing
the revolution–as they have done or aempted to do in every revolution since the French
Revolution? This is an open question, but it must be answered–and it must be answered
realistically, not idealistically.
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§2.1.10 Radical Urbanism
One subje that does not often occur to radicals (though thankfully it is increasingly
becoming a subje of conversation, especially in urban cenes) is just how much the
organization of space and human geography is itself implicated within capitalist ideology,
and how it must be ansformed.

§2.1.10.1 The Right to the City And Beyond We champion the right to the ci, first
laid out by Henri Lefebvre in his 1967 essay of the same name, Lefebvre (1967)91. In this
essay, Lefebvre concludes that the aditional ci was gone and could not be recuscitated
and that the aditional urban-rural (ci-couny for our British readers) dⅳide was gⅳing
way for an amorphous urban/suburban sprawl. To claim the right to the ci is thus to
claim something that not only does not eⅺst but also has never eⅺsted and is an emp
signifier. Furthermore, revolution cannot be limited to a single ci (one merely needs
to remember the Paris Commune, narrated well in Marx (1871)92, to understand this).
As Harvey (2012)93 summarizes: “‘The ci may be dead;” Lefebvre seems to say, but
“long lⅳe the ci!”’, and we agree. In order to claim the right of the ci, we must
make it clearer what it means. Fundamentally, the right of the ci means that the urban
proletariat should conol urbanization and urban planning. The organization of human
space (housing, distris for public serⅵces, roads, zoning &c &c) is, in capitalism since
at least Haussmann’s 1854 renovation of Paris, a way for capitalism to circumvent barriers
to capital circulation, expansion, and accumulation–Harvey (ibid.) makes a sophisticated
case for this. As capital is absorbed through urban redevelopment, it also displaces and
dispossesses the urban proletariat. Engels himself was aware of this even in 1872, and
Engels (1872)94 is not only a striking analysis of the “housing question” in 19th century
European cities, but a shocking precognition of modern genification. The right to the
ci, then, falls to the hands of billionaires such as Michael Bloomberg of New York, Carlos
Slim of Meⅺco Ci, and Paul Allen of Seale–and to powerful prⅳate institutions, such
as Johns Hopkins Unⅳersi in Baltimore. In contemplating the return of the right to the
ci to the urban proletariat, then, Harvey explores the suggestions of Murray Bookchin
and his libertarian municipalism. The problem Harvey identifies in most proposals related
to this conception (specifically, those of Tiebout and of Ostrom are mentioned) is that
they rely on the notion of “voting with your feet”, which, gⅳen the dispari in resources,
would only empower the capitalist class. But Bookchin, too, recognizes this and proposes
confederalism as an aempt to avoid the problem, where municipal assemblies form a
network to coördinate and resolve disputes, interlinking municipalities from the boom
up. Harvey maintains that what really maers is less the details of organization so much
as the goal of not allowing endless accumulation by the capitalist class, but the idea of
the commons can easily be appropriated for such a purpose. He proposes a two-pronged
strategy of forcing concessions in the form of public goods while forming independent
organizations among the populace to “appropriate, use, and supplement these goods in
ways that extend and enhance the qualities of the non-commodified reproduⅳe and
enⅵronmental commons”.

91The Right to the City
92The Civil War in France
93Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City to the Urban Revolution
94The Housing Question
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Harvey then (moⅵng to the issue of culture and the arts) discusses monopoly rent and
the cultural cachet of cities. Specifically, “claims to uniqueness, authentici, particulari,
and special underlie the abili to capture monopoly rents” (the example gⅳen earlier is
wines, where monopoly rents are exaed through the emphasis on unique qualities of
the grapes or of the land or of the history of the wine). This he then applies to the urban,
showing how cities use “colleⅳe symbolic capital”, following the terminology of Bour-
dieu, to gain economic advantages: thus, the cultural cachet aached to Paris (for example)
gⅳes it an advantage over Lille. Cities often then spend considerable effort to accumulate
colleⅳe symbolic capital. Harvey gⅳes the example of the rise of Barcelona, which ag-
gressⅳely branded, emphasized a Catalan heritage, invested in museums and hosted the
Olympic Games. However, this lead to a conadiion, for with the economic advantages
of colleⅳe symbolic capital comes homogenization (“Disneyfication”), for who invests
but multinational corporations? Disneyfication poses a challenge to claims of uniqueness
and thus the exaion of monopoly rent through colleⅳe symbolic capital. Questions
arise–whose æsthetics and history are to be celebrated–the Icarians, the Catalan nation-
alists, or perhaps Franco’s ally Samaranch? In order to preserve this creation of colleⅳe
symbolic capital and the exaion of monopoly rents, the institutions that create it (mu-
seums, for example) y to keep out the proletariat: close their doors to the general public,
or, perhaps (as in New York under Giuliani) organize a “decency commiee”, or rely on
police repression. Harvey poses the question–why let the fruits of colleⅳe symbolic cul-
tural capital be reaped by the bourgeoisie? He now presents the example of Berlin after the
annexation of the German Democratic Republic and thus East Berlin–with this monu-
mental change, there was a question: how would the symbolic capital of Berlin be defined?
One faion he mentions in particular (not the only one–it, for example, could not prevent
the modernist takeover of Potsdamer Platz) ied to re-create 19th century Berlin, specif-
ically that of Schinkel, which of course has emendous potential implications for who is
considered a Berliner and who has a right to the ci: it, for example, could charge this
with a aditional sort of nationalism and romanticism which would unknowingly replicate
the plans of Albert Speer and leave out the conibutions of the Turkish Berliners, in a
context where many of them have lⅳed in Berlin all their lⅳes and ⅵolence against them
is widespread. This should remind us: an aachment to “authentici”, particulari, and
localism isn’t a good foundation for radical politics and can all too easily be comandeered
by neo-fascists, as it already is. However, Harvey tempers this by noting that these impli-
cations are potential: Schinkel’s architeural merit (which is, after all, quite great) need
not be limited to the nationalist reading of him, and a local sort of romanticism might
be merely an innocent element of a dⅳerse and complex ci; it’s not like the alternatⅳes
(such as modernism, or postmodern architeure, or perhaps neo-Gothic architeure) are
inherently safe or beer.

From then, Harvey (2012) moves on to urban revolution. Noting the fetishism of or-
ganization, he takes upon a critique similar to the one made in Srnicek and Williams (2015)
of the dogmatic adherence to abstra ideals of horizontalism and non-hierarchy, after of
course noting the earlier dogmatic adherence to a Leninist model. He then notes that an
urban revolution must organize workers who do not belong to the conventional faory
system–unorganized producers of urbanism, often in part-time work scaered throughout
the urban area–such as construion workers (who build the urban enⅵronment), ansit
workers (who can cut supply lines), domestic workers (whose labour is crucial in the re-
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produion of the labour force), street vendors, restaurant workers, retail workers, hotel
workers, sanitation workers, and the unemployed among others. Furthermore, organi-
zation must be done outside of the workplace as well as in–within the neighbourhood.
Indeed this has historically been crucial to labour organization, though rarely recognized.
Coalitions must also be formed on gender, sexuali, and race lines. Harvey exhorts us to
look on the examples of “Red Bologna” in the 1970s, “Red Vienna”, the radical municipal
councils of Britain in the 1920s, the municipal administrations of the French Communist
Par, and the Greater London Council under Ken Lⅳingstone. He then offers an exam-
ple of a rebel ci: El Alto in Bolⅳia, where neighbourhood associations proⅵde colleⅳe
local goods and mediate conflis, forming an Association of Neighbourhood Associations
which, however, has a number of checks and mechanisms to keep leaders accountable to
their base and rotate them. Workers in the informal seor are organized as well into as-
sociations that mediate disputes and conne urban workers with the surrounding peasant
population, allowing one to support the other. Finally, of course, there were the strong,
more aditional, ade unions.
§2.1.10.2 Principles of Radical Urban Planning A radical urban planning must:

1. make life in the ci affordable to those who work in the ci–this means housing,
ansportation, food, &c &c

2. make life in the ci accessible and safe for marginalized populations such as women,
people of colour, people with disabilities, and LGBT people

3. proⅵde a responsⅳe and accountable municipal administration

4. encourage the growth of dⅳerse and ⅵbrant communities

5. make life in the ci eǌoyable for children and adults alike

6. proⅵde education

7. expand public ansportation and encourage walking, biking &c

Though the works of Jane Jacobs have been rightly criticised for haⅵng conibuted to
policies that led to the modern spere of genification (we note especially the chapter
on “unslumming”), they should not be abandoned entirely, for they do contain useful
principles on the ci. Many of her proposed policies were based on assumptions which
stopped holding ue (such as the cheapness of old buildings)–and only some of her policies
were ever pursued (the harder work of maintaining affordabili is and was direly in
confli with the capitalist ideal of real-estate investment, so it was and is continually
relegated–an endless deferral), creating Jacobsian neighbourhoods which were inhabited
entirely by ex-suburbanites: members of the white bourgeoisie. But there will be no
return to Le Corbusier. We thus recommend reading Jacobs (1961)95, but with prominent
reservations. Specifically, the following principles may be exaed from it as useful:

1. Mⅸed primary uses (mⅸed-use development)

2. Small blocks, to favour pedestrians, with the sidewalk as cenal to any ci
95The Death and Life of Great American Cities
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3. Buildings of differing ages and states of repair

4. High densi

5. A du to make the fabric of the streets a continuous network network throughout
a neighbourhood.

6. A du to use parks, squares, and public buildings as part of the street fabric and
encourage multiple uses rather than separating out indⅳidual uses

7. A du to encourage the life of lⅳely and interesting streets

8. A du to foster neighbourhood communi and identi

9. Well-designed (inicate, cened, multi-use, with a dⅳersi of surroundings and
access to sunlight) parks

To this we may add the following as ⅵtal, some of which are very basic, others of which
are reform measures (for after the Revolution, many of the assumptions and construs–
such as income–will no longer be relevant or will no longer eⅺst) that will presage the
revolutionary form:

1. A regular street grid as opposed to the Radburn street-hierarchy model that char-
aerizes low-densi US-American suburban sprawl

2. Restruuring and elimination of zoning laws such that low-income and mⅸed-
income housing is built, high-densi housing is built (as opposed to single-family
housing), and schemes for de fao racial segregation and redlining (both integral
parts of US zoning laws) are thwarted at every turn.

3. Narrow streets, to improve walkabili

4. Heavy investment into public ansportation, such as various pes of rail (subway,
streetcar, elevated rail, light rail, inter-ci rail &c), busses, and ferries, to be pro-
ⅵded at cheap costs

5. An end to the building of highways within ci limits, as highways destroy the fabric
of the ci, promote car use and suburbanization, and often bulldoze through the
neighbourhoods of poor people of colour

6. “Second-generation” rent-stabilization (rent increases being based on cost of lⅳing)
measures in urban areas on all units, without exception. This is of course a stop-gap
reform–in the end, one will do away with rents and landlords altogether

7. Housing coöperatⅳes

One interesting idea being developed is the superille (often rendered in English as su-
perblock, which creates an unfortunate naming coincidence with Le Corbusier’s modernist
automobile-drⅳen nightmare) in Barcelona, which is intended to reduce automobile de-
pendency (and thus air pollution) and foster neighbourhood life. Nine eⅺsting blocks will
be grouped in a square, and the internal roads will be declared off-limits to cars
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§2.1.10.3 NIMBYs, the Rearguard of Neighbourhood Activism However, with neigh-
bourhood organization comes risk–namely, the risk of organizing a greedy petty-bourgeois
constituency to oppose densi and dⅳersi in favour of suburbs within ci limits. These
are called NIMBYs, after their implicit slogan, “not in my backyard!”. An excellent case of
this is Seale, where neighbourhoods reign supreme in ci politics and have used their
power to prevent upzoning and prote their proper values–prote their white single-
family bedroom communities. This was not always the case; in their origin in the 1990s,
Seale neighbourhood aⅳism was a way of allowing disadvantaged people in neigh-
bourhoods to have input into what was planned for the neighbourhood, such that it was
responsⅳe to their needs. This changed because home values rose as Seale grew–as there
is lile room to expand the single-family housing regime, the current homes have appre-
ciated in value; the organizing techniques of 1990s neighbourhood aⅳism were coöpted
by rich, white neighbourhoods to halt development (using the same slogans–somehow,
refusing to build dense, affordable housing will, according to these people, “genify” the
neighbourhood–despite the fa that refusing to build dense housing will limit the amount
of housing available while demand for said housing increases, raising prices for housing
and thus making it accessible only to the rich), and the ci council and mayor are gener-
ally complacent and compliant–as their main goal is to be reëleed and liked, they always
buckle to the rich white neighbourhoods whose support they depend upon, weakening
and destroying projes.

§2.1.10.4 Against Suburbs We oppose suburbs and suburbanization on two principal
grounds: enⅵronmental and racial, among others.

Enⅵronmentally, suburbanization has been a disaster. The low-densi, segregated-
use development charaeristic to the US-American suburb combined with a street hier-
archy, wide streets and general lack of sidewalks promotes the use of cars, and thus the use
of fossil fuels, and thus the proliferation of greenhouse gases (alongside other pollutants
such as carbon monoⅺde), which only conibutes to global warming and air pollution.
Beyond that, the need for a perpetually-green lawn (enforced by homeowner’s associations,
who of course also enforce the continual maintenance of green golf courses–a measure of
wheat for a penny, and three measures of barley for a penny; and see thou hurt not the oil
and the wine) even in dry areas such as Southern California requires the waste of precious
freshwater–which should be considered criminal, especially in light of the prⅳatization
of the water supply and resulting widespread lack of access to clean water (with tapwater
itself often being contaminated with lead).

Apart from the enⅵronmental ramifications of suburbanization, there is also the
racial aspes: suburbs were created to resegregate the population and re-enench white
supremacy, a phænomenon originally called white flight. This is well-documented, and can
be seen clearly even today–just look, for example, at Milwaukee, one of the most segre-
gated cities in the US. Historically, suburbs in the US originated in the 1940s and 1950,
and their growth intensified after exclusionary covenants and sundown towns became no
longer formally legal. The Interstate Highway System allowed white people to move out
of the ci while still working in it–it also dⅳided and isolated black neighbourhoods,
an early salvo on urbanized black populations from the US government. Redlining was
once formal, now it is done secretly and informally–it is the taic by which poor, black
neighbourhoods were and are either denied or charged exorbitantly for goods and serⅵces
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such as health care, banking, insurance, loans, clean water, garbage colleion, and food.
White people were incentⅳised to move to the suburbs through taics such as block-
busting, which sold houses in white neighbourhoods to black people, causing alarm about
decreasing home prices and allowing real estate agents to sell them homes in the suburbs.
Exclusionary covenants were re-created through suburban zoning laws. The government
aided this by spending taxes on suburban construion while withholding maintenance
capital mortgages for non-white urban neighbourhoods. After Brown v. Board of Educa-
tion, in order to avoid desegregation, white people established prⅳate schools and moved
to the suburbs. The Supreme Court initially ied to remedy this with desegregation bus-
ing (pejoratⅳely referred to as forced busing by white supremacists and unknowing liberal
dupes), where white suburban kids would be bussed to inner ci schools and Black ur-
ban kids would be bussed to suburban schools, but white people strongly resisted this,
and after Milliken v. Bradley, the law began to surrender, first with Board of Education
of Oklahoma Ci v. Dowell, then with Freeman v. Pis, and finally Parents Involved in
Communi Schools v. Seale School Distri No. 1 and Meredith v. Jefferson Coun Board
of Education. Because school funding is largely reliant on proper taxes, school quali
also is assured for white suburban schools but not for Black urban schools, which have
correspondingly suffered.
§2.1.10.5 Gentrification, or, Colonialism of the Inner City Genification can, fol-
lowing Harvey (2012) as well as Beǌamin (1926-1940/1982)96 among others, be seen as
parallel to Haussmann’s 1854 renovation of Paris, which demolished many homes, caused
proper speculation to balloon and thus raise rents, and widened streets to facilitate army
movements and destroy the abili of the urban proletariat to build barricades in resistance.
This made Paris “safe for capital” and began the century-long process of displacing its poor
to the outskirts. Under modern genification, the people who suffer the most are poor
proletarian people of colour. Harvey analyzes genification as one of the forms of “accu-
mulation by dispossession”, his term for the modern forms of primitⅳe accumulation.

Is it a stretch, then, to consider genification as colonialism of the inner ci? Here,
as in colonialism elsewhere, we see the mass displacement of poor proletarian people of
colour, to be replaced with white, bourgeois or petty-bourgeois selers–done through a
form of primitⅳe accumulation.

§2.1.10.5.1 Responding to Gentrification After it is Complete: A Sketch Some-
times, it may be too late to be merely against or resist genification: sometimes, the ci
has entirely genified, leaⅵng the urban proletariat to the impoverished suburbs–though
perhaps in this meaning, we had beer borrow the French term banlieue, which refers to
impoverished, industrial, largely racialized suburbs of major cities. Returning to Hauss-
mann’s 1854 renovation of Paris, which led to the displacement of the urban proletariat
to the banlieue–Beǌamin (ibid.) notes, however, that this created a red belt surrounding
Paris, ever ready to revolt. Perhaps this could be beer studied and learned from in our
current situation.
§2.1.10.6 Squatting and Social Centres In many, if not most, of the highly populated
areas of the imperial core of capitalism, we notice a strange phænomenon, where there
are many homeless people but even more emp homes–and legally, of course, due to the

96The Arcades Project
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proper regime, the homeless cannot occupy those emp homes. Thus, the praice of
doing exaly that has been gⅳen a name, squaing, and political dimensions. We support
squaing, as we support the needs of the homeless to lⅳe and oppose capitalism, which
eats land as another investment and creates homelessness in the midst of abundance.

Born from the autonomist squaing movement is the social cene movement, which
uses squaing outside of a residential context to create a public space that can be used
for a myriad of needs: organizational cenes, discussion venues, libraries, computer labs,
cafés, bars, music venues &c. In an age where areas for what have been referred to as
“counterpublic spheres” (in response to Habermas’s idea of the bourgeois public sphere
of the 18th century–which has been criticised by Fraser among others for presenting the
bourgeois public sphere as uly open and inclusⅳe and thus buying into liberal ideol-
ogy while ignoring the exclusion of marginalised groups–counterpublic spheres are similar
to the bourgeois public sphere but formed by marginalised peoples for themselves) have
been targeted by enclosure and systematically destroyed, the social cene offers a chance to
recreate it.
§2.1.11 Æsthetics
Our theory of æsthetics originates from Beǌamin (1936), Althusser (1970), and Adorno
and Horkheimer (1947)97. Let us run through the course of it briefly. In Beǌamin (1936),
it is concluded that with the mass-reproduion of art, art will necessarily lose its “aura”
(“the unique phænomenon of a distance, however close it may be”). This undermines the
aditional authori of art and allows for the participation of the masses in aditional
cultural forms: readers become writers, ⅵewers become artists. Such a change then al-
lows for the politicization of art, and thus its use for revolutionary ends. However, this is
not a guaranteed end. Beǌamin himself notes in the epilogue of the essay that fascism is
born of this intermingling of æsthetics and mass-politics: specifically, it æstheticizes politics:

The growing proletarianization of modern man and the increasing formation
of masses are two aspes of the same process. Fascism aempts to organize
the newly created proletarian masses without affeing the proper struure
which the masses strⅳe to eliminate. Fascism sees its salvation in gⅳing
these masses not their right, but instead a chance to express themselves. The
masses have a right to change proper relations; Fascism seeks to gⅳe them
an expression while preserⅵng proper. The logical result of Fascism is the
inoduion of aesthetics into political life. The ⅵolation of the masses,
whom Fascism, with its Führer cult, forces to their knees, has its counterpart
in the ⅵolation of an apparatus which is pressed into the produion of ritual
values.
All efforts to render politics aesthetic culminate in one thing: war. War
and war only can set a goal for mass movements on the largest scale while
respeing the aditional proper system. This is the political formula for
the situation. The technological formula may be stated as follows: Only war
makes it possible to mobilize all of today’s technical resources while main-
taining the proper system. […] Mankind, which in Homer’s time was an

97The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception
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obje of contemplation for the Olympian gods, now is one for itself. Its
self-alienation has reached such a degree that it can experience its own de-
struion as an aesthetic pleasure of the first order. This is the situation
of politics which Fascism is rendering aesthetic. Communism responds by
politicizing art.

Indeed, bourgeois regimes have learned quite quickly and quite well how to integrate the
mass reproduion of art. This is expounded upon in Adorno and Horkheimer (1947)
among other works of Adorno, which posits that under late capitalism a culture industry
(which Adorno is careful to distinguish from the concept of mass culture–the culture in-
dustry is the result under bourgeois rule) forms, which mass-produces identical cultural
goods (such as hit songs, Hollywood moⅵes, and teleⅵsion shows–which are all the same,
barring minor variations of detail) to be sold to everyone. It organizes people into groups
of consumers and distinguishes its produs not based on subje but on which group of
consumers are to buy it, with none to escape, and no alternatⅳes or response. Variation
is accepted as a mere deⅵation from the norm, carefully calculated, which show just how
legitimate the norm is to be. The culture industry reduces culture to style, which preaches
obedience to hierarchy. Quoth Adorno and Horkheimer:

But what completely feered the artist was the pressure (and the accompa-
nying drastic threats), always to fit into business life as an aesthetic expert.
Formerly, like Kant and Hume, they signed their leers “Your most hum-
ble and obedient servant,” and undermined the foundations of throne and
altar. Today they address heads of government by their first names, yet in
every artistic aⅳi they are subje to their illiterate masters. The anal-
ysis Tocqueⅵlle offered a century ago has in the meantime proved wholly
accurate. Under the prⅳate culture monopoly it is a fa that “ranny leaves
the body free and dires its aack at the soul. The ruler no longer says:
You must think as I do or die. He says: You are free not to think as I do;
your life, your proper, everything shall remain yours, but from this day on
you are a stranger among us.” Not to conform means to be rendered pow-
erless, economically and therefore spiritually—to be “self-employed.” When
the outsider is excluded from the concern, he can only too easily be accused
of incompetence. Whereas today in material produion the mechanism of
supply and demand is disintegrating, in the superstruure it still operates as a
check in the rulers’ favor. The consumers are the workers and employees, the
farmers and lower middle class. Capitalist produion so confines them, body
and soul, that they fall helpless ⅵims to what is offered them. As natu-
rally as the ruled always took the morali imposed upon them more seriously
than did the rulers themselves, the deceⅳed masses are today captⅳated by the
myth of success even more than the successful are. Immovably, they insist on
the very ideology which enslaves them. The misplaced love of the common
people for the wrong which is done them is a greater force than the cunning
of the authorities. It is stronger even than the rigorism of the Hays Office,
just as in certain great times in history it has inflamed greater forces that
were turned against it, namely, the terror of the ibunals. It calls for Mickey
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Rooney in preference to the agic Garbo, for Donald Duck instead of Betty
Boop. The industry submits to the vote which it has itself inspired. What
is a loss for the firm which cannot fully exploit a cona with a declining
star is a legitimate expense for the system as a whole. By craftily sanioning
the demand for rubbish it inaugurates total harmony. The connoisseur and
the expert are despised for their pretentious claim to know beer than the
others, even though culture is democratic and distributes its prⅳileges to all.
In ⅵew of the ideological uce, the conformism of the buyers and the ef-
frontery of the producers who supply them prevail. The result is a constant
reproduion of the same thing.

As for the content of the culture industry, it promises fulfillment but always defers it:
relying on exploiting desire but never sublimating it. This is often combined with adver-
tisement, which helped generate the techniques used and which implicitly is the lifeline
of the culture industry, but it need not be explicitly so: indeed, it is all the more sinister
when it is declared public–for Adorno, the example of public radio (at the time funded by
auto, eleric, and soap companies) demonstrates that the culture industry is the kinder-
garten of fascism:

But art as a pe of produ which eⅺsted to be sold and yet to be unsaleable is
wholly and hypocritically converted into “unsaleabili” as soon as the ans-
aion ceases to be the mere intention and becomes its sole principle. No
tickets could be bought when Toscanini condued over the radio; he was
heard without charge, and every sound of the symphony was accompanied,
as it were, by the sublime puff that the symphony was not interrupted by any
advertising: “This concert is brought to you as a public serⅵce.” The illusion
was made possible by the profits of the united automobile and soap manufac-
turers, whose payments keep the radio stations going—and, of course, by the
increased sales of the elerical industry, which manufaures the radio sets.
Radio, the progressⅳe latecomer of mass culture, draws all the consequences
at present denied the film by its pseudomarket. The technical struure of
the commercial radio system makes it immune from liberal deⅵations such
as those the moⅵe industrialists can still permit themselves in their own
sphere. It is a prⅳate enterprise which really does represent the sovereign
whole and is therefore some distance ahead of the other indⅳidual combines.
Chesterfield is merely the nation’s cigaree, but the radio is the voice of the
nation. In bringing cultural produs wholly into the sphere of commodities,
radio does not y to dispose of its culture goods themselves as commodities
straight to the consumer. In America it colles no fees from the public, and
so has acquired the illusory form of disinterested, unbiased authori which
suits Fascism admirably. The radio becomes the unⅳersal mouthpiece of the
Führer; his voice rises from street loud-speakers to resemble the howling of
sirens announcing panic—from which modern propaganda can scarcely be
distinguished anyway. The National Socialists knew that the wireless gave
shape to their cause just as the printing press did to the Reformation. The
metaphysical charisma of the Führer invented by the sociology of religion has
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finally turned out to be no more than the omnipresence of his speeches on
the radio, which are a demoniacal parody of the omnipresence of the dⅳine
spirit. The gigantic fa that the speech peneates everywhere replaces its
content, just as the benefaion of the Toscanini broadcast takes the place of
the symphony. No listener can grasp its ue meaning any longer, while the
Führer’s speech is lies anyway. The inherent tendency of radio is to make
the speaker’s word, the false commandment, absolute. A recommendation
becomes an order. The recommendation of the same commodities under
different proprietary names, the scientifically based praise of the laxatⅳe in
the announcer’s smooth voice between the overture from La Traⅵata and that
from Rienzi is the only thing that no longer works, because of its silliness.
One day the edi of produion, the aual advertisement (whose auali
is at present concealed by the pretense of a choice) can turn into the open
command of the Führer. In a socie of huge Fascist rackets which agree
among themselves what part of the social produ should be alloed to the
nation’s needs, it would eventually seem anachronistic to recommend the use
of a particular soap powder. The Führer is more up-to-date in unceremoni-
ously gⅳing dire orders for both the holocaust and the supply of rubbish.
Even today the culture industry dresses works of art like political slogans and
forces them upon a resistant public at reduced prices; they are as accessible
for public eǌoyment as a park. But the disappearance of their genuine com-
modi charaer does not mean that they have been abolished in the life of a
free socie, but that the last defense against their reduion to culture goods
has fallen. The abolition of educational prⅳilege by the deⅵce of clearance
sales does not open for the masses the spheres from which they were for-
merly excluded, but, gⅳen eⅺsting social conditions, conibutes direly to
the decay of education and the progress of barbaric meaninglessness.

As we stated in the beginning of this essay, however, we must be careful with Adorno
and we must refuse the position that subversion is impossible. Still, his discussion of the
culture industry is incredibly important, and helps struure our notion of culture in late
capitalism.

More generally, we can take Adorno’s discussion of the culture industry in the con-
text of ideology and the ideological state apparatus (Isa) as elaborated upon in Althusser
(1970). Althusser, beginning from Marx’s notion of the reproduion of labour-power,
posits that aside from the aditional economic context of this idea, there must also be a
reproduion of the submission of the proletariat to the bourgeoisie’s rules and the abili
for the bourgeoisie to manipulate capitalist ideology. This ensures the reproduion of
the relations of produion. These tasks are done through two sorts of state apparati:
the Rsa (repressⅳe state apparatus) and the Isa (ideological state apparatus). The Rsa
consists of the government, administration, army, police, court, prisons &c &c, while the
Isa is not one but many entities: Althusser mentions a religious Isa (places of worship),
an educational Isa (the school system), a family Isa, a legal Isa, a political Isa (the po-
litical system, including the par system), the ade-union Isa, the communications Isa
(press, radio, teleⅵsion), and the cultural Isa (literature, arts, film, music, sport &c). Isas
are often, unlike Rsas, prⅳate, and Rsas funion primarily by repression (secondarily by
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ideology) while Isas funion primarily by ideology (secondarily by repression). Beneath
ruling ideology, the Isas, despite their multiplici, funion as one–indeed, ruling class
ideology secures their uni: Althusser likens it to a concert with numerous instruments
but a single score. Furthermore, no class can hold power without exercising hegemony
over Isas, thus Isas often become the site of class struggle. Althusser then expounds on
the history of Isas in France, specifically noting that, though the Catholic Church was the
dominant Isa in pre-modern France, a multiplici of Isas eⅺsted even then, including
the family, the political system, the guilds, and later, theae and publishing, which slowly
wrested independence from the Church. Because the Church, however, was the dominant
Isa, resistance to feudal domination from the 16th to the 18th centuries prominently fea-
tured anti-clerical campaigns as forms of ideological struggle. The French Revolution is
the ultimate example, for not only did it fight to wrest Rsa power from the feudal aristoc-
racy to the bourgeoisie, it also fought a fierce campaign to destroy the foremost feudal Isa.
But this took a long, long time, from the Protestant Reformation to the Third Republic.
Althusser then posits that the Church Isa has been replaced in its dominant position by
the educational Isa in capitalism–even that the School-Family couple now plays the role
the Church-Family couple once did. After defending this position, there is a discussion
of ideology. He begins with The German Ideology, where he takes the phrase “ideology
has no history” and interprets them in a radically different manner, positing that though
ideology in general has no history (that is, ideology in general is eternal), ideologies have
a history of their own. He then inoduces two theses: ideology represents the imaginary
relationship of indⅳiduals to their real conditions of eⅺstence, and ideology has a mate-
rial eⅺstence (“I shall therefore say that, where only a single subje (such and such an
indⅳidual) is concerned, the eⅺstence of the ideas of his belief is material in that his ideas
are his material aions inserted into material praices governed by material rituals which
are themselves defined by the material ideological apparatus from which derⅳe the ideas
of that subje.”). Furthermore, Althusser claims the following two theses: there is no
praice except by and in an ideology, and there is no ideology except by the subje and
for subjes. It is here that Althusser comes to interpellation and the subje. Ideology is
made possible by the category of the subje (also known as the soul in Plato, or God &c).
But this is qualified: “the category of the subje is only constitutⅳe of all ideology insofar
as all ideology has the funion (which defines it) of ‘constituting ‘ concrete indⅳiduals
as subjes”. The explanation of interpellation is somewhat difficult, but here’s what it
means. Interpellation is the process by which ideology constitutes the identities of the
subje: it ansforms indⅳiduals into subjes. It does this by “hailing” at them in social
interaions. For example, when a cop shouts “Hey, you there!” and an indⅳidual turns
around to respond to the call, the indⅳidual has become a subje. The consequence of
this is that subjes are not independent agents with self-produced identities, but rather
produced by social forces. Butler (1990) relies on this to describe the social origin of
gender.

In the light of this theory of æsthetics, it is rather easy to fall into despair. However,
as we have stressed again and again throughout: the solution is not to turn back the clock.
Turning back the clock, besides being an impossibili in human affairs, is also by its very
nature a reaionary impulse.
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§2.1.12 Against Fascism
Considering the increasingly-likely possibili–nay, probabili–that the World will suc-
cumb to a period of global fascism in the next two decades, we recognize the need for a
ⅵgorous, ⅵolent anti-fascist organization to combat fascism by dire aion. Our theories
surrounding this are too long and complex to summarize here, so we have compiled them
into a separate document: “The Far Right in Europe and North America: Their History,
Typology, Taics, and How to Fight Them: A Guide for Leftists”, which we heartily
recommend all of our readers read alongside this document.
§2.1.13 On Religion
When it comes to religion, many on the Left merely repeat, without historical context,
the famous phrase from the inoduion to Zur Kritik der Hegelschen Rechtsphilosophie
published in the Deutsch-Französische Jahrbücher: “religion is the opiate of the masses”.
What this fails to explain is that “opiate” here did not have a purely negatⅳe meaning
like it might today–indeed, the meaning is best illustrated with the full quote “Religious
suffering is, at one and the same time, the expression of real suffering and a protest against
real suffering. Religion is the sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of a heartless
world, and the soul of soulless conditions. It is the opium of the people.” We thus refuse
to impose an anti-religious system, as the New Atheists might wish us to. Following
Althusser (1970), we note that the various systems of organized religion, however, are a
prominent Isa, and thus must be combaed. Thus, we advocate anticlericalism and forms
of spirituali and religion (alongside atheism, of course) which ideologically are in concert
with communism to combat the bourgeois theology and spirituali of the Church Isa,
alongside tolerance and secularism.
§2.1.13.1 Anticlericalism We advocate anticlericalism to combat the Church Isa, which
maintains considerable influence despite moderni. We recognize organized religion as
reinforcing cis-hetero-paiarchy, despite conciliatory measures sometimes taken in re-
cent years and imperialism (Christiani is especially implicated in this, but is not the only
wrongdoer). In order to dismantle the superstruural elements of oppression, the in-
stitutions by which they are disseminated–including organized religion–must be removed
and replaced.
§2.1.13.2 Godbuilders and Liberation Theology The Godbuilders, cened around
Anatoly Lunacharsky, were a Bolsheⅵst group (specifically, aligned with the Vpered group)
which, inspired by Maⅺmilien Robespierre’s cult of reason and Ludwig Feuerbach’s ’reli-
gion of humani’ (and perhaps Georges Sorel’s myth of the general strike) posited that in
order to inspire and proⅵde for the social and psychological wellbeing of the masses, sym-
bolism, myth, and ritual were important. Thus, Lunacharsky called for, in Lunacharsky
(1908/1911)98 the creation of new symbolism, myth, and ritual to replace the old, as well
as the re-interpretation of eⅺsting rituals and symbols within a socialist context–one of
the various aditions he investigated was the Eleusinian Mysteries. Lenin rejeed Lu-
nacharsky’s proposal, for he thought that it had compromised with religion too much and
would regress to a mild liberal reformism. We believe that this, though understandable
in the context of the hegemonic role of the Russian Orthodox Church with which Lu-
nacharsky’s theory could be seen (incorrely, in our ⅵew, as Lunacharsky agreed that

98Religion and Socialism
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organized religion was a part of an exploitatⅳe superstruure) as a compromise, is a dog-
matic mistake born from a misunderstanding of the “opiate of the people”. Lunacharsky’s
theory would indeed later be reⅵved, though on a smaller scale, with (for example) the
All-Union Day of the Agricultural Worker, an adapted version of St. John the Bap-
tist’s Day. A similar theory was later put forth by Ernst Bloch, though he was likely
unaware of Lunacharsky, in Bloch (1954/1955/1959)99–which later inspired Gutiérrez’s lib-
eration theology (a specific instance of this rooted in Latin American Catholicism which
has been adapted to differing contexts and to different religions), first sketched in Gutiér-
rez (1971)100. Similar projes can be seen in, for example, Leftist interpretations of tikkun
olam in Judaism–a concept which indeed gave its name to the French philosophical journal
Tiqqun, the predecessor of the Inⅵsible Commiee.

We endorse Godbuilding and Liberation Theology projes. Godbuilding projes,
including occult godbuilding projes, should not be seen as frⅳolities, but as important
tools in the cultural, superstruural struggle–especially as fascists have, following the
post-war writings of Alain de Benoist and Julius Evola, decided to spread fascist ideas in
subculture, occultism, religion, &c &c with too lile pushback. See also the seion,
under “Praⅺs”, on agitprop–and read Rosenthal (1997)101.
§2.1.14 On the Role of Critique
In Latour (2004)102 Bruno Latour confronts an unseling but important problem, that
is:

What has critique become when a French general, no, a marshal of critique,
namely, Jean Baudrillard, claims in a published book that the Twin Towers
destroyed themselves under their own weight, so to speak, undermined by
the uer nihilism inherent in capitalism itself—as if the terrorist planes were
pulled to suicide by the powerful attraion of this black hole of nothing-
ness? What has become of critique when a book that claims that no plane
ever crashed into the Pentagon can be a bestseller? I am ashamed to say
that the author was French, too. Remember the good old days when re-
ⅵsionism arrⅳed very late, after the fas had been thoroughly established,
decades after bodies of eⅵdence had accumulated? Now we have the ben-
efit of what can be called instant reⅵsionism. The smoke of the event has
not yet finished seling before dozens of conspiracy theories begin reⅵsing
the official account, adding even more ruins to the ruins, adding even more
smoke to the smoke. What has become of critique when my neighbor in
the lile Bourbonnais ⅵllage where I lⅳe looks down on me as someone
hopelessly naïve because I believe that the United States had been aacked
by terrorists? Remember the good old days when unⅳersi professors could
look down on unsophisticated folks because those hillbillies naïvely believed
in church, motherhood, and apple pie? Things have changed a lot, at least
in my ⅵllage. I am now the one who naïvely believes in some fas because
I am educated, while the other guys are too unsophisticated to be gullible:

99The Principle of Hope
100A Theology of Liberation
101The Occult in Russian and Soviet Culture
102Why Has Critique Run Out of Steam?
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“Where have you been? Don’t you know that the Mossad and the CIA did
it?” What has become of critique when someone as eminent as Stanley Fish,
the “enemy of promises” as Lindsay Waters calls him, believes he defends
science studies, my field, by comparing the laws of physics to the rules of
baseball? What has become of critique when there is a whole industry deny-
ing that the Apollo program landed on the moon? What has become of
critique when DARPA uses for its Total Information Awareness proje the
Baconian slogan Scientia est potentia? Didn’t I read that somewhere in Michel
Foucault? Has knowledge-slash-power been co-opted of late by the National
Securi Agency? Has Discipline and Punish become the bedtime reading of
Mr. Ridge (fig. 1)? Let me be mean for a second. What’s the real difference
between conspiracists and a popularized, that is a teachable version of social
critique inspired by a too quick reading of, let’s say, a sociologist as eminent as
Pierre Bourdieu (to be polite I will stick with the French field commanders)?
In both cases, you have to learn to become suspicious of everything people
say because of course we all know that they lⅳe in the thralls of a complete
illusio of their real motⅳes. Then, after disbelief has struck and an expla-
nation is requested for what is really going on, in both cases again it is the
same appeal to powerful agents hidden in the dark aing always consistently,
continuously, relentlessly. Of course, we in the academy like to use more
elevated causes—socie, discourse, knowledge-slash-power, fields of forces,
empires, capitalism—while conspiracists like to poray a miserable bunch of
greedy people with dark intents, but I find something oublingly similar in
the struure of the explanation, in the first movement of disbelief and, then,
in the wheeling of causal explanations coming out of the deep dark below.
What if explanations resorting automatically to power, socie, discourse had
outlⅳed their usefulness and deteriorated to the point of now feeding the
most gullible sort of critique? Maybe I am taking conspiracy theories too
seriously, but it worries me to dete, in those mad mⅸtures of knee-jerk
disbelief, punilious demands for proofs, and free use of powerful explana-
tion from the social neverland many of the weapons of social critique. Of
course conspiracy theories are an absurd deformation of our own arguments,
but, like weapons smuggled through a fuzzy border to the wrong par, these
are our weapons nonetheless. In spite of all the deformations, it is easy to
recognize, still burnt in the steel, our ademark: Made in Criticalland.[…]
What’s happening to me, you may wonder? Is this a case of midlife crisis?
No, alas, I passed middle age quite a long time ago. Is this a paician spite
for the popularization of critique? As if critique should be reserved for the
elite and remain difficult and strenuous, like mountain climbing or yachting,
and is no longer worth the ouble if everyone can do it for a nickel? What
would be so bad with critique for the people? We have been complaining
so much about the gullible masses, swallowing naturalized fas, it would be
really unfair to now discredit the same masses for their, what should I call it,
gullible criticism? Or could this be a case of radicalism gone mad, as when a
revolution swallows its progeny? Or, rather, have we behaved like mad scien-
tists who have let the ⅵrus of critique out of the confines of their laboratories
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and cannot do anything now to limit its deleterious effes; it mutates now,
gnawing everything up, even the vessels in which it is contained? Or is it an
another case of the famed power of capitalism for recycling everything aimed
at its destruion? As Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello say, the new spirit of
capitalism has put to good use the artistic critique that was supposed to de-
stroy it. If the dense and moralist cigarsmoking reactionary bourgeois can
transform him- or herself into a free- floating agnostic bohemian, moving
opinions, capital, and networks from one end of the planet to the other
without attachment, why would he or she not be able to absorb the most
sophisticated tools of deconstruction, social construction, discourse anal-
ysis, postmodernism, postology? In spite of my tone, I am not trying to
reverse course, to become reactionary, to regret what I have done, to swear
that I will never be a constructivist any more. I simply want to do what
every good military officer, at regular periods, would do: retest the link-
ages between the new threats he or she has to face and the equipment and
training he or she should have in order to meet them—and, if necessary,
to revise from scratch the whole paraphernalia. This does not mean for
us any more than it does for the officer that we were wrong, but simply
that history changes quickly and that there is no greater intellectual crime
than to address with the equipment of an older period the challenges of
the present one. Whatever the case, our critical equipment deserves as
much critical scrutiny as the Pentagon budget. [emphasis ours] My argu-
ment is that a certain form of critical spirit has sent us down the wrong path,
encouraging us to fight the wrong enemies and, worst of all, to be consid-
ered as friends by the wrong sort of allies because of a lile mistake in the
definition of its main target. The question was never to get away from fas
but closer to them, not fighting empiricism but, on the conary, renewing
empiricism. What I am going to argue is that the critical mind, if it is to
renew itself and be relevant again, is to be found in the cultⅳation of a stub-
bornly realist aitude—to speak like William James—but a realism dealing
with what I will call maers of concern, not maers of fa. The mistake we
made, the mistake I made, was to believe that there was no efficient way to
criticize maers of fa except by moⅵng away from them and direing one’s
aention toward the conditions that made them possible. But this meant
accepting much too uncritically what maers of fa were. This was remain-
ing too faithful to the unfortunate solution inherited from the philosophy
of Immanuel Kant. Critique has not been critical enough in spite of all its
sorescratching. Reali is not defined by maers of fa. Maers of fa are
not all that is gⅳen in experience. Maers of fa are only very partial and, I
would argue, very polemical, very political renderings of maers of concern
and only a subset of what could also be called states of affairs. It is this second
empiricism, this return to the realist aitude, that I’d like to offer as the next
task for the critically minded.

Latour laments the fa that despite the intentions of science studies, they are always seen
as weakening rather than strengthening science. In his discussion of academic social cri-
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tique, one is reminded of the Mechanical Turk called “historical materialism” (Second
International, or “Orthodox” Marⅺsm, which is suggested to be merely vulgarized Marx-
ism animated by theology) that Beǌamin so rightly criticized in Beǌamin (1947). This
Mechanical Turk is dubbed critical barbari by Latour. To this, Latour offers the remedy
of realism:

The critic is not the one who debunks, but the one who assembles. The critic
is not the one who lifts the rugs from under the feet of the naïve believers, but
the one who offers the participants arenas in which to gather. The critic is
not the one who alternates haphazardly between antifetishism and positⅳism
like the drunk iconoclast drawn by Goya, but the one for whom, if something
is construed, then it means it is fragile and thus in great need of care and
caution. I am aware that to get at the heart of this argument one would have
to renew also what it means to be a construⅳist, but I have said enough
to indicate the direion of critique, not away but toward the gathering, the
Thing. Not westward, but, so to speak, eastward.
The praical problem we face, if we y to go that new route, is to associate
the word criticism with a whole set of new positⅳe metaphors, gestures,
aitudes, knee-jerk reaions, habits of thoughts. To begin with this new
habit forming, I’d like to exa another definition of critique from the most
unlikely source, namely, Allan Turing’s original paper on thinking machines.
I have a good reason for that: here is the pical paper about formalism,
here is the origin of one of the icons—to use a cliché of antifetishism—
of the contemporary age, namely, the computer, and yet, if you read this
paper, it is so baroque, so kitsch, it assembles such an astounding number
of metaphors, beings, hypotheses, allusions, that there is no chance that it
would be accepted nowadays by any journal. Even Social Text would reje
it out of hand as another hoax! “Not again,” they would certainly say, “once
bien, twice shy.” Who would take a paper seriously that states somewhere
after haⅵng spoken of Muslim women, punishment of boys, exasensory
perception: “In aempting to constru such machines we should not be
irreverently usurping [God’s] power of creating souls, any more than we are
in the procreation of children: rather we are, in either case, instruments of
His will proⅵding mansions for the souls that He creates” (“CM,” p. 443).
Lots of gods, always in machines. Remember how Bush eulogized the crew
of the Columbia for reaching home in heaven, if not home on earth? Here
Turing too cannot avoid mentioning God’s creatⅳe power when talking of
this most mastered machine, the computer that he has invented. That’s pre-
cisely his point. The computer is in for many surprises; you get out of it
much more than you put into it. In the most dramatic way, Turing’s paper
demonstrates, once again, that all objes are born things, all maers of fa
require, in order to eⅺst, a bewildering varie of maers of concern. The
surprising result is that we don’t master what we, ourselves, have fabricated,
the obje of this definition of critique: Let us return for a moment to Lady
Lovelace’s objeion, which stated that the machine can only do what we tell
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it to do. One could say that a man can “iǌe” an idea into the machine, and
that it will respond to a certain extent and then drop into quiescence, like a
piano string struck by a hammer. Another simile would be an atomic pile of
less than critical size: an iǌeed idea is to correspond to a neuon entering
the pile from without. Each such neuon will cause a certain disturbance
which eventually dies away. If, however, the size of the pile is sufficiently in-
creased, the disturbance caused by such an incoming neuon will very likely
go on and on increasing until the whole pile is destroyed. Is there a cor-
responding phænomenon for minds, and is there one for machines? There
does seem to be one for the human mind. The majori of them seem to be
“sub-critical,” i.e. to correspond in this analogy to piles of sub-critical size.
An idea presented to such a mind will on average gⅳe rise to less than one
idea in reply. A smallish proportion are super- critical. An idea presented
to such a mind may gⅳe rise to a whole “theory” consisting of secondary,
tertiary and more remote ideas. Animals’ minds seem to be very definitely
sub-critical. Adhering to this analogy we ask, “Can a machine be made to
be super-critical?” [“CM,” p. 454] We all know subcritical minds, that’s for
sure! What would critique do if it could be associated with more, not with
less, with multiplication, not subaion. Critical theory died away long ago;
can we become critical again, in the sense here offered by Turing? That is,
generating more ideas than we have receⅳed, inheriting from a prestigious
critical adition but not leing it die away, or “dropping into quiescence”
like a piano no longer struck. This would require that all entities, including
computers, cease to be objes defined simply by their inputs and outputs
and become again things, mediating, assembling, gathering many more folds
than the “united four.” If this were possible then we could let the critics come
ever closer to the maers of concern we cherish, and then at last we could
tell them: “Yes, please, touch them, explain them, deploy them.” Then we
would have gone for good beyond iconoclasm.

§2.1.15 A Theory of the State
What is the State? In a political grouping where dispute over states too often take cene
stage, it would do well to formulate a coherent theory of a state.

Our jumping-off point will be from Lenin (1918)103:

The state is a produ and a manifestation of the irreconcilabili of class
antagonisms. The state arises where, when and insofar as class antagonism
objeⅳely cannot be reconciled. And, conversely, the eⅺstence of the state
proves that the class antagonisms are irreconcilable.

The state is a tool of class rule; the bourgeois state the diatorship of the bourgeoisie,
the proletarian the diatorship of the proletariat. The proletarian state will wither away
as the conadiions of bourgeois socie and as the class struggle die away; the bourgeois
state will not wither away but defend the interests of the bourgeoisie until annihilation,
overseeing a fall into barbarism as it becomes more monolithic and brutal–we may in

103The State and Revolution
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reospe use the language of “fascism” to refer to this decay (although that implies a
particular Weltanschauung that monolithic, barbaric capitalism in general need not share)–
the Rightist known as Oswald Spengler called it “Cæsarism”–but it can be perceⅳed even
earlier in Marx (1852)104.

But a theory of the State cannot end merely with noting its nature as a tool of class
domination. We must understand how the State works. To do this, we call once more upon
Althusser and more specifically Althusser (1970) and the more elaborate theory published
posthumously as Althusser (1994)105. As we have noted earlier, the State’s funions can
be split into a repressⅳe state apparatus (Rsa) and an ideological state apparatus (Isa).
The Rsa is largely public and monolithic, and consists of the police, the armed forces,
the courts, administration, and much of the securi apparatus; it funtions primarily by
repression, secondarily by ideology. The Isa is largely prⅳate and funions through a
multitude of organizations, including the schools, the family, the radio, TV, internet media
companies, the newspapers, film, ade unions, the political system, places of worship, &c;
it funions primarily by ideology, secondarily by repression. The Isa works to reproduce
the submission of labour to capital; one might frame this in Gramscian terms as cultural
hegemony, which creates masks of consent and ensures that the proletariat ⅵew the values
of the bourgeoisie as “common sense” and identifies their good with the good of the
bourgeoisie. In Althusser (ibid.), we see that the possession of state power can be affeed
while the state apparatus remains inta (Althusser cites as examples various changes of
regime in France: 1830, 1848, 1851, and 1958)–indeed, Althusser claims (with the words of
Lenin as his source) that even after the Great Oober Revolution elements of the old
Tsarist state apparatus remained. Thus, Althusser stresses the importance of destroying
and replacing the Isas as one smashes the bourgeois Rsas.

In Poulantzas (1978)106, Poulantzas ansforms Althusser’s analysis of the state into a
more mature and insightful theory. According to Poulantzas, the bourgeois State creates
the separation between public and prⅳate spheres. Then:

For when we say that the indⅳidual-prⅳate is not a limitation on, but the
very conduit of the power of the modern State, we do not mean that that
power has no limits at all. It is just that these derⅳe not from some nat-
ural condition of the indⅳidual-prⅳate, but from popular struggle and the
class relationship of forces: the State, too, is a specific material condensation
of a gⅳen relationship of forces, which is itself a class relation. Thus, the
indⅳidual-prⅳate appears as a resultant of this relationship of forces and of
its condensation in the State. Although the indⅳidual-prⅳate has no in-
insic essence opposing absolute external barriers to the State’s power, it
limits that power through being one of the prⅳileged modern representa-
tions of the class relationship within the State. The nature of this limit is
well known: it is called representatⅳe democracy. However uncated by the
dominant classes and by the materiali of the State, it still constitutes a mode
whereby popular struggle and resistance are inscribed in that materiali; and
while not the only limit to the power of the State, it is neverthdess decisⅳe.

104The 18th Brumaire of Louis-Napoleon
105On the Reproduction of Capitalism
106State, Power, Socialism
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It is probably not of absolute significance in that it is born on the terrain of
capitalism. But it remains a barrier to power and will doubtless continue to
be of consequence as long as a State and social classes eⅺst. The same goes
for human and cⅳil righrs, which were conquered not by the indⅳidual fac-
ing the State but by oppressed classes, Indeed, the extension or conaion
of the indⅳidual-prⅳate expresses the advance or reeat of their struggles
insofar as they take the above political form. This is so not because popular
struggle and resistance thereby carve out a domain external to the State (the
indⅳidual-prⅳate), but because they are located on the strategic terrain ot
the State itself, which, in its modern form, appears as a public-prⅳate space.

Poulantzas then finds another insight:

Unlike caste-classes or slave and medieval Estates - ’closed’ classes to which
agents belonged once and for all by their very nature – classes under capitalism
are ’open’: they are grounded on the distribution and circulation of indⅳidu-
alized agents among the bourgeoisie, the working class, the petty bourgeoisie,
and classes based in the counyside. These open classes gⅳe rise to a pre-
ⅵously unheard-of state role: that of apportioning-distributing indⅳidualized
agents among the classes. The State is thus called upon to shape and condi-
tion, ain and subordinate these agents in such a way that they are able to oc-
cupy class positions to which they are not tied by nature or by birth. This role
falls especially to the schools, but it is also fulfilled by the army, prisons and
the state administration. Through the mechanisms of indⅳidualization, the
capitalist specifici of classes is already aced in the materiali of the State:
the techniques of exercising power in the school or army (that is, the dis-
ciplines of normalization-indⅳidualization) are consubstantial with the role
of these institutions in aining-apportioning-distributing agents-indⅳiduals
among the classes. Finally, being inscribed in capitalist corporali, this in-
dⅳidualization possesses a meaning and modalities which vary according to
the social class. There is a bourgeois and a working-class indⅳidualization, a
bourgeois and a working-class body, just as there is a bourgeois family and a
working-class family. In ather words, there are different modalities of cap-
italist indⅳidualization and corporali, just as there are different modalities
of the capitalist family that is grounded on the process of indⅳidualization.

From this, Poulantzas (ibid.) arrⅳes at the following elements for a theory of the State:

1. The State represents and organizes the long-term political interests of a power bloc
consisting of the dominant classes in socie or indeed the dominant strata of ruling
classes (Poulantzas cites the persistence of semi-feudalism in the periphery despite
being part of bourgeois socie as reason enough for this formulation, which might
strike our readers as odd)

2. The dominant classes are split into several strata (such as large landlords, monopoly
capital, non-monopoly capital–or a further dⅳision between industrial non-monopoly
capital and finance non-monopoly capital, for example) with political dⅳision among
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them; the State serves to organize the general interests of the bourgeoisie under the
hegemony of one of its fraions

3. The State consists of several apparati (political par, military, easury, unⅳersi,
&c) which are seemingly separate from one another and which represent different
faions of the power bloc; their uni is established by subordinating one apparatus
to another in a chain

4. The dominated classes are part of the State as “cenes of opposition to the power of
the dominant classes”, not concenating their power in an apparatus like dominant
class faions

5. The State maintains hegemony through a series of compromises between the dom-
inant and dominated classes (this was especially ue in the era of the welfare state,
when Poulantzas wrote; these compromises have proven to be short-lⅳed and have
been rolled back)

6. As conadiions grow sharper, more and more power is concenated within the
bureaucratic apparati of the State away from the “representatⅳe democratic” limit,
hollowing out that democracy such that all that is left to decide is which element of
administration should be emphasized; administration, however, is not as effeⅳe
in maintaining hegemony as political parties are

Unfortunately, Poulantzas’ praⅺs is deeply disappointing–it is democratic socialism
once again. Yet his theory–specifically the notion that the state’s various apparati serve
to apportion-distribute indⅳidualized agents among classes, and the apparati represent
differing elements within the power bloc–remains of use.

§2.2 Praxis
Ⅺ. Philosophers have hitherto only
interpreted the world in various ways;
the point is to change it

Thesen über Feuerbach
Karl Marx

§2.2.1 Dual Power
In order to build up organizational strength before the Revolution, we propose a pro-
gramme of dual power and counter-hegemony, with organizational forms left to be gener-
ated at will–sometimes, certain forms will make sense, but at other points, different forms
will be necessary–and these will be applied to a number of interlocking organizations which
will focus on specific tasks in the creation of dual power and counter-hegemony as well as
later in revolution, coördinated by a par. Dual power, of course, is a Leninist concept,
developed in Lenin (1917b)107:

107The Dual Power
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The highly remarkable feature of our revolution is that it has brought about
a dual power. This fa must be grasped first and foremost: unless it is un-
derstood, we cannot advance. We must know how to supplement and amend
old “formulas”, for example, those of Bolsheⅵsm, for while they have been
found to be corre on the whole, their concrete realisation has turned out
to be different. Nobody preⅵously thought, or could have thought, of a dual
power.
What is this dual power? Alongside the Proⅵsional Government, the govern-
ment of the bourgeoisie, another government has arisen, so far weak and incip-
ient, but undoubtedly a government that aually eⅺsts and is growing—the
Soⅵets of Workers’ and Soldiers’ Deputies.
What is the class composition of this other government? It consists of the
proletariat and the peasants (in soldiers’ uniforms). What is the political
nature of this government? It is a revolutionary diatorship, i.e., a power
direly based on revolutionary seizure, on the dire initiatⅳe of the people
from below, and not on a law enaed by a cenalised state power. It is an
entirely different kind of power from the one that generally eⅺsts in the par-
liamentary bourgeois-democratic republics of the usual pe still prevailing
in the advanced counies of Europe and America. This circumstance often
over looked, often not gⅳen enough thought, yet it is the crux of the maer.
This power is of the same pe as the Paris Commune of 1871. The fundamental
charaeristics of this pe are: (1) the source of power is not a law preⅵously
discussed and enaed by parliament, but the dire initiatⅳe of the people
from below, in their local areas—dire “seizure”, to use a current expres-
sion; (2) the replacement of the police and the army, which are institutions
dⅳorced from the people and set against the people, by the dire arming of
the whole people; order in the state under such a power is maintained by the
armed workers and peasants themselves, by the armed people themselves; (3)
officialdom, the bureaucracy, are either similarly replaced by the dire rule
of the people themselves or at least placed under special conol; they not
only become eleed officials, but are also subje to recall at the people’s first
demand; they are reduced to the position of simple agents; from a prⅳileged
group holding “jobs” remunerated on a high, bourgeois scale, they become
workers of a special “arm of the serⅵce”, whose remuneration does not exceed
the ordinary pay of a competent worker.
This, and this alone, constitutes the essence of the Paris Commune as a special
pe of state. This essence has been forgoen or perverted by the Plekhanovs
(downright chauⅵnists who have beayed Marⅺsm), the Kautskys (the men
of the “Cene”, i.e., those who vacillate between chauⅵnism and Marⅺsm),
and generally by all those Social-Democrats, Socialist-Revolutionaries, etc.,
etc., who now rule the roost. […]
Why? Is it because Chkheiǳe, Tsereteli, Steklov and Co. are making a “mis-
take”? Nonsense. Only a philistine can think so—not a Marⅺst. The reason
is insufficient class-consciousness and organisation of the proletarians and peas-
ants. The “mistake” of the leaders I have named lies in their petty-bourgeois
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position, in the fa that instead of clarifying the minds of the workers, they
are befogging them; instead of dispelling petty-bourgeois illusions,they are in-
stilling them; instead of freeing the people from bourgeois influence, they are
strengthening that influence.
It should be clear from this why our comrades, too, make so many mistakes
when puing the question “simply”: Should the Proⅵsional Government be
overthrown immediately?
My answer is: (1) it should be overthrown, for it is an oligarchic, bourgeois,
and not a people’s government, and is unable to proⅵde peace, bread, or full
freedom; (2) It cannot be overthrown just now, for it is being kept in power
by a dire and indire, a formal and aual agreement with the Soⅵets of
Workers’ Deputies, and primarily with the chief Soⅵet, the Peograd Soⅵet;
(3) generally, it can not be “overthrown” in the ordinary way, for it rests on
the “support” gⅳen to the bourgeoisie by the second government—the Soⅵet
of Workers’ Deputies, and that government is the only possible revolutionary
government, which direly expresses the mind and will of the majori of
the workers and peasants. Humani has not yet evolved and we do not as
yet know a pe of government superior to and beer than the Soⅵets of
Workers’, Agricultural Labourers’, Peasants’, and Soldiers’ Deputies.
To become a power the class-conscious workers must win the majori to
their side. As long as no ⅵolence is used against the people there is no other
road to power. We are not Blanquists, we do not stand for the seizure of
power by a minori. We are Marⅺsts, we stand for proletarian class struggle
against petty-bourgeois intoⅺcation, against chauⅵnism-defencism, phrase-
mongering and dependence on the bourgeoisie.
Let us create a proletarian Communist Par; its elements have already been
created by the best adherents of Bolsheⅵsm; let us rally our ranks for prole-
tarian class work; and larger and larger numbers from among the proletari-
ans,from among the poorest peasants will range themselves on our side. For
aual experience will from day to day shaer the petty-bourgeois illusions of
those “Social-Democrats”, the Chkheiǳes, Tseretelis, Steklovs and others,
the “Socialist Revolutionaries”, the petty bourgeois of an even purer water,
and so on and so forth.

The first rule: don’t jump to the par. Build up support organizations first. “Jumping to
the par” is a very alluring move, and the most common one, but it’s a ap–the siren-
song of radicalism–because a par without support organizations, as we have seen time
and time again, leads almost ineⅵtably to burnout and reformism. See, for example, all the
tiny left-wing parties in the West–but also the presidential campaign of Bernie Sanders,
Podemos, Syriza &c &c, which are either reformist, have become reformist, or have failed
uerly and dissolved as a result. After all, if all you’re doing is fighting against something
(which these parties are almost always limited to by their very nature) it’s much easier to
do so within the system. And indeed, if we look at any leftist success in the past, we find
behind them many, many organizations which had different goals and different means.
“Dⅳersi of taics” ought not to mean “do the same thing, but in many different ways”
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(some campaign, some march, some riot, but all on the same issue), but if all we do is
form parties, that is what we get–as well as, as was preⅵously mentioned, a radicalism
focused on opposition, as there is nothing to champion.
As has been rightly remarked: with all the money sent to eleoral campaigns, how many
of these societies could have been funded, doing real good to people on the ground? How
many soup kitchens, how many union drⅳes, how many clinics–and for how long? How
much burnout would there be if, after struggle, one could go to a union hall or aid socie
for dinner, and to commisserate. As Nietzsche remarks, the Lion, who can say “no!” must
become the Child who can say “yes”, and so similarly we must move beyond purely defen-
sⅳe struggles of resistance towards building our own serⅵces–dual power. Read Alinsky
(1971)108, and a accordingly. The rules are summarized below–to understand them in
their context, we recommend reading the book (it would require too much space to re-
produce them here):

1. Power is not only what you have but what the enemy thinks you have

2. Never go outside the experience of your people

3. Wherever possible go outside of the experience of the enemy

4. Make the enemy lⅳe up to their own book of rules

5. Ridicule is the most potent weapon

6. A good taic is one that your people eǌoy

7. A taic that drags on too long becomes a drag.

8. Keep the pressure on, with different taics and aions

9. The threat is usually more terrifying than the thing itself.

10. The major premise for taics is the development of operations that will maintain
a constant pressure upon the opposition.

11. If you push a negatⅳe hard and deep enough it will break through into its counterside

12. The price of a successful aack is a construⅳe alternatⅳe.

13. Pick the target, freeze it, personalize it, and polarize it.

We also recommend reading the short pamphlets Mao (1937a)109 and Mao (1930)110.
Many have misinterpreted the strategy of dual power as merely a recruitment strategy. If
that is the case, we would be no beer than the Catholic Church. As Burns (2016)111

righfully complains, this elementary misunderstanding leads dual power organizations to
108Rules for Radicals
109Combat Liberalism
110Oppose Book Worship
111What is Dual Power?
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prioritize recruitment over building a communi’s power, breeds distrust, and is funda-
mentally dishonest. Dual power means independent organizations to meet the needs of
oppressed peoples, conolled by oppressed peoples, as either alternatⅳes to capitalist and
government organizations (examples gⅳen are worker-owned businesses, neighbourhood
vegetable gardens, housing coöps, and communi-owned clinics) or as institutions meant
to counter oppressⅳe capitalist and government power (examples gⅳen are labor unions,
to campaign against a new Wal-Mart store, tenants’ unions, and clinic defense groups).
The article then gⅳes a wonderful guide as to how to build dual power organizations; we
recommend all of our readers read and understand it.

§2.2.1.1 Workplace and Neighbourhood Organization First and foremost is work-
place organization. The decline of the social-democratic ade-union organizations is not
to be merely accepted–we call upon people to form new workplace organization that would
allow workers to a colleⅳely to resist further exploitation and to raise consciousness.
Workplace organization has historically been the bedrock of Leftist organizing, and we
hope that it is not forgoen. In our current neo-liberal era, the first-world proletariat
has become increasingly impoverished, its exploitation made more naked and obⅵous.
This does not only refer to the aditional conception of the proletariat consisting of in-
dustrial blue-collar workers and lower-level white-collar workers and administrators, but
refers also to the remains of the peasany, serⅵce workers (including sanitation workers,
many healthcare workers, childcare workers, food serⅵce workers, sex workers &c), and
large segments of the intelligentsiya (most obⅵously grad students and adjun facul–
sometimes this segment of the intelligentsiya is called the lumpen-intelleuals or lumpen-
intelligentsiya, but Marx recognized the proletarian nature of most academics in Marx
(1863)).

Harvey (2012) reminds us that though workplace organization is important, it is not
the be-all-end-all of organization, and indeed other forms of organization, especially
neighbourhood organization, have been historically crucial yet overlooked. Neighbour-
hood organization focuses demands on lⅳing conditions and the cost of lⅳing–and thus
on consumption (along with space)–as workplace organization focuses demands on work-
ing conditions–and thus on produion. We thus move to the theory of libertarian mu-
nicipalism:
Libertarian municipalism, outlined in Bookchin (1987)112 and Bookchin (1991)113 makes
use of the relatⅳe fluidi and vulnerabili of local politics (compared to politics at higher
levels such as distri, coun, state, proⅵnce, nation) to loosen conol end eliminate
blocks to an impending revolution. We do not endorse a folk-political reading of libertar-
ian municipalism, which seems particularly popular amongst anarchists and often ignores
even the confederalism advocated by Bookchin, but rather choose to keep it as one of the
many strategies that can be used to erode the power of capital.

Let us now explain libertarian municipalism. We do this by quoting Bookchin:

The recovery and development of politics must, I submit, take its point of
departure from the citizen and his or her immediate enⅵronment beyond the

112Libertarian Municipalism: The New Municipal Agenda
113Libertarian Municipalism: An Overview
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familial and prⅳate arenas of life. There can be no politics without commu-
ni. And by communi I mean a municipal association of people reinforced
by its own economic power, its own institutionalization of the grass roots,
and the confederal support of nearby communities organized into a territo-
rial network on a local and regional scale. Parties that do not intertwine with
these grassroots forms of popular organization are not political in the classical
sense of the term. In fa, they are bureaucratic and antithetical to the devel-
opment of a participatory politics and participating citizens. The authentic
unit of political life, in effe, is the municipali, whether as a whole, if it is
humanly scaled, or in its various subdⅳisions, notably the neighborhood[…]
The lⅳing cell that forms the basic unit of political life is the municipali,
from which everything–such as citizenship, interdependence, confederation,
and freedom–emerges. There is no way to piece together any politics unless
we begin with its most elementary forms: the ⅵllages, towns, neighbor-
hoods, and cities in which people lⅳe on the most intimate level of political
interdependence beyond prⅳate life. It is on this level that they can begin to
gain a familiari with the political process, a process that involves a good deal
more than voting and information. It is on this level, too, that they can go
beyond the prⅳate insulari of family life–a life that is currently celebrated
for its inwardness and seclusion–and improⅵse those public institutions that
make for broad communi participation and consociation.
In short, it is through the municipali that people can reconstitute them-
selves from isolated monads into an innovatⅳe body politic and create an
eⅺstentially ⅵtal, indeed protoplasmic cⅳic life that has continui and insti-
tutional form as well as cⅳic content. I refer here to the block organizations,
neighborhood assemblies, town meetings, cⅳic confederations, and the pub-
lic arenas for discourse that go beyond such episodic, single-issue demon-
strations and campaigns, valuable as they may be to redress to redress social
iǌustices. But protest alone is not enough; indeed, it is usually defined by
what protestors oppose, not by the social changes they may wish to insti-
tute. To ignore the irreducible cⅳic unit of politics and democracy is to play
chess without a chessboard, for it is on this cⅳic plane that the long-range
endeavor of social renewal must eventually be played out. . . .
All statist objeions aside, the problem of restoring municipal assemblies
seems formidable if it is cast in strily struural and spatial terms. New
York Ci and London have no way of ”assembling” if they y to emulate
ancient Athens, with its comparatⅳely small citizen body. Both cities, in
fa, are no longer cities in the classical sense of the term and hardly rate
as municipalities even by nineteenth-century standards of urbanism. Viewed
in strily macroscopic terms, they are sprawling urban belts that suck up
millions of people daily from communities at a substantial distance from their
commercial centers.
But they are also made up of neighborhoods–that is to say, of smaller com-
munities that have a certain measure of identi, whether defined by a shared
cultural heritage, economic interests, a commonali of social ⅵews, or even
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an aesthetic adition such as Greenwich Village in New York or Camden
Town in London. However much their administration as logistical, sanitary,
and commercial artifas requires a high degree of coordination by experts
and their aides, they are potentially open to political and, in time, physical
decenalization. Popular, even block assemblies can be formed irrespeⅳe
of the size of a ci, proⅵded its cultural components are identified and their
uniqueness fostered.
At the same time I should emphasize that the libertarian municipalist (or
equⅳalently, communalist) ⅵews I propound here are meant to be a chang-
ing and formatⅳe perspeⅳe–a concept of politics and citizenship to ulti-
mately ansform cities and urban megalopolises ethically as well as spatially,
and politically as well as economically. Insofar as these ⅵews gain public ac-
ceptance, they can be expeed not only to enlarge their ⅵsion and embrace
confederations of neighborhoods but also to advance a goal of physically de-
cenalizing urban centers. To the extent that mere eleoral ”constituents”
are ansformed by education and experience into aⅳe citizens, the issue of
humanly scaled communities can hardly be avoided as the ”next step” toward
a stable and ⅵable form of ci life. It would be foolhardy to y to predi in
any detail a series of such ”next steps” or the pace at which they will occur.
Suffice it to say that as a perspeⅳe, libertarian municipalism is meant to
be an ever-developing, creatⅳe, and reconstruⅳe agenda as well as an al-
ternatⅳe to the cenalized nation-state and to an economy based on profit,
competition, and mindless growth.
Minimally then, aempts to initiate assemblies can begin with populations
that range anywhere from a modest residential neighborhood to a dozen
neighborhoods or more. They can be coordinated by strily mandated del-
egates who are rotatable, recallable, and above all, rigorously instrued in
wrien form to either support or oppose whatever issue that appears on the
agenda of local confederal councils composed of delegates from several neigh-
borhood assemblies.
There is no mystery involved in this form of organization. The historical
eⅵdence for their efficacy and their continual reappearance in times of rapid
social change is considerable and persuasⅳe. The Parisian seions of 1793,
despite the size of Paris (between 500,000 and 600,000) and the logistical
difficulties of the era (a time when nothing moved faster than a horse) func-
tioned with a great deal of success on their own, coordinated by seional
delegates in the Paris Commune. They were notable not only for their ef-
feⅳeness in dealing with political issues based on a face-to-face democratic
struure; they also played a major role in proⅵsioning the ci, in prevent-
ing the hoarding of food, and in suppressing speculation, superⅵsing the
maⅺmum for fⅸed prices, and carrying out many other complex adminis-
atⅳe tasks. Thus, from a minimal standpoint, no ci need be considered
so large that popular assemblies cannot start, least of all one that has de-
finable neighborhoods that might interlink with each other on ever-broader
confederations.
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The real difficul is largely administratⅳe: how to proⅵde for the mate-
rial amenities of ci life, support complex logistical and affic burdens, or
maintain a sanitary enⅵronment. This issue is often obscured by a serious
confusion between the formulation of policy and its administration. For a
communi to decide in a participatory manner what specific course of aion
it should take in dealing with a technical problem does not oblige all its cit-
izens to execute that policy. The decision to build a road, for example, does
not mean that everyone must know how to design and constru one. That
is a job for engineers, who can offer alternatⅳe designs–a very important po-
litical funion of experts, to be sure, but one whose soundness the people in
assembly can be free to decide. To design and constru a road is strily an
administratⅳe responsibili, albeit one that always open to public scrutiny.
If the distinion between policy making and administration is kept clearly
in mind, the role of popular assemblies and the people who administer their
decisions easily distinguishes logistical problems from political ones, which
are ordinarily entangled with each other in discussions on decenalistic pol-
itics. Superficially, the assembly system is ”referendum” politics: it is based
on a ”social cona” to share decision making with the population at large,
and abide by the rule of the majori in dealing with problems that confront
a municipali, a regional confederation of municipalities, or for that maer,
a national enti. . . .
That a municipali can be as parochial as a ibe is fairly obⅵous–and is no
less ue today than it has been in the past. Hence any municipal movement
that is not confederal–that is to say, that does not enter into a network of
mutual obligations to towns and cities in its own region–can no more be
regarded as a uly political enti in any aditional sense than a neighbor-
hood that does not work with other neighborhoods in the ci in which it is
located. Confederation–based on shared responsibilities, full accountabili
of confederal delegates to their communities, the right to recall, and firmly
mandated representatⅳes–forms an indispensable part of a new politics. To
demand that eⅺsting towns and cities replicate the nation-state on a local
level is to surrender any commitment to social change as such. . . .
What is confederalism as conceⅳed in the libertarian municipalist framework,
and as it would funion in a free ecological socie? It would above all be
a network of councils whose members or delegates are eleed from popular
face-to-face democratic assemblies, in the various ⅵllages, towns, and even
neighborhoods of large cities. These confederal councils would become the
means for interlinking ⅵllages, towns, neighborhoods, and cities into con-
federal networks. Power thus would flow from the boom up instead of from
the top down, and in confederations the flow of power from the boom up
would diminish with the scope of the federal council, ranging territorially
from localities to regions and from regions to ever-broader territorial areas.
The members of these confederal councils would be strily mandated, re-
callable, and responsible to the assemblies that choose them for the purpose
of coordinating and administering the policies formulated by the assemblies
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themselves. The funions of the councils would be purely administratⅳe
and praical, unlike representatⅳes in republican systems of government,
who have policy-making powers. Indeed, the confederation would make the
same distinion that is made on the municipal level, between policy-making
and administration. Policy-making would remain exclusⅳely the right of the
popular communi assemblies based on the praices of participatory democ-
racy. Administration–the coordination and execution of adopted policies–
would be the responsibili of the confederal councils. Wherever policy-
making slips from the hands of the people, it is devoured by its delegates,
who quickly become bureaucrats.
Thus libertarian municipalism is not an effort simply to ”take over” ci coun-
cils to constru a more ”enⅵronmentally friendly” ci government. These
adherents–or opponents–of libertarian municipalism, in effe, look at the
cⅳic struures that eⅺst before their eyes now and essentially (all rhetoric
to the conary notwithstanding) take them as they eⅺst. Libertarian mu-
nicipalism, by conast, is an effort to ansform and democratize ci gov-
ernments, to root them in popular assemblies, to knit them together along
confederal lines, to appropriate a regional economy along confederal and mu-
nicipal lines.
In fa, libertarian municipalism gains its life and its integri precisely from
the dialeical tension it proposes between the nation-state and the municipal
confederation. Its ”law of life,” to use an old Marⅺan term, consists precisely
in its struggle with the State. Then tension between municipal confedera-
tions and the State must be clear and uncompromising. Since these confeder-
ations would eⅺst primarily in opposition to statecraft, they cannot be com-
promised by the State, proⅵncial or national eleions, much less achieved
by these means. Libertarian municipalism is formed by its struggle with the
State, strengthened by this struggle, indeed, defined by this struggle. Di-
vested of this dialeical tension with the State, of this duali of power that
must ultimately be aualized in a free ”Commune of communes,” libertarian
municipalism becomes lile more than sewer socialism.

§2.2.1.2 Mutual Aid Mutual aid, a concept developed by Pyo Kropotkin in Kropotkin
(1892)114 and Kropotkin (1898)115, is here an integral part of dual power, where we use it to
denote small, communal, voluntary societies where resources and serⅵces are exchanged
among members for the benefit of each other and for the benefit of all, with members
conolling the resources and serⅵces called upon, and democratic, participatory decision-
making. A mutual aid socie is a not-for-profit organization meant to proⅵde benefits
and serⅵces towards its members, especially its members in need. In some sense it is often
the duplication and extension of social serⅵces. For example, ade unions/labour unions
can be considered mutual aid societies of a sort (though due to their reterritorialization
within the capitalist system and struure, ade-union-consciousness rarely ascends past

114The Conquest of Bread
115Fields, Factories, and Workshops: or Industry Combined with Agriculture and Brain Work with Manual

Work
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reformism), as can coworking spaces, the Free Breakfast for Children program run by the
Black Panther Par, soup kitchens, HⅣ/AIDS support groups, communi clinics, online
PDF-sharing websites &c &c

§2.2.1.3 Security Culture Every organization with the potential for revolution must,
as revolution is inherently a ⅵolent a, maintain struures and operations which are
clandestine, in order to avoid quick and harsh reibution by the repressⅳe state apparatus
before one is ready. However, it is also important to make these known to the masses, and
to keep some openness to the masses. The road to building a proper and robust securi
culture, then, is fraught with dangers and errors, from the error of “pure ansparency” to
the error of cults and Blanquism.

First, fetishism of the ansparent encourages infilation by the repressⅳe state appara-
tus. If they could infilate organizations such as the Black Panther Par with COINTEL-
PRO, it must be even easier to do the same with “grassroots” “ansparent” organizations.
The problems this causes, we hope, are obⅵous. The struures that must be kept clan-
destine are especially the militant seions, for this will allow us to avoid being arrested
en masse and blacklisted from employment as occurred to US Leftist organizations in the
post-war McCarthyist period. In that case, despite our rejeion of Blanquism, the writ-
ings of Blanqui (who, after all, was crucial in the formation of the Paris Commune) might
ironically be of some use in proⅵding ideas for good securi culture in the most crucial
elements of organization–specifically, we refer to Blanqui (1866)116. The surveillance state
has only expanded in its power and perniciousness since the time of COINTELPRO–thus,
we urge all Leftists to be well aware of infilation and of information-gathering opera-
tions, and work to make it difficult for the surveillance state to monitor our aⅳities. We
thus recommend that the Left re-familiarize itself with cryptography and steganography,
beginning with a good choice of tools to ensure prⅳacy using computers. A good list to
begin with can be found at hp://prⅳacytools.io

Secondly, Blanquism will be unable to mobilize the masses, as the masses will be
unaware of its eⅺstence. If the people make history, keeping them out of organization
keeps the organization out of history. Such groups cannot grow and often cannot pull off
any aion. Blanquism chokes organization and subordinates the role of the proletariat and
peasany to the intelligentsiya, and cannot be liberatory, especially as if a strong, secret,
cenalised organization cut off from socie with lile growth forms, it may easily become
a cult. To understand the pitfalls of this, one needs only see the cranky, cultish fringe
followings of 1960s political personalities on college campuses, such as Bob Avakian or
Lyndon LaRouche. It is thus important that much of the struures must remain open,
not secretⅳe.

§2.2.1.4 Paramilitaries It is the height of liberalism to assume that revolution can
occur–or indeed, that a revolutionary movement can surⅵve–without ⅵolence. Even before
dual power has reached to a stage where one can begin proaed people’s war, an armed
paramilitary will be necessary, primarily in the task of anti-fascism and proteion against
the Rsa. By the time fascists are up for eleion with an appreciable chance of winning,
it is too late.

116Instructions for an Armed Uprising
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§2.2.1.5 The Party All the organizations and institutions that are replicated in the task
of building dual power must somehow coöperate and be coördinated. This is also ue in
the Revolution, where armies must be defeated. After the Revolution, it will also be ue
in an aempt to avoid counter-revolution, to have a coherent change in the economic
system, and to preserve the enⅵronment against pollution and global warming, among
other areas. This is the task of the vanguard par, which we can define alongside largely
Leninist and Maoist lines, developed in Marx and Engels (1848), Lenin (1902)117, and the
theory of the mass line presented below. However, this must be heaⅵly qualified, for too
much discipline can easily lead to iangulation and reformism prior to the Revolution
(Eurocommunism) or reⅵsionism and suffocation of dissent after it. (We thus refuse
the path of Amadeo Bordiga and his teleological, purely cenalist organic cenalism).
We must thus limit cenalist features to particular areas (such as enⅵronmental policy
and coördination of armed groups during the revolution, and suppression of fascism, for
example) where it would be eⅺstentially threatening or otherwise deeply counterproduⅳe
to decenalize. We then support a relatⅳely loose par discipline with an emphasis on
democratic decision-making, except in areas where cenalism is crucial.
§2.2.2 Counter-Hegemony and Agitprop
In order to counter the cultural hegemony of bourgeois socie (as described by Antonio
Gramsci in Gramsci (1929-35)118), where bourgeois values become seen as “common sense”
and where the proletariat identifies its goals and needs with those of the bourgeoisie. We
contend, alongside Gramsci, that thus though the base may be prime over the superstruc-
ture, the superstruure must become a place of confli–a place where the hegemony of
the bourgeoisie is under constant aack.
§2.2.2.1 Foster Theoretical Literacy One of the most useful tools of the Left has been
its abili to foster theoretical literacy through such mechanisms as study groups. Indeed,
the Black Panther Par formed out of a Marⅺst study group. Yet in the contemporary
Left, theoretical literacy is ⅵewed with suspicion and has been replaced with vapid, petty-
bourgeois listicles and common-sense petty-moralism. And yet, simultaneously, many of
the earlier praical barriers to forming a reading group have dropped–theoretical literature
is now more available than ever through free online distribution and archⅳes (where before
one merely had what one could find in local libraries or bookshops, which is and was usually
quite limited and generally cost money), and one can easily find other people to study with
or to ask for guidance online (where before if one was the only Marⅺst in an area it would
naturally be quite hard to form a group).
§2.2.2.2 The Mass Line What is the mass line? The mass line is a Maoist concept
developed in Mao (1938b)119 and Mao (1943)120 among others, developing partly out of
the left criticisms of Marⅺsm-Leninism which charged that the vanguard par simply
commanded the masses rather than engaging with them; indeed, this was Mao’s criticism
of Stalin. It can be summed up in the following simple statement: “from the people,
to the people”–or, equⅳalently, “be pupils of the masses as well as their teachers”. That

117What Is to Be Done? Burning Questions of Our Movement
118Prison Notebooks
119The Role of the Chinese Communist Party in the National War
120Get Organized!
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is, it is the task of revolutionaries to go to the masses (as a friend, not a boss–an educa-
tor, not a bureaucrat or politician) to learn from them, then synthesize their experiences
into principles and methods beer articulated and adapted to their specific circumstances
(alongside agitprop tailored to them), and finally call upon the masses to put them into
praice, so that their problems are solved, leading to liberation and happiness. Thus,
one may simultaneously combine the strong organization of a Marⅺst-Leninist vanguard
par with the democratic features of Left-Communist and anarchist praice. This, it is
hoped, would also avoid the problem of the Par estranging itself from the proletariat.

In more detail, first, the revolutionary should find out:
1. What problems do the masses most want to solve?

2. What do the masses believe to be the root causes of those problems?

3. How do the masses believe these problems should best be addressed by communi
aion?

4. Why do the masses believe that these solutions would work and be preferable to
other solutions?

The masses, then, will likely fall into three groups:
1. a few ’backwards’

2. many ’intermediates’

3. a few ’advanceds’
Take the ideas of the most advanced and sharpen them–keep their essence but amplify
their revolutionary content. In so doing, form:

1. slogans based on these sharpened ideas

2. a campaign based around their ideas on how to solve the problem
These are then presented to the ’advanceds’, who will rally the ’intermediates’ and the
less dogmatic ’backwards’ (isolating the commied reaionaries). If all goes well, the
’advanceds’ will become Communists. Repeat this process again and again.

§2.2.2.2.1 On Criticism and Self-Criticism Following Mao (1929)121, Mao (1937a),
Mao (1937b), Mao (1953)122, and Mao (1957)123, we endorse self-criticism as praⅺs. To
refuse self-criticism is to fall into danger of what Mao refers to as the 4th and 11th pes
of liberalism, which corrode the ⅵtal, open nature of Marⅺsm with a selfish, opportunist
spirit.

Hand-in-hand with self-criticism is the necessi of criticism in general–to refuse to
criticise is to fall into the 1st, 3rd, or 8th pe of liberalism. But this must be qualified.
We must not engage in petty spite or personal aacks, or else fall into the 5th pe of
liberalism. Our criticism must not take the form of backroom gossip, or we are liberal in
the 2nd pe. Criticism and self-criticism must come from a place of modesty.

121On Correcting Mistaken Ideas in the Party
122Combat Bourgeois Ideas in the Party
123On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the People
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§2.2.2.3 The LongMarch through the Institutions The slogan “the long march through
the institutions” (der lange Marsch durch die Institutionen) was a slogan invented by Rudi
Dutschke, a leader of the West German student movement, as a development of the the-
ories of Antonio Gramsci and the Frankfurt School. The aual meaning of this phrase
is ambiguous and contested; however, we have taken it to mean the following: learn the
specialized skills of the institutions of socie 124 while retaining your revolutionary con-
sciousness, then replicate the ostensible funions of these institutions (if any use can be
found in them) outside of the official spaces for them. It is theorized, then, that this
would proⅵde an effeⅳe bulwark against cultural hegemony by allowing the proletariat
to produce its own organic organizations and culture to replace that of the bourgeoisie. It
thus fits well inside a programme of dual power and counter-hegemony. To witness the
power of institutions, consider how the intelleual backing for neoliberal economic pol-
icy was initially limited to the Mont Pelerin Socie, a minor think-tank in the late 1940s.
Some have taken Dutschke’s phrase to imply advocacy for reformism, but the context of
a West Germany run by ex-Nazi Kiesinger in a CDU/CSU-SPD grand coalition with a
media monopoly by conservatⅳes such as Axel Springer, with emergency laws passed to
legitimate suppression of leftism &c &c as well as the origin of this line of thought in the
works of Gramsci make it rather unlikely that this is what was meant: and regardless, the
reading advanced here is not only more likely to be faithful, it is also a beer praⅺs, as it
fits quite well with the rest of this counter-hegemonic programme.

§2.2.2.3.1 Radical Pedagogy If the chief Isa is, as Althusser identifies it, the edu-
cational Isa, then struggle must be done to replace it. Luckily, there has been a adition
of Leftist thought on the subje, beginning with Freire (1968)125, which itself began as an
extension of and response to the theories of Frantz Fanon. While Freire’s philosophy is hu-
manist, and thus at odds with theoretical anti-humanism as presented by Althusser et al.,
we do believe it is possible to, from a close reading of Freire (ibid.), achieve a number of in-
sights as to a radical, revolutionary pedagogy. After justifying his proje, Freire sets out to
describe the hegemonic form of education: the “banking” model. In the “banking” model,
the teacher memorizes and recites narrated content, which is to be receⅳed by students,
conceptualized as mere receptacles of knowledge. Freire considers this dehumanizing and
destruⅳe to any capaci for creatⅳi–and if knowledge arrⅳes through invention and
re-thinking, destruⅳe towards the capaci to generate new knowledge. The “banking”
model’s assumptions and praices are then explicated, and it is shown that these mirror
oppression as a whole, and produce the ideal worker. Freire poses dialogical education as
an alternatⅳe. Dialogical education is an education founded, as the name suggests, on the
concept of dialogue. Dialogics is not a mechanical method, where each student (say) gets
20 seconds to respond to the teacher. It relies on critical thinking, as opposed to naïve
thinking, which is associated with the banking model where “uths” are merely accepted
by receptacle-like students. Instead of approaching the oppressed in order to evangelize
and bring messages of salvation, revolutionaries must come into dialogue with them to
understand their material situation and consciousness. This is summed up in the classical

124Marcuse, when referring to Dutschke's theories in his 1972 book Counterrevolution and Revolt, lists the
following examples: ``how to program and read computers, how to teach at all levels of education, how to use
the mass media, how to organize production, how to recognize and eschew planned obsolescence, how to design,
et cetera''

125Pedagogy of the Oppressed
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Maoist slogan of the mass line: “from the people, to the people”. But even beyond these
particular circumstances (political education so to speak), more generally teachers should
base their dialogues on the concrete situations of the students. Freire offers examples of
how dialogics may work, which are of great use in illuminating his theories–we recom-
mend reading them to understand pedagogical praⅺs. Finally, Freire expounds on just
how essential dialogics is to revolutionary praⅺs, and defends it from charges of naïⅵté
and idealism. He notes that antidialogical theories in a situation of confli necessarily
lead to paternalism and mythicization of social relations, as well as manipulation of the
masses and cultural conquest.
Apart from Freire, we recommend an understanding of the field of critical pedagogy as a
whole, including the works of bell hooks, Henry Giroux, Peter McLaren, Joe Kincheloe,
Shirley Steinberg et al.

§2.2.2.3.2 The Press We now move to the institution of the Press. Trotskyists
are known for focusing on this institution obsessⅳely (and generally in a risibly obsolete
manner), to the point of humour. Yet it remains our responsibili to proⅵde an alternatⅳe
press, which informs and agitates the masses through agitprop, keeping them informed
of events (especially those which the bourgeois state would rather they not know, such
as prominent labour disputes or protests) and politically conscious. The Left must, with
agitprop methods, create a comprehensⅳe set of alternatⅳe media institutions. To be sure,
we may not have access to TV stations, but we can make news websites, we can make large
left-wing discussion boards (in the vein of “social media” news aggregators, blogging sites,
forums–which can aid in recruitment purposes &c), podcasts, ⅵdeo channels, and, when
it is useful, aditional ink-and-paper newspapers.

§2.2.2.4 Agitprop For agitprop, we again recommend Alinsky (1971)–but also a num-
ber of other texts. A foundational text in the study of propaganda is Ellul (1962)126, though
some of the observations it makes can be considered outdated (for example, it claims that
religious propaganda no longer works, and that propaganda can only be made in the direc-
tion of cenalization–observations that might have appeared ue in the 1960s but appear
laughable now). Agitprop must be condued by all means available to us–Ellul (ibid.)
specifically mentions the press, radio, TV, moⅵes, posters, meetings, and door-to-door
canvassing. To this we may add various new media forms using the Internet: online news
sites, online social media pages, &c &c. It is ue that we often do not have access to some
of these older forms of media, which is why we must compensate elsewhere. But do not
underestimate the usefulness of radio and its new replacement the podcast.

Propaganda depends on priming–pre-propaganda, which clears the field, breaks down
apprehensions and prejudices, and prepares for the propaganda itself. Propaganda, too,
must be continuous, though varied in tone. In general it is a bad idea to y and main-
tain high emotional stakes for a long period of time–this will create burn-out. But do
not abandon propaganda–merely adapt it to be useful in times of low emotional intensi.
Propaganda is most effeⅳe when it tells the uth, or at least avoids lying at any point–
telling lies, especially lies which may be discovered as lies, carries the risk of the lie being
discovered and the whole source, then, being dismissed. Propaganda relies on conditioned
reflex and on myth in varying amounts. Propaganda cannot create from wholecloth, but

126Propaganda: The Formation of Men's Attitudes
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must rely on pre-eⅺsting myths–it, however, can ansform them in a creatⅳe way. Ellul
in particular lists “four colleⅳe sociological presuppositions”:

1. That an indⅳidual’s aim in life is happiness.

2. That man is naturally good.

3. That history develops in endless progress.

4. That everything is maer.

He also lists the following “colleⅳe myths”:

1. of Work

2. of Happiness

3. of the Nation

4. of Youth

5. of the Hero

Propaganda relies on proper timing–if the news event it seizes upon has already passed, it is
no longer news and the public cannot help but rea with indifference. It is the “undecided”
and the “current events man” who Ellul thinks are the most susceptible to propaganda, and
of these only the petit-bourgeoisie, the labour aristocracy, and the proletariat, as the haute
bourgeoisie will not agitate and the lumpenproletariat will not integrate and often cannot
afford the technology used to distribute various channels of propaganda. He then creates
a taxonomy of propaganda: political vs. sociological (political propaganda being a method
by which a political group aempts to change the behaⅵour of the public, sociological
propaganda being where a socie aempts to integrate people into itself by subjeing
them to a single way of life), vertical vs. horizontal (vertical propaganda being imposed
upon the group and renewed constantly while horizontal propaganda begins within the
group and encircles indⅳiduals), rational vs. irrational (rational propaganda relating to
people ⅵa fas, information, and arguments, irrational propaganda relating to people ⅵa
inflammatory rhetoric–Ellul claims, though we doubt this, that irrational propaganda is
the root of rational propaganda and irrational propaganda itself is fading away, leaⅵng only
rational propaganda which aempts to arouse an irrational response to a rational stimulus),
and agitation vs. integration propaganda (agitation propaganda seeking to enthusiastically
mobilize people into rebellious aion, integration propaganda aiming to reinforce norms,
values, a “way of life”, myths or whatever message is being sent. Agitation propaganda can
only be used in small doses, otherwise it wears itself out and causes burnout in its listeners–
integration propaganda proⅵdes a context and a backdrop and is used more permanently).
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§2.2.2.4.1 Psychological Warfare Agitprop aditionally agitates supporters and
those who are undecided, but it is essential to also use psychological warfare, which tar-
gets enemies by aacking their morale and conⅵion in their beliefs. That the term is
associated, in the United States, with conspiracy theorists and other sorts of cranks is
no reason to take it less seriously–for armies and governments devote much resources to
their psychological warfare, under names such as “PSYOP”, “PSYWAR”, “MISO”, and
“aⅳe measures”. Indeed, the conspiracy theorists, which have formed the nucleus of
reaionary neo-fascist militias in North America, have, as a result of their paranoia about
the Left’s supposed psychological warfare (noneⅺstent, as the Left has ⅵrtually no in-
fluence whatsoever), aempted to develop psychological warfare of their own. Gⅳen the
critical importance of morale and numbers in warfare, and the fa that politics is merely
war by another means, we must study the techniques of psychological warfare and apply
them generously. To do otherwise is to leave open an avenue of vulnerabili which we
know is being exploited as we speak.

§2.2.2.4.2 Æsthetics
Don’t start from the good old things
but from the bad new ones

Versuche über Brecht
Walter Benjamin

A question emerges: what æsthetic choices must we, as communists, take? Engels
preferred Realism–specifically, Balzac, despite his reaionary beliefs–in a sense that he
preferred a sophisticated Realism which did not necessarily glorify the proletariat as much
as it depied, realistically, class relations. This point of ⅵew was carried forth by Lukács
in his 1927 work The Historical Novel (not to be confused with The Theory of the Novel,
also wrien by Lukács in that same year)–a polemic against the narcissistic tendencies
of High Modernism which recommended instead the novels of Sir Walter Sco. An-
other Realist æsthetic–a simpler one–was chosen by Mina Kautsky, Ferdinand Lassalle,
and eventually Anatoly Lunacharsky, Maⅺm Gorky, and Andrei Zhdanov, who chris-
tened it “Socialist Realism” in 1934 whence it became the official æsthetic of Soⅵet art
and literature–artists who strayed from it were punished, and formal experimentation was
suppressed. Amongst dissenting critics, there was a joke about the novel Zhdanov had
in mind: “boy meets aor, boy loses aor, boy goes to the ci to find aor, finds
aor, continues to be in love, takes aor back to the counyside and lⅳes happily ever
after”. But in spite of our vociferous rejeion of it as an official æsthetic, we do note that
Socialist Realism did manage to produce “Worker and Kolkhoz Woman” as well as the
Moscow Meo system, which uly brought art out of the museums and into the daily
lⅳes of Muscoⅵans. Another line of æstheticians (if we may call them that) believed that
Realism had been appropriated by the bourgeoisie (the unⅳersal protagonist of the realist
novel had become bourgeois) and was thus outmoded. Walter Beǌamin thusly claims
that Realism is bourgeois commodification of the aura–and, hopefully, the last grasp of
bourgeois art. Beǌamin in Beǌamin (1936) among other essays outlines the case for an
æsthetics based on the notions of fragments and participation, such that those who eǌoy
art also participate in its construion. Adorno makes an interesting choice of æsthetic,
reversing that of Lukács by championing High Modernism, and making the case that in
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form itself there is a politics. This approach, however, has been rightly criticised as, well,
unrealistic–who in their right minds listens to Schoenberg and decides to be a communist?
Ernst Bloch has a different approach in The Principle of Hope, where he argues that in late
capitalism, hope has been extinguished–but in folk art, oral culture, and popular culture,
hope springs anew in a utopian manner, which is a projeion of a possibili on the future
that is unavailable in the real world.

What is our position? Let a thousand æsthetics bloom! Different æsthetics will be
useful in different times and different situations, as various æsthetics grow sclerotic and
are reterritorialised by the bourgeoisie, but also as other æsthetics gain a new freshness
and revolutionary potential, or can be detourned. But following Beǌamin, revolutionary
art and culture ought to be participatory. We hold the DIY culture of underground music
subcultures (aditionally, punk, hip hop, heavy metal, goth, indie &c &c) as an example
of the sort of thing that we’re talking about. We must be careful to caution against
the adoption and fetishization of fascist æsthetics, a near-constant part of largely-white
subcultures which opens the doors for aual fascists to commandeer the movements for
themselves.

§2.2.2.4.3 On Reterritorialisation It would be remiss to discuss æsthetics without
the danger of reterritorialisation (also analyzed as a pe of reification by Lukács and recu-
peration by Debord): when radical ideas and images are appropriated and commodified by
bourgeois socie and manufaured by the culture industry with all radicalism defused in
favour of innocuous liberalism. This tendency was noticed early on: see, for example, the
beginning of Lenin (1918):

What is now happening to Marx’s theory has, in the course of history, hap-
pened repeatedly to the theories of revolutionary thinkers and leaders of op-
pressed classes fighting for emancipation. During the lifetime of great rev-
olutionaries, the oppressing classes constantly hounded them, receⅳed their
theories with the most savage malice, the most furious haed and the most
unscrupulous campaigns of lies and slander. After their death, aempts are
made to convert them into harmless icons, to canonize them, so to say, and to
hallow their names to a certain extent for the “consolation” of the oppressed
classes and with the obje of duping the laer, while at the same time rob-
bing the revolutionary theory of its substance, blunting its revolutionary edge
and vulgarizing it. Today, the bourgeoisie and the opportunists within the la-
bor movement concur in this dooring of Marⅺsm. They omit, obscure, or
distort the revolutionary side of this theory, its revolutionary soul. They push
to the foreground and extol what is or seems acceptable to the bourgeoisie.
All the social-chauⅵnists are now “Marⅺsts” (don’t laugh!). And more and
more frequently German bourgeois scholars, only yesterday specialists in the
annihilation of Marⅺsm, are speaking of the “national-German” Marx, who,
they claim, educated the labor unions which are so splendidly organized for
the purpose of waging a predatory war!
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However, the term reterritorialisation and its analysis were developed by Gilles Deleuze and
Félⅸ Guaari in Deleuze and Guaari (1972) as part of a sophisticated dialogue with and
rejeion of psychoanalytic theories. It is accompanied by a corresponding term deterri-
torialisation (similar to Debord’s détournement). Deterritorialisation can be either relatⅳe
(where it is always accompanied by reterritorialization) or absolute (where it gⅳes rise to
a “plane of immanence”). According to Deleuze and Guaari, “flows” are first territori-
alised–that is, aced onto a social body which takes credit for produion, which in ancient
societies was the Earth, and which in capitalism is capital. In these ancient societies, de-
territorialisation occurs when produion and flows are no longer credited to the Earth,
and reterritorialisation immediately follows by crediting produion to the body of the
despot. In capitalism, flows are territorialized on capital, deterritorialized relatⅳely, and
then reterritorialized on people who are understood as the family members in the Œdi-
pal iangle. Now this, at first, may seem to be an irrelevant venture, but this does have
implications for æsthetics. Specifically, this proⅵdes a theoretical basis from which one
can understand the ways in which radical æsthetics become commandeered by capital, and
bourgeois æsthetics become reclaimed by radicals: the former is reterritorialisation, the
laer deterritorialisation.

Let us take for example the reclaimed slur (which, we must emphasize, remains a
slur) queer. It was at first used to describe a certain theoretical area (“queer theory”),
then a certain LGBT/feminist politics which wished to proje a radical æsthetic (“not gay
as in happy but queer as in fuck you”, differing mainly from mainstream LGBT politics
in that it saw marriage as irrelevant and scorned the HRC–while accepting the rest of
neoliberal LGBT politics) while often not delⅳering on this promise, i.e. resorting to
neoliberal LGBT politics as opposed to a uly radical politics. Now it has become merely
an æsthetic, to be worn at will even by cishets. This also teaches a related lesson: if you
wish to adopt an æsthetic of radicalism, be fully prepared to back it up with an aual
radical politics.

§2.2.2.5 Against Vulgar Identity-Political Praxis When the Revolution comes, the
editors of BuzzFeed will be first against the wall.

The praⅺs of many supposedly-Leftist aⅳists seems to be more in the vein of 19th-
century Liberal social reformers–leuring the poor rather than reaching out to them.
It also, in some respes, resembles mediævel astronomy–creating ever-more elaborate
and useless theoretical construs to reinforce artificial barriers between “identities” in a
communi. Take, for example, the endless bickering over slur reclamation in LGBT com-
munities, such as whether or not ans people can reclaim slurs that often are used against
them when they are direed protopically against cis gay people of another gender. There
is also the quⅸotic focus on micro-aggressions, which seems like an aempt to find some-
thing that seems easy to fⅸ to gⅳe oneself the impression that they have done something
useful. (Some “theorists” have also ied to build up theories of oppression purely on
micro-aggression, which can be dismissed here as nonsense). Micro-aggressions, by their
very nature, are smaller consequences of a greater macro-aggression–oppression–and they
won’t go away without the disappearance of the greater oppression. One might dire this
criticism at all superstruural aⅳism, but that would mistake the mutual co-dependence
of base and superstruure with the base being primary for simple dependence of super-
struure on base–superstruural aⅳism (i.e. propaganda, criticism, conter-hegemony)
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in general can feed back into the base, but aⅳism focused on micro-aggressions largely
cannot feed into dismantling of oppression in general. We also must remind our readers
of the vulgarization of the important concept of cultural appropriation–dⅳorced from its
context of commodification and oppression, and imbued with a moralistic spirit, it resem-
bles nationalism and racism, sounding uncomfortably close to “birds fly with birds, fish
swim among fishes”.

Take, for example, rich White students telling poor White people that they have white
prⅳilege. Because these poor white people have to deal with the crushing weight of being
poor, insinuating that they have prⅳilege will build more barriers. Instead of gⅳing them
all the theory first, why not show them exaly what we mean by prⅳilege first–for ex-
ample, telling them (and showing them with eⅵdence) that Black people are more likely
to be imprisoned for drug-related offenses but less likely to aually use drugs–and then
gⅳing them the theoretical constru to refer to these as a group? In some sense, you have
to gⅳe people fas to fill a theoretical bag with before gⅳing them the bag with which
to carry it.

Furthermore, if you claim to be a revolutionary, it is your job to educate the masses. This
is of primary importance. Saying “it’s not my job to educate you” merely pushes the masses
away into the warm embrace of fascism, which is more than happy to proⅵde for their
political education. While it is not one’s du to always proⅵde this labour to people who
are not genuinely asking for education (many just want to waste one’s time), and while
there are to be allowances for a person’s own auma and misery relating to oppression
being too painful to ead in public, at the very least refer people to resources (such as a
FAQ–not to Google or any other search engine, do not dismiss them!) and to people who
would be able to answer their questions and to help in their political education.

We also recommend that our readers read and take into account Porpentine (2015),
especially when it comes to disposabili. While this text has been mobilized by separatists
to loudly declaim any disagreement or refusal to engage with separatism as “abuse”, it
remains, by and large, an important text when it comes to ways in which marginalized
peoples find themselves excluded by groups supposedly dedicated to supporting them.

Moves that are intended primarily to signal how good of a person one is are repugnant.
Consider, for example, the gesture of puing a safe pin on one’s shirt, adopted after the
spike in hate crimes following Breⅺt and then popularized after the eleion of Donald
Trump as US President. Ostensibly, this is to show that you are safe to be with, and is
to be backed up by defending marginalised people if they are aacked. However, this was
spread through Facebook, Twier, Tumblr &c. It was easily co-opted by neo-Nazis, who
have planned to use it themselves to lull their ⅵims into a false sense of securi, then
aack them. When learning about this co-optation (something that should have been
considered gⅳen the complete lack of securi culture) and how it renders the supposed
safe of the safe pin effeⅳely moot, the proponents of the idea pushed back, revealing
that the ue motⅳe was not to keep marginalised people safe at all but to broadcast that
one is a good person and feel good about oneself. This is counterproduⅳe, a waste of
resources, and frankly dangerous.

§2.2.3 Reform without Reformism
We oppose reformism but advocate reform. This might surprise some, but we do not
believe that “the worse it gets, the beer it gets”. Reforms are meant to destroy barriers
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to organization and thus make such a task easier, to lessen the damage done by capital,
and to make life easier for the vulnerable populations whose liberation requires revolution.
Reforms are meant to put a brake, however temporary, to new innovations of capitalism
which, unhindered, would do serious damage to us all. We oppose reformism–the idea that
reforms are sufficient, that one can reform their way to socialism, that revolution is unnec-
essary and harmful, &c &c. Unlike the social-democrats and social-chauⅵnists, we hold
that revolution is necessary. Lenin’s reading (in Lenin (1918)) of Engels’ discussion of the
withering away of the state in Engels (1878)127 is clearly superior to the Social-Democratic
reading: the bourgeois state does not wither away, but rather the proletarian state does,
after a revolution:

The state is a produ and a manifestation of the irreconcilabili of class an-
tagonisms. The state arises where, when and insofar as class antagonisms
objeⅳely cannot be reconciled. And, conversely, the eⅺstence of the state
proves that the class antagonisms are irreconcilable. […] According to Marx,
the state is an organ of class rule, an organ for the oppression of one class by
another; it is the creation of “order”, which legalises and perpetuates this op-
pression by moderating the confli between classes. […] As a maer of fa,
Engels speaks here [in Anti-Dühring] of the proletarian revolution “abolish-
ing” the bourgeois state, while the words about the state withering away refer
to the remnants of the proletarian state after the socialist revolution. Accord-
ing to Engels, the bourgeois state does not “wither away”, but is “abolished”
by the proletariat in the course of the revolution. What withers away after
the revolution is the proletarian state or semi-state Secondly, the state is a
“special coercⅳe force”. Engels gⅳes this splendid and exemely profound
definition here with the utmost lucidi. And from it follow that the “spe-
cial coercⅳe force” for the suppression of the proletariat by the bourgeoisie,
of millions of working people by handfuls of the rich, must be replaced by
a “special coercⅳe force” for the suppression of the bourgeoisie by the pro-
letariat (the diatorship of the proletariat [emphasis ours]). This is precisely
what is meant by “abolition of the state as state”. This is precisely the “a” of
taking possession of the means of produion in the name of socie. And it is
self-eⅵdent that such a replacement of one (bourgeois) “special force” by an-
other (proletarian) “special force” cannot possibly take the form of “withering
away”.

The following two are measures that could take the form of reform, though they
likely would not be enaed until after a revolution–the example of the Rehn-Meidner
plan (specifically, the Worker’s Fund discussed in the Löntagarfonderna of 1971) for a
peaceful mutualist reform process, which was harshly rejeed followed by a massⅳe pro-
paganda campaign by neoliberals, is pertinent here as to why these reforms would likely be
impossible without a revolution. They would help achieve what is called the ’lower stage’
of socialism, allowing for later measures to achieve full communism.
§2.2.3.1 The Virtues and Pitfalls of the UBI Of late, proposals for a unⅳersal basic
income (Ubi) have been quite popular in Leftist circles; indeed, Srnicek and Williams

127Anti-Dühring
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(2015) lists an Ubi as a core demand. It is not difficult to see why; a Ubi, if properly
implemented, would free up time and energy to organize for still more, and would ease
the lⅳes of the unemployed, the homeless, and the poor whose wages cannot support their
life.

However, the Ubi has some pitfalls. First and foremost, the Ubi is often used as a
proposal to eliminate current social serⅵces. This can be seen quite clearly in the original
proposal for a Ubi: Milton Friedman’s negatⅳe income tax. If the Ubi is too small, it
becomes merely a subsidy to business. These two are serious problems, for gⅳen the
political climate of neoliberalism, if any Ubi becomes a political possibili they are likely
to become built-in flaws of it as part of the “compromise” needed to ena it in law. If these
problems are baked-in, then the Ubi will not uplift the poor, but further immiserate them.
The Ubi, then, must not eⅺst in isolation–but we do think that it, alongside mutualism,
would proⅵde a good basis for a ’lower stage’ of socialism, likely after the revolution but
before the achievement of communism.
§2.2.3.2 Mutualism as a Transitional Stage Mutualism is not an end-in-itself. We do
not endorse Proudhon–the fa that Mondragon, the largest worker’s coöperatⅳe, must
still, due to its embeddedness within capitalism, exploit workers in South America should
show that mutualism is not the end. We instead see mutualism, along with a Ubi, as a
good first step towards communism–as the ’lower stage’ of socialism, so to speak.

We must thus clear up what exaly we mean by mutualism here. Mutualism can be
seen as a platform of the following planks:

1. Industrial democracy–workers run workplaces as coöperatⅳes in a democratic fash-
ion

2. Mutual credit

Industrial democracy–or corporate democracy, as it is sometimes called (especially in the
post-Fordist era), with a more watered-down form referred to as workplace democracy–is a
rather literal and dire method by which the workers would own the means of produion.
Similarly, mutual credit would replace the banking system, allowing for the benefits of
credit to go to the people and not just the bankers. Of course, both of these, being
embedded in market relations as here mutualism is part of the ’lower stage’ of socialism
not the ’higher stage’ of communism, will likely have to be coördinated and regulated.
When combined with the Ubi and increased automation, the result will hopefully be that
automation will proⅵde for most of the lⅳelihood of everyone, its benefits being reaped
by all, and not merely by the capitalist class, with a small amount of labour remaining, to
be organized coöperatⅳely.
§2.2.4 Revolution through Protracted People's War
Our theory of revolution rests on the Marⅺst-Leninist-Maoist conception of proaed
people’s war, outlined in Mao (1938a)128 and in Mao (1937c)129. Mao originally formulated
the theory in response to rural conditions in China that would render the aditional
urban-insurreion strategy of the Left impraical; this strategy has been generalized by

128On Protracted War
129On Guerrilla Warfare
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Maoists. We will thus present it in its general form here, with a sub-seion proⅵding
additional detail in circumstances surrounding urban revolution.

When the revolution occurs, it must take into account the objeⅳe conditions of the
oppressed. That is, if the oppressed–those who have the least to lose, with the most
fervor and militancy–lⅳe in the ci or in the suburbs, one might be expeed to rely
more strongly on an urban guerrilla strategy, whereas, if the oppressed lⅳe in the rural
areas, consisting more of the peasany than the urban proletariat, than one might be
expeed to rely more strongly on a peasant war strategy. We do recommend considering
and incorporating both strategies, for it is unlikely that conditions will call for only a rural
people’s war or only an urban guerrilla warfare: more likely, both will be needed. We
contend that it will be necessary to form a worker’s state to maintain the diatorship of the
proletariat (as opposed to the diatorship of the bourgeoisie that all of us lⅳe in), especially
as the class struggle continues–indeed, intensifies–after socialism. Anarchists contend this,
but most anarchist tendencies rely on the building of a state in all-but-name, a diatorship
of the proletariat that they claim is not a state for idealist reasons (e.g. it is not organized
by means of the vanguard par), which, from a materialist standpoint, are nothing more
than special pleading.

After a revolutionary movement has gained the support of the people through dual-
power measures, it is to begin guerrilla warfare. Guerrillas should “swim through the
masses like the fish through the sea” and should use 10-on-1 ambush taics to slowly
weaken the state, steal its arms and supplies, ain soldiers, and kill reaionaries to serve
the people. Avoid conventional bales, because a small army of a few dozen soldiers can
be easily routed by the great armies of capital. Instead, choose your bales carefully and
maintain mobili above all else. Sategically, the aim should be to form revolutionary
base areas ruled by Communists where the bourgeois state can no longer de fao con-
ol or govern. In these areas, begin forming the embryo of socialism through popular
programmes such as land reform–this will have the additional positⅳe effe of spreading
the influence of the Communists and earning the support of the populace. These areas
also can produce resources to strengthen the movement, politicize the masses, and cre-
ate more revolutionary base areas. At this stage, taics remain guerrilla taics, but with
much greater volume. Once enough base areas are formed, one can revert to conventional
warfare taics and take entire cities, going small-to-large. Finally, one can encircle the
largest cities and cut off the supply lines of capital, or unite with revolutionaries already
inside.

The People’s Army is an army of a pe different from those of the bourgeoisie–it is a
producing army which does not leech off of the masses but goes into fields and participates
in produⅳe labour such that the people can eat and support themselves, and it relies on
the mass line to learn from, teach, and politicize the masses. Often it is necessary to
form a “united front” with groups that are not necessarily Communist (but who are also
commied to revolution because it is in their interests) to bring down the bourgeois state.
It must be guided by the Communists, who should win over the rest of the faions of the
“united front”. Because in proaed people’s war the soldiers are one with the people,
the enemy should not be able to defeat it militarily, for in so doing they would have to
slaughter their produⅳe base because they cannot kill all of the soldiers without killing
all of the people. In this way, the militants can bleed the capitalists dry by slowly taking
more arms and resources, coming out only when they are sure to win and refusing to aack
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otherwise.
Proaed people’s war imposes the following conditions on guerrilla warfare:

1. Guerrilla warfare must be made alongside the creation of dual power in order to be
ready to administer socialism once the capitalist state collapses or once revolutionary
base areas have been established, and in order to gain the support of the masses

2. Guerrilla warfare must be condued once the support of the people is behind the
people’s army–when this does not happen, the guerrilla is termed adventurist, and
will probably die an anonymous, gruesome, futile death in the jungle (such as Che’s
ill-fated adventures in the Congo and in Bolⅳia)

While Che was not a Maoist–indeed, his wars and his foco theory are the canonical example
of adventurism–we recommend Guevara (1961b)130 as well.

An insurreionary strategy requires waiting for a ’Right Moment’ which is difficult
to find, and risks everything on soldiers which are untested. If we have learned anything
from the Spartakus Revolt, Mai 68, &c, it is that there are no returns, no “do overs” with
insurreion–the enemy will crush you and prevent a Leftist revolution for at least 20 more
years. A proaed war strategy is clearly superior, for it allows for sustained radicalism.

§2.2.4.1 Urban Warfare Urban warfare is the aditional means of the Left, from the
French Revolution (1789-1794) to the 1830 Revolution to the 1848 Revolutions to the Paris
Commune of 1871 to the Peograd Soⅵet of 1917 to the 1968 Revolutions. There has thus
been much writing as to how to condu it, and many innovations in both taics and
strategy. Of course, none of us have ever been involved in any of them, so we refuse to
comment from experience as much as gⅳe a survey of the various taics and strategies
as well as their historical contexts and rates of success in gaining power. The method
of proaed people’s war was originally developed for rural warfare–while it applies too
to urban warfare, urban warfare will need some additional clarification, which we here
proⅵde.

One particular taical innovation of the past 36 years deserves note: the black bloc.
The black bloc was invented in demonstrations in 1980 in Berlin-Kreuzberg and St. Pauli-
Hafenstraße in Hamburg (following increased police ⅵolence in a 1977 Brokdorf anti-
nuclear demonstration), where the Autonomen all wore identical black clothes and masks
such as to elude identification by the West German police. It gained prominence after the
1987 May Day demonstration in Berlin-Kreuzberg, after which the taic spread globally–
gaining prominence once again after the 1999 anti-WTO demonstration in Seale. One
article on black-bloc taics that we recommend is Green Mountain Anarchist Colleⅳe
(2001)131. However, returning to the issue of securi culture, since the 1999 anti-WTO
protests in Seale, police have learned to infilate the black-bloc. And indeed, in Germany
the far-Right has learned to imitate the black bloc–now dubbed Autonome Nationalisten.
This, alongside the phænomena of black-bloc speators and “black bloc as fashion” means
the black bloc will require refinement and rethinking, but not abandonment. Two good

130Guerrilla Warfare
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articles were published in 2002 in Barricada outlining how this might be done: Severino
(2002b)132 and Severino (2002a)133.
§2.2.4.2 The Continuation of Class Struggle After the Revolution It is ⅵtal to re-
member that after the revolution, class struggle not only continues but intensifies. The
bourgeoisie will not dissolve themselves without a struggle, and unless the revolution
quickly spreads throughout the world, imperialist counies will move to encircle and con-
tain the revolution, if not to topple and reverse it. This movement will occur regardless of
supposed variation in the imperialist counies–Marx and Engels themselves note this in
their ⅵⅵd description of the “holy alliance” throughout Europe which was united despite
their various disputes with one another in the exorcism of the spere of Communism.
We need not repeat the myriad examples from history demonstrating this fa. This is
indeed also the justification behind the diatorship of the proletariat, which was developed
in Marx (1871), Engels (1873), Marx (1875)134, Engels (1878), and eventually Lenin (1918).
However, it is largely latent in that concept–it is only fully realized as a concept of its own,
and fully emphasized as it ought to be, in the works of Mao, specifically Mao (1957). Mao
prescribes as a solution through cultural revolution–what can be understood in terms of
Althusser as the replacement of the bourgeois Isas with proletarian ones.

§3 Our Demands
The abolishment of the mutilation of intersex people
The abolishment of Hiv-criminalization laws
The abolishment of Aba and gay/ans conversion therapy; summary execution of all peo-
ple involved in creating and running these “eatments”
The abolishment of “gay panic” and “ans panic” legal defenses
The repeal of laws that legalize discrimination against Lgbt people, and the creation and
enforcement of legal standards to prote Lgbt people from employment, housing, &c
discrimination
The repeal of “bathroom bills” that bar ans people from using restrooms corresponding
to their gender
The repeal of institutional medical abuse of ans people ⅵa medical gatekeeping, replaced
by an informed consent model
“Second-generation” rent conol in major cities, without exceptions
The restruuring or abolition of zoning law such as to proⅵde for high densi and af-
fordable housing
The abolition of the tuition system and other marketizations of education
An end to the construion of highways within ci limits
The decriminalization of drugs, with safe iǌeion sites and needle-exchange programs to
replace institutionalization
Unⅳersal sex education
The decriminalization of sex work
An end to de fao discrimination in public education, whether through the Hauptschule/Realschule/Gymnasium
system or through the American system of funding public education through local prop-

132Reforming the Black Bloc: Tactics and Ideology
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er taxes, among others
An end to oil and gas projes, including pipelines and fracking
Violent suppression of fascists and reaionaries
Raising the minimum wage to a wage large enough to lⅳe upon, indexed to a cost-of-
lⅳing index
Abolition of “workfare”
Abolition of loopholes allowing for sub-minimum wage labour (such as those which allow
paying sub-minimum wage to people with disabilities)
Mandatory fair-scheduling praices, including prediable schedules proⅵded well-in-
advance of labour
Abolition of prison labour
The building of massⅳe, separated-grade public ansportation systems with low, uniform,
fares
Carfree zones in cities
The mass distribution of carbon-neual and eleric cars in lieu of gas cars
Increased pedestrian and bicycle access in cities
The replacement of Radburn street plans with grid plans
An end to the pervasⅳe food waste in grocery markets, restaurants &c with the excess
food siphoned into food banks
Mandatory coöperatⅳe ownership of apartment housing
Legalization of squaing in emp buildings and loosening of adverse possession laws
Proⅵsion of free housing for the homeless and food for the hungry
The decriminalization of abortion and birth conol, and their mass distribution
The mass distribution of hormones and instruions for Hrt
Municipal wireless internet
Open borders
Abolition of the police
Abolition of state surveillance
Industrial democracy
Mutual banking
A Ubi equal to the minimum wage

Epilogue
I know you’re out there. I can feel you now. I know that you’re afraid… you’re
afraid of us. You’re afraid of change. I don’t know the future. I didn’t come
here to tell you how this is going to end. I came here to tell you how it’s
going to begin. I’m going to hang up this phone, and then I’m going to show
these people what you don’t want them to see. I’m going to show them a
world without you. A world without rules and conols, without borders or
boundaries. A world where anything is possible. Where we go from there is
a choice I leave to you.

Neo
The Maⅸ

The Wachowski Sisters
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